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“The Concert of Nations,” given under tl e
patronage of the Ladies’ Social Aid of tl e
I Universalist church in the Belfast Opera Hous e
last Thursday and Friday evenings, was one < f
the most thoroughly enjoyed and appreciate d
productions given in Belfast for a number < f
i years. Both evenings the crowded house s 0
well deserved by the excellence of the pr<
gram greeted the rise of the curtain, while th e
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Opera

House

presented

a

gala

appearanci

1

the music. Mrs. Clement W. Wescot
the soloist for the Old
Kentucky Home
and the chorus followed with some of the stir
of
’61.
Mrs.
Wescott was gownec
ring songs
as the “Irish lass” and her
superb voice was
heard to good advantage in “The Auld Plait
Shawl.”
Miss Quimby and Mr. R. I. Morse
sang
“You and I,” from the “Isle of Spice,” intro
ducing a charming bit of acting with the catch j
chorus. This number was an especially
populai
one with the enthusiastic audience.
Mr. Ross
L. Hammons’ solo was omitted, thus depriving the program of what was sure tc
have been a fine feature. Bert L. Davis,
appearing this time as “Dennis Rafferty,” gave
another character song, “Reilly’s Party,” and
then Conductor Littlefield announced the arrival of the Country Choir of 1840, who put in
time with

The

was

NOVEMBER 26, 1908.

erts of Delaware, Ohio, to become pastor of the
church, and he began his pastorate here last
Sunday. Mr. Roberts was born near Delaware,

Churches.

GRUMBLING DAY.

The following lines were suggested by the
remarks of a Belfast clergyman in his Sundaj
lot
sermon that “If there was a day appointed
as Thanksgrumbling and fault-finding, just
is appointed, perhaps some would

giving Day
now forget
forget to grumble just as they
give thanks.”
A day is appointed for grumbling,

to

j
|

To find all the fault that we can;
A day that should make one quite happy,
That*such chance should be given to man.

appointed,
grumble

now that the day is
all day,
And we are asked to
It may be the spirit will leave us,
We may wish to be happy and gay.

And

Ohio. He received his preparatory education
Doane Academy, Granville, Ohio, his college
education at Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio, and graduated from Newton Theological Institution in June, 1908, at which time
he was one of the commencement speakers,
representing his class. He has held the pastorate of the Bethesda Baptist Church, Bethesda.
Ohio, and a student pastorate at Tiverton, R,
I. He is married and his wife, who is at present in Ohio, will join him here soon. Mr. Roberts occupied the Baptist pulpit here a few
weeks ago, making a most favorable impression,
and it is believed his pastorate will be a successful one.
at
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Among the Colby men granted a football “C”
this season is Renworth Rogers, ’10, of Belfast.

Fred G. White made

a

brief visit to Bangor

recently.
G. E. Bryant of Freedom
on business.

Miller Colby of Sunset, who has had a long
of typhoid fever, is slowly getting better.

run

day

Mrs. Spencer W. Mathews and Mrs. E. J.
Morison returned last week from a brief visit
in Boston.

water

was

in

Bangor Fri-

Albert W. Stevens was at home from Stillfor a brief visit this week.
Horace Chenery returned Wednesday
from a few days in Boston.

C. E. Perkins and family moved to their
home on Elm street last Saturday, after spending the summer in Northport as usual.

morn-

ing

I. V. Miller left Monday to buy goods for
his fur trade in New York and Boston.

Mrs. Martha Knowlton of South Belfast has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Caroline W.
Walton. This is her first visit for a year.

Mrs. Amos Clement and son Stephen leave
a week’s visit in Boston.

tomorrow for

The flags of many other nations, combine d
Miss Flora F. Rich is in Whitman, Mass., to
Miss Bertha I. Bird is spending the Thankswith Old Glory, were most effectively arrange d
spend Thanksgiving with friends.
of
the
old-fashioned
Thanksgiving,
day
O,
giving recess from her duties in the Rockland
about the balcony rail, and the little fir tree s
Miss Hazel Keyes is spending the ThanksLast night was gala night for the local
Was the day that we feasted and fed
High school with her parents in this city.
which filled in the corners at the side fror t an appearance at an opportune moment from
The day that should have meant living
Castles of the Knights of King Arthur. A
giving recess with friends in Bangor.
dead.
were
so
often
that
The
thanks
were also gay w’ith parti-colored national eir
F.
Mrs. C.
Wildes entertained at lunch on
the rear entrance. They were appropriately
; joint conclave was held by Castles North and
Miss Nellie Hopkins left Wednesday mornWednesday Mrs. Thomas E. Shea and Mrs. E.
blems. When the curtain rose, each night, th B costumed and caused no end of
This new holiday, just appointed—
laughter as
Waldo in the vestry of the North church. A. Wadsworth.—Somerville Mass., Journal.
ing to spend a few days with relatives in Eoston
old—
B
It may be to rival the
they rendered some of their favorite selecinvoluntary “oh” which swept softly over th
If only the two were united.
Promptly at six-fifteen the Knights and
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Parker were recent visitMr. and Mrs. F. M. Staples of East Belfast
packed hall was in itself a pretty tribute to th B tions, accompanied by one of their number,
Would be really worth blessings untold.
! Esquires of the realm assembled within the are spending some weeks in Washington, ors to Boston, where
they spent a few days.
j
picture revealed on the stage. The entire bac 4 Mr. E. S. Pitcher, on a melodeon which eviCastle gates and the degree of Esquire was guests of Hon. Lindley M. Staples of that
For the
spirit would vanish
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Prentiss aie spending
Carving the Turkey drop was covered with two large flags, and th B dently antedated 1840. In the choir were Mrs. ! If joinedfault-finding
to the spirit of praise,
conferred on several Pages of Castle Waldo town.
And true-hearted thankfulness triumph
Development Liter- wings and drops all bore red, white and blu 2 E. P. Frost, Miss Hazel Keyes, Miss Edith BurThanksgiving with Mr. Prentiss parents in
and one of Castle North. At seven o’clock the
Notes. .The Country
And both be Thanksgiving Days.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett were in RockBrewer.
bunting and smaller flags. The chorus, abou t gess, Miss Emma Skay, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mr.
of the realm gathered, when a procession
-aion.The Football
Pages
land
last
week
to
of
5
attend
the
raised
70 in number, were seated on
Miss Mary H. Hilton came from Brunswick.
performance
C, E. White, Mr. R, I. Morse and Mr. Earle
platform
Kendrick
, by John
There will be preaching at the Woods school- formed which escorted the Kings of the two
“The Man of the Hour” at the Rockland Opera Wednesday to
Massachusetts (’oast on the stage, the black of the men’s coat s Talbot.
spend Thanksgiving with Mrs.
next Sunday afternoon at 2 Castles to the throne room. After the opening
house,
Northport,
•
at
Keith’s.
as E. Shea
House.
Sarah Hilton.
“Uncle Josh Perkins’ Orchestra” was then o’clock.
serving as an effective background for th
!
ritual the event of chief interest was the deStockton Springs.. ladies, all of whom were becomingly gowned i 1 announced, and if
Arthur Mitchell of Portland and Leon Bird
any of the audience had had
Miss Edith Wilson arrived from Gardiner
Services in the chapel at East Northport, j bate between representatives of the two Cas-pondence. .Ship News. white. On the front row were seated the typ
the least suspicion that the performers did not
of Brockton, Mass., were in Penobscot last
Married. .Died.
‘‘That
counties.
The
was:
Wednesday night to spend Thanksgiving w'ith
m.
Resolved,
Sermon by j
subject
Nov. 29th, at 10.45 a',
Sunday,
5
and
in
ical characters,
fetching
appropriat come straight from “Huckleberry Comer” it
week, called there by the death of their aunt, relatives in Belfast.
the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow, followed by try life is'preferable to city life.” Castle WalW'ardwell.
costumes. So wrell adapted were the youn r certainly was not the fault of their costumes
do had the affirmative, its debaters being Geo- Miss Virginia
school.
Frances A. Sargent is enjoying her ThanksSunday
mi n ary.
ladies to the nationalities they represente 1 or of their acting. Their “rehearsal” was much
Misses Maude E. and Mabel R. Mathews have
Chas. Coombs, E. Merriam, Ralph
Langill,
service
at
the
giving recess at the home of Rev. and Mrs. E.
There
will
be
the
usual
that It was hard to believe that some of ther 1 enjoyed, and it was with reluctance that the
a
visit
to
Boston, accompanied S. Philbrook in Sanford.
Bramhall. Castle North had the negative, its returned from
at 10.45 a.
November 14th at 1 p.
had not been imported from “over seas” fo r audience realized the end of a delightful even- Universalist church next Sunday
debaters being Linwood Jones, Tom Bowker, by Miss P'rances J. Dyer, who will be their
i;h Weber street, Coloof sermon, Unfailing Spring.
m.
Subject
Superintendent Stuart of the Gas and Electhe occasion. They were as follows: Columbif
had
come
when
“America”
was announced,
ing
I Ray Lindgren, Frank Mudgett. The judges guest for over Thanksgiving.
11 e was taken ill in
tric Co. is spending a few days as the guest of
Sunday school at noon.
Miss Katherine Brier, Miss Florence M. Hil
and sung by chorus and audience.
were the Rev. Adolph Rossbach, Mr. O. E.
Mrs.
C.
of
Mr. and
H. Getchell
Farmington friends in Springfield, Mass.
with what physicians
The December session of the Prospect and
Indian maid, Miss Ida M. Ames; The Navy
Journal are
Thursday evening the soloists kindly granted
j Frost and Mr. B. H. Herrick. (The
spending the wunter with their daughter
at ism of the chest and
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Tisdale, daughter Jessie
the encores, which were heartily wished for Unity Quarterly meeting will be held with the went to
Miss Annette A. Shuman; Gretchen, Mis
the
record
to
too
result,
early
press
and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Hall, at
Colorado Springs. He
church in Jackson village, December 5th and
and son Donald are spending Thanksgiving at
on Friday as well, but the length of the proMarian M. Heald; French maid, Miss Iren
i which will appear next week.) Mr. H. M. the corner of Cedar and Pearl streets.
■d and on the day of
their former home in Massachusetts.
A full attendance is desired.
gram made it imperative that they be omitted 6th.
Shaw; Tambourine girl, Miss Edna D. Craw
Prentiss of Castle North had the honor rehotter than usual, but
Austin Jewett, who has been in the employ
a
the second night to allow time for the social
Miss Julia Vaughan is at home from New
The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meet- cently of being raised to the honorary rank of
ford; Spanish maid, Mrs. Clarence E. Read
his
to
in-iil complained
of the Duplex Roller Bushing Co., has gone to
dance which followed the close of the program, ings in their rooms on High street every
Boston to spend Thanksgiving with her parof the Republic, Miss Katherine t
he will be recDaughter
Waldo.
Hereafter
of
Viscount
alside
and
died
in his
:ii
Bath where he has a position in the machine
ents, Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Vaughan, at CityQuimbv; Japanese maid, Mrs. Edwin P. Frost music for which was furnished by the Quintette. Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock and Sunday ognized as the leader of K. O. K. A. in Waldo
iting in his chair. He
department of the Bath Iron Works.
Madames afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are cor- I
Those
in the chorus were:
Porto Rico girl, Miss Marian M. Perry; Mex
point.
of
the
State
will
be
a
member
and
County
June 19. 1843, the son of
wTill
R.
B.
Brown
of
Castine
Mrs.
and
Capt.
J. Lee
ican maid, Miss Ethel R. Hutchins; Swiss peas
Patterson, Clement W. Wescott, dially invited.
Miss Louise W. Richards came home from
Committee, which is composed of the County
-low Pitcher, and was
Sherman G.
spend Thanksgivingin Winchester, Mass., with
E. S. Bowker, C. E. Read,
ant, Miss Alice M. Nickerson; Irish lass, Mrs
last week to spend the Normal
services will be held at the Bap- leaders with the Marquis of the Province of
Farmington
Preaching
schools. As a young
their son Walter, and will visit other relatives
Swift, George E. Bliss, E. P. Frost, George A. tist Church next
Clement W. Wescott; Chinese maid, Miss Flor
School vacation with her mother, Mrs. Annie
Sunday morning and evening, Maine as the chairman. The Belfast Knights and friends near Boston for a few weeks.
with his father under
Maurice
Curtis,
Wells
A.
Marian
Havener,
Miss
;
Leavitt,
Scotch
George
ence Libby;
lassie,
L. Richards.
with sermon by the pastor, Rev. Arthur G. are justly proud of the new Viscount, who is a
;am Pitcher & Son, dealE. S. Pitcher, L. L. Kobbins, Misses Florence Roberts.
The overture was by the Entre Nous Or
Miss Myrtle Herrick of Rockland is taking
The teachers’ meeting will be on great worker with boys and young men and
Little Dorothy and Bruce M. Smith, children
Their buildings on Front
Velma
Mitchell,
M.
Alice
M.
was
Nickerson,
Hill,
The the place of her niece, Miss Alberta Famham, of Rev. and Mrs. A. A.
chestra, was brilliantly executed, and
is held in high regard by them all.
Friday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
■..■hat was then known as
Smith, have recovered
Louise
Ethel
Clara
Flood,
Furbush. Sadie Laffin,
in the City National Bank while Miss Farnham
strong recommendation for this new organi
from the scarlet fever and the quarantine has
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed Knights of King Arthur is a rapidly growing
burned in the great fire
course at the Rockland CommerBrown, Katherine Brier, Marian Heald, Maud
her
zation, composed of the following young peo
now
fifteen
completes
It
numbers
nearly
organization.
been removed.
•■■jilt in the following year,
Nettie church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
cial College.
pie: George Hart, violin; Miss Cecil Little Curtis, Kate Quimby, Marian Wells,
father Mr. Pitcher conby the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school hundred castles in the United States, Canada,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Burdin have gone to
Pettee, clarinet; Charle ; Shuman, Edith Gillum, Emma Skay, Frances
board
held
in
Maine
a
numcornet;
Australia,
field,
Clyde
At the meeting of the deaconess
II_tj
I?l_T
Mirrtla
done for some time, and
immediately after the sermon. Prayer meet- Ureat Britain and
where they will be the guests of
Massachusetts,
B.
C.
Mrs.
Littlefield
Wentworth,
Miss
Grace
in
Portland
Monday,
Decrow, trombone;
ber of new castles have been organized this
<u i.ovuuulb..
o
his fortune in the great
wife of Rev. B. C. Wentworth of Old Orchard, their daughter, Mrs. Gertrude Cook, in South
Nash, Edna Crawford, Marian Perry, Marjorie mg uiuisud^ evening
fall and negotiations for others are pending.
piano.
commitof
the
:n the spring of 1885 to
was made chairman
publication
Braintree, Mass.
The Congregational parsonage at Kittery is
Shaw, Hazel Keyes, Alice Whitten, Marian !
he opening numoer on me piogiam
With the manly, heroic and righteous note that tee.—Biddeford Journal.
Houston Small went to Winthrop yesterday
Knowlton, Ethel Hutchins, Belle Keating, Flor- the oldest ecclesiastical residence in New Eng- it
the chorus “Let the Hills and Vales Re
to lads and
it
is
attractive
by
sounds,
especially
* land. It was built in
1 (i, White & Co., later
Mr; and Mrs. William H. Quimby of Belfast to
1729, in the days of Hon.
ence Shaw, Bertha Whitten, Messrs. R. I. Morse
spend the Thanksgiving recess with his
can
sound.” It was thoroughly enjoyed, and gav,
he
a
who
men
and
is
lad
and
with
Dr.
privileged
will
as
usual
young
pass Thanksgiving
fast Fuel & Hay Co. In
Earl Talbot,' William Peperell, and contains the library bemother Mrs. A. A. Small, who was called there
the audience a foretaste of other good thing ; E. S. Pitcher, Luther Hammons,
have conferred on him the degrees within its Mrs. B. B. Foster, Cumberland avenue, and
married Miss Louise
C.
him
Dr.
for
to
John Parker,
are expected to arrive the first of this week.
queathed by
Benjamin Stevens,
by the serious illness of her father.
to come. Mr. Ralph I. Morse’s solo, “My Will I F. G. Mixer, Arthur Johnson,
gift. It is hoped that several new castles may —Portland
who died in this city
Evening Express.
F. Merriam, Chas. E. White, Bert Davis, J. Lee 40 years minister of the Kittery Point church.
Irish Rose,” by Olcutt, was finely rendered
Miss Annette Robinson, the teacher in the
Geo.
be organized in this county shortly.
whose
Miss
Louise,
ighter.
Patterson, Harry Coombs, Thomas Bowker,
Friends of “Billy” McDonald, a former Brick School, went to Castine to
The Christian Scientists hold services in
Belfast people were delighted with Mr. Morse’,
is at present the King of Castle Waldo
spend ThanksLangill
ith
Mr.
Pitcher's
sister,
E.
Maine Central brakeman on the Belfast branch, giving at home. She was
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at and Howard Heath the
mons, Ralph Bramhall, F. S. Hutchins.
voice in solo work and hope to hear it often ii
accompanied by Miss
King of Castle North.
Camden. In 1875 Mr.
L;
well
as for most
as
for
the
was
The
chorus,
learn
that
he
unfortunate
be
to
will
11
of
Our
Dreams,'
o’clock; subject, Ancient and Modern Nepianist
sorry
the future. A duet, "In the Isle
Ethel Savery. They will return Saturday.
Harriet Marshall Carman
r
of the soloists, was Mrs. Herbert E. Drink- cromancy or Mesmerism and Hynoptism, and
THE BASEBALL SEASON.
from the popular “Red Mill,” sung by Mrs
enough to fall from a moving train in Portland
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Pattee moved this week
work
most
years later, Mr. Pitcher
that
does
symrecently and break two ribs.
Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which
Clarence E. Read and Mr. Arthur Johnson, wa ; water, who always
into their new home on Northport avenue, but
Journal
Orrin
J.
for
The
of his business here, they
by
Dickey.]
[W'ritten
leni.
Miss Alice Stimpson accompanied all are cordially welcome.
Mrs. Kate Luce, who had been the guest of will have their
t
extremely pretty and effective. The chil pathetically.
!
Thanksgiving dinner with Mr.
With the closing of the basebali season Beland soon afterwards to
i;,r.
Mr. Davis, and Miss Louise Dennett was at the
dren's chorus was next on the program, and a;
her cousin, Mrs. F. J. Taylor, in Pittsfield for a Pattee’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Pattee,
There will be a gospel meeting at the White’s
of
the
most
successful
seasons
one
fast
chairher was engaged for sev,had
|
chorus. The
the
children’s
I
with
re<
during
in
white,
piano
weeks’
for
a
two
arrived
little
the forty
few days,
Thursday
girls, gowned
Cedar street.
Corner schoolhouse Sunday, November 29th, at which was ever recorded
by a local team in (
;pg business, representing
ig:,.
Social Aid in charge of the affair
visit with her brothers in this city, after which
sashes and red hair ribbons, rose at the signa man from the
2 o’clock p. m., local time. Evangelist Davis
Miss Mary A. Bickford left Tuesday for BosThe team was put out by the Young !
e :hem the Hagermans of
this
aided
city.
and
by
she,
Charles
Mrs.
Bradbury,
was
from their seats at the front of the hall then
she will go to Worcester, Mass., to spend the
i will conduct the service, and it is hoped that
ton, where she will visit relatives for a short
Men’s Association of this city, and for a team
in
their
He afterwards returned to
were
untiring
entire
committee,
the
was a hush and then a rustle of interest as thi
winter.
other speakers will be present, also a large attime before going to New York to spend the
of local players gave as good baseball as has
al years was manager of
efforts to make the entertainment the success tendance. If stormy, it will be held the next
audience bent forward to see the effectivi
Mr. Austin C. Philbrick, for many years pro- winter with her niece and husband, Mr. and
been
seen in the baseball leagues of Maine for
at
Telluride,
|
company
The Aid had full charge of the
it proved.
the Boston clothing store, which he
of
entrance of the children. They filed onto thi
prietor
pleasant Sunday.
r,
years. The season opened on May 2nd, at recently disposed of to Bangor parties, is now Mrs. G. Harvey Self.
ng interests until quite
member of the sostage to march time and formed in a doubli costumes, etc., and every
At the Congregational church next Sunday Rockland and closed on Labor Day in this with Mr. Benj. L. Segal, 371 Maine street, in
■r was also well known in
Miss Beulah Philbrook, who has been teachEach little girl carried a flag, which shi
row.
ciety has ample cause for feeling a personal
Sixteen games were played, of which the same line of business, where he will be ing in Islesboro, spent Sunday with friends in
morning, worship at 10.45, with sermon by the city.
he lived for some time
I:waved at intervals in the chorus of the song satisfaction in the result of their work. The i
to see his old-time friends and custompleased
at
of
the
and
school
out
D.
L.
Rev.
were
three
but
only ers.—Rockland
Wilson; Sunday
city
played
pastor,
-iii among the mining men in
q.;
J this city en route from Islesboro to Sanford,
Opinion.
"How it Marches, the Flag of Our Union.’ society netted about $100.
noon; missionary meeting of the Christian two were lost, giving the home team a record
where she will spend her vacation with Rev.
o
h
camp. In 1895 Mr. and
of the Maine
warden
O.
Bernes
Norton,
At the close of the song, whose stirring line;
at
Endeavor Society at 6.30; evening worship
of winning fourteen games out of sixteen.
and Mrs. E. S. Philbrook.
!:
Cripple Creek, where were charmingly sung by the small musicians
the national prison conattended
State
Wedding Bells.
prison,
7.30. A cordial welcome is extended to all to The team was organized in the spring and beL
"ine. which they lost one
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Knowlton left last Monvention in Richmond, Va., last week. He was
Miss Freda Sylvester stepped forward am
attend the services.
gan early practice with the choice of George
ee
that almost destroyed
Albert
T. NickerHas
Neve;
That
Nickerson-Nickerson.
"The
Flag
accompanied by Rev. C. A. Plummer, the ven- day for Sea Breeze, Florida, where Mr. Knowlsang very sweetly
as captain and Chester B. Frost as
F.
the
North
December
for
Darby
The
parish supper
hme they have lived in
son of Swanville and Alberta L. Nickerson of
erable chaplain of the prison, and Dr. J. E. ton has property and business interests and will
Known Defeat.” The children joined in thi
Congregational church will take place in the manager. Mr. Darby had had good experience
Mr. Pitcher continued
spend the winter there. Sea Breeze is having
Prospect were quietly married at the home of
Walker, the prison physician.
and again their fiagr. came into play
chorus,
in
that
a
man
cachurch supper rooms Wednesday evening, in the past and proved good
^
n Cripple Creek.
For
a decided boom and is one of Florida’s growing
the bride’s father, Charles K. Nickerson, in
The colored lights thrown from the cente
Wolcott
the
of
Gi T. Stockhahl, proprietor
December 9th. A committee from the men of pacity and Mr. Frost had managed the team of
<•! the Kalamazoo, the
winter resorts.
Prospect, Wednesday evening, October 28th.
thi
with
first
time
for
the
used
his
were
been
has
visiting
balcony
Hotel, New York city,
; the parish, headed by Mr. E. S. Bowker, will a previous year and he was ftfrtunate in securf
mnderry for eastern
Mr. Nickerson is the Republican representaFred V. Cottrell and Jos. G. Patterson rt«
number, and were a great addition to its beauty
mother, Mrs. Everett Stockham, in Litchfield.
the entertainment, which is to take ing games and by good fortune arranged a
furnish
C m Gustave Schwab of
j
tive-elect to the Maine Legislature, and the
The little girls never looked sweeter thai
number of games at home. The other Mr. Stockham and family spent several seasons turned the first of the week from Swanville
the
form
of
a sewing society.
large
of
s
is at the present superintendent
|
being well known in when
singing away with their hearts in thei bride
members of the team were Henry Brown, in Belfast, occupying what is now the home where they did the woodwork for a bath room
he was prominent
The Women’s Auxiliary of the North Conschools of Prospect,
\
for Miss Louise Cunningham. The finish is of
work and an earnest expression on their faces
Walter Vose, Lee Robinson, Henry Cunning- of Rev. A. A. Smith one summer.
held
its
November
cn of Colorado
church
meeting
Springs One of the youthful chorus had remarked pre
gregational
oak, and the room is up-to-date in
ham, Bert Darby, George Darby, Ansel LothWHfrNEY
Mrs. James H. Howes, who bias* been spend- quartered
Patterson.
evening,
Wednesday
The
week,
Brown
last
E.
Mrs.
Mari
oil
Mr
with
of
Belfast
resident
j
viously that "Them red ribbons ain’t becomir November 18th, occurred the marriage of WilJohnson, Stanley Chamberlain, ing a number of weeks in Boston, returned all the fittings and appointments.
Arthur
rop,
I
in
were
situation
the
work and
Turkey
'obt-r of Timothy Chase
present
so th
to some of the kids," but if that was
Mrs. Sarah R. Crawford has heard from her
Fred Johnson, Thomas Berry, George Frisbee last night, accompanied by Miss Frances
liam E Whitney of Tho.naston and Mrs* C'ris- the chief
! later of Palestine Comtopics under disettsstort, and there
who was one of the
audience surely were hone the wiser.
: and Harold Hayford.
of Verona. The ceremony was a
inda
S.
Patterson
Howes, who is attending school in Boston. Mr. son, William C. Crawford,
on Miss Cortina Shattuck. the
paper
cmplar, and in Colorado
Mrs. Cleora E. Read was dressed as a Span
The games played were Freedom Academy, Howes, who spent a few days in Boston last delegates attending the great educational con‘was performed by Freeman W Smith in his
the Industrial Institute at Oarfa,
of
head
Masonic
and
also
Lodge,
;
ference in Dublin, that he had a delightful trip
ish maid but sang her solo, a Hungarian lov
3 to 2; University of Maine Law School, 14 to 7; week, returned home Friday night.
new log cabin home at Verona Park, which
the local lodge of Elks,
Turkey. A number of current events in misin the American line steamship St.
across
Old Town High, 6 to 5:
song, to perfection, and with much feeling
was beautifully decorated Tor the occasion by
closed the evening’s program. Rockland High, 5 to 2;
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe of Boston, accompandr Pitcher visited this his
history
sionary
Paul, and felt not a trace of sea-sickness.
One of the prettiest of the choruses followedBelfast clerks, 11 to 7; Thomaston, 19 to 0; j ied
Howe
Maud
the friends of the unit**] pair. Mr. Whitney is
Mrs.
Elliot,
her
daughter,
sin* always been held in
by
The young people of the Ep'rorth League
Donazetti’s “O Italia, Italia Beloved,” and i f well and favorably Vnown in Knox county, and
Warren, 22 to 2; Belfast clerks, 7 to 3; Tacon"- arrived in Gardiner last week to visit Mr. and
Department president, Mrs. Harriet G.
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2nd, at which it is expected that the young
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morning, November 23rd. The ceremony was
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The Guild of
Congregationa with subscription funds. The team gave exblended perfectly,
solemnized at the groom’s home on Waldo
program. Their voices
family of Mr. E. C. Fletcher in Camden. Mrs.
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Rev. Fr. D. J. Leonard of Cambridge,
N. Y., says a young lady of his parish
was cured of Consumption by Father

John’s Medicine.
Col. Wm. C. Miles of Wr.hington, D.
C., says: “Father John’s Medicine saved
mv life.”
One of mv children had bronchitis from
birth. Father John’s Medicine cured her
and made her strong.— Mrs. M. McCabe,
534 West 49th Street, New York City.

An Indiana Farm Hand
Writes

Interesting Letter About Courtry Life.

an

C., November

D.

Washington,

23.

An Indiana farm hand has written a letter to President Roosevelt about the
work which the Country Life Commission
is

carrying

The President has turn-

on.

Country Life
Commission, and the Commission has
asked the farmhand to write some more.
“I have been a farm hand just
long enough,” says the President’s correspondent, “to learn the cause of so

ed the letter over to the

many sons and

and well-mean-

daughters

GOVERNOR COBB’S PROCLAMATION.

The Nation’s Resources.

PERSONAL.

ing. reliable farm hands leaving the
beautiful farm and country and going to
A lack of order and system on
the city.
the farm and too long hours for a day is

I

The Mother

Washington, D. C., November 23.
Ia Should Watch
The much talked-of inventory of the£
and at the first symptoms of peevJjj
Nation’s resources is now practically^
i ishness, fretfulness, inactivity of>
3 the child give it True1* Elixir*
completed. To consider the material it
It brings robust health and rosy
h as brought together the National Con
cheeks to weak little bodies.
servation Commission has just announcedl
its first full meeting for Tuesday, DeAt that
cember 1st, in Washington.
meeting the first steps will be taker
toward putting into tangible shape the
results of the six months hard work on
has been used for nearly
thadb mab*
taking stock of the country’s waters,
60 years as the good old
week
One
minerals.
forests, lands and
family remedy for old and young,
It expels worms quickly, promptly
later, after the Commission has gone
and effectively,and relieves costiveit will hold a joint
over the inventory,
ness, bad stomach, feverishness
meeting in Washington with the Govand headaches.
ernors of the States and Territories, or
Sold everywhere, 35c, 50c, SlJOO
their representatives. At this meeting
DR. J. F. TRUE * CO, Auburn, Me.
the inventory will be further discussed
8^—
and the report which the President has
requested the Commission to make to
CONCERNING COMETS.
him by January 1st, will be formulated.
With less than six months in which to
To the Editor of The Journal:
make the inventory, the four branches The
great comet that was so brilliant in
into which the Commission is divided,
1859 is again approaching the earth, and
aided by the co-operation of the Governwill be visible through a good opera glass
ment departments, have brought togeththe time this article is published.
by
er what is probably the most useful colThe ancients considered a comet a sign
lection of facts about the material things
of war and called it “the flaming sword i
on which national industry and progress
!
on high.”
are based that has ever been assembled
We know a comet only as a brilliant

TRUES
ELIXIR

I

[Rockland Courier-Gazette.]

be the last public
to be issued by Governor
Cobb appears in the announcement just
made for Thanksgiving Day, the text of
What will

proclamation

probably

which follows:
“No State is truly great nor can long
endure that does not appeal to God for
strength in adversity and humility in
success.
The year now drawing to its
close is filled with signs both of warning
and encouragement, and that their real
meaning may not be misunderstood should
be the prayer of all those who love their
country and who hope for public and individual well being and of a development
of her resources and laws.
“Now therefore, I, William T. Cobb,
Governor of the State of Maine, in recognition of the custom established by our
forefathers and followed by successive

generations, do hereby appoint Thursday, November 26th, as Thanksgiving
Day and ask the people of Maine to de-

vote themselves to its observance and

service.

“The spirit in which the festival was
conceived and the traditions which surround it should incline all to expressions
of gratefulness and acts of kindness.
Material prosperity may well prove to
be a menace to social order, unless it is
accompanied by a full sense of its obligations and limitations, but when in the
hearts of a people there abide reverence
and charity the State is safe and the
future secure.”
We think this

model paper, brief,
dignified, chaste in the character of its
English and compact of the spirit that for
what is driving the best minds from the
generations has ruled New England and
at one time. Reports presenting these
of
a
date.
to
Probably part
When Govermade this country great.
mystery, up
farm to the city and shop. What can we
facts and pointing out their significance
mission is to bring additional energy to nor Cobb goes out of office he will leave
expect of a hand, or the farmer’s wife have been
These
reports, ! the earth and to all other planets. Added behind him a record that will continue to
prepared.
and her posterity, in the way of intelwith the passing years. Not the
summarized and indexed, will be suba warlike
people enlarge
lectual development, when they get out
energy would make
least among the things that will be said
mitted to the Commission at its coming
his four
warlike.
a

|

of their beds at 3.30 in the

work from that time until

paid

And no attention

to

morning and
8 or 9 p.m.? meeting.
All through
the sanitary

-conditions of the home, and necessary
conveniences on the farm for doing the
farm work
time.

with

labor and

the least

’'

This man has given the

Commission

Country

Life

very interesting firsthand information about rural conditions
some

If
brings energy, the fact will
health
be shown by better general
and by more
world
the
throughout
shown in
healthy crops, and ought to be
by an
expressed
mental
energy
greater
a

general interobject of the Conservation Commission has been growing.
The public is now well posted on a subject of which only a few specialists had
knowledge at the time of the Conference
the summer

est in the work and

of Governors and experts at the White
House, in May.
Governors carried the

ot the

spirit
recommendations, based on a long
conference home with them to their own
experience in farm work and farm life.
and have kept things moving
He has worked for all kinds of farmers, people,
ever since by appointing State Commishe
and
he
ar.d
has
bad,
says,
always
good
sions to study local problems, by'writing !
had his eyes open to detect the causes of
and speaking upon the subject of coni
He has drawn
their success or failure.
and by keeping in close and
his own conclusions and sets them forth servation,
touch with the National Commisin down-right, straight-forward fashion. helpful
sion. They are ready to take part in the
Education pays in farming, he says.
The bare
The farmer who plans out his work and approaching joint meeting.
Ihe

and

carries it

through

in

a

systematic,

busi-

ness-iike manner, just as the city man
does, will be able to shorten the hours of
labor.

“So

farmers

many

measure

announcement that it had been set for
December 8th, resulted in a number of

acceptances before the formal invitation
of the Commission had even got into the

which they

in

ness

are

engaged.

And

what stress

they put

on

the literature

(if any comes)
bearing on the business they are engaged in. See what per cent study their
that

comes

into their homes

business.
“Give me the educated farmer

as

a

boss and the educated farmhand as
When I come in contact with

a

hand.

hand

or

fame

I find him
to

a

that studies his business
and it is

advancing,

a

pleasure

work for such men.
“The

majority of the farmers are
eight-hour in ; that is, eight hours in
the forenoon and eight in the afternoon.
Eight or ten hours on the farm cannot
well be adopted in all cases, but it need
not be from fourteen to sixteen hours.

If the family arise every morning at 5
o’clock and the wife and daughters attend to the household duties, and the
farmhands ant!

sons

attend to the chores

and go to the field at 7 o’clock and work
until 11 or 11.30, and go to the field again
at 1 and keep at it until 6 o’clock, and go
to the house and eat the supper and then

comet

j

than

we

have been led to believe,

deflected or spread by
the head of the comet,
which would indicate that the head was
That the
concave-convexed in shape.
sun’s rays

are

passing through

j

tail is not made by shadow is proved by
the fact that the shadow behind planets
that go out cone-shaped into space produce

no

such effects.

It may be that
nebula, and what

a

comet is an immense
take for its head is

we

in fact its center, and that the so-called
tail is just so much of this nebula body as

would show the present condition of the
resources and the way to develop them

rays, passing through
the center, cause to shine. This seems
like a reasonable conclusion, and that the
of the so-called tail is
the

changed sun’s

in

danger

of

ne

laiimy

snuuiu

Sunday morning

as

use

well

and do the necessary

aiuu

ciuch. uii

days,
Sunday morning
as on

week

Clearoia, which is only put up in one-half
packages. Ask to see it.

his
row, he lashes himself forward with
wings and steers with his forked tail.
The “footless swallow” he is called because of his inability to stand on the
of
ground; while the horned lark is oneMr.
the most graceful of walkers, and
Ruskin waxes eloquent on the ankle
motion of the robin—amotion also shared
by the American robin, although in color,
size, and many habits he differs from his
English cousin.
According to Michelet, a swallow is
supposed to make about eighty leagues
an hour in flight, so that, as Mr. Ruskin
says,

“leaving Devonshire after

breakfast, he

could

be

in

an

early

Africa

to

lunch.”—Harper’s Weekly.

that

Springvale People Happy.
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BEAUTIFUL, DasR*
ING YOUNG WOMAN.

A

That the astute
tional Grange was

B AMiOR, MAI

.^C'M.
|
'I

ing

“My successful opponent lived in a
neighboring town and graciously invited me to be his guest on the followIt would have
ing Thanksgiving.
looked surly to refuse, and 1 went. It
was really an admirable social function. but the few hours I put in there
torture.

The host met

me

with

hearty hand clasp. Turning he said,
‘My wife.’ Resplendent In satin and
jewels I saw my stenographer. ‘Love
and war,’ she murmured. ‘He thinks
I was visiting my old home In New
England.’ I held my peace, but that
fatted turkey tasted like crow.”—Dea

troit Free Press.

Fatherly Advice.
“The farmer,” said the young turkey, "seems to be very fond of me.

He throws the choicest morsels of
corn to me every day and In many
ways shows his admiration for me.”
“Well,” advised the old turkey, “I
wouldn’t let It go on If I were you.
You are ap* to lose your head over
It"

»
■i

A few Violins for sale cheap.
Bargain in a chronograph, slightly used.
Watch work my specialty. Prices, like my expends
low.
MIXER BLOCK, BELFAST.

I;

j

mixed

up

ft
^

ft
M
i

j

-COKE—^
fuel

-#sBEST

for

fall

use*.

Limited supply nnpy be obtained at gas plant at the follow

I

$4.75

Ton,

Quarter Ton,
Barrel,

|

2.50

Halfj.Tcn,

.

i;

SI

A. S. Heal,
Successor

SC

■ MEAL & WOOD,

1 Monumental

^

BRIDGE STR1

BELFAST.

|

Having bought the interest of Mr. Wood, I sh
the business alone and hope by square dealing to
patronage of the public. It will be to your intere
A. 8.
us before placing your order.

|

I'
>

I have for sale a STEA M
and BOILER. Engine i
horizontal, and the boiler 8 h. p. vertical—a goo
All in good working order and will be sold cheap.
CA I

p

-•

|

girls

with me. The hotel was a sinai!
well
but
one,
known, and it
rendeza
was
vous for many interesting Americans. The tables
weredecked with
holly and mistleM. Blanc
toe.
in his ardor hud
our

“YOUR national
DISH."

American

retes.

That’s what

weight of a huge plum pudding
wreathed in holly and bearing an
Of
American and a French flag.
him with praise.
course we heaped
He beamed and beamed, poured brandy
over his chef d’oeuvre and lighted it,
served It himself and said to each
person as they thanked him: ‘Did I
not tell you you would feel chez vous?
Your national
It is good and hot
dish! Will yon have some more Are?’
The Athletes’ Dinner.
De Style—What makes you think the
Farrants are going to have a regular
athletic Thanksgiving dinner?
Gunbusta—Why, they had their turkey killed with a golf club and stuffed

Coal

coal is—as good
mined. As free

o ur

tie

moved about, smiling
mysteriously
and whispering to questioners that he
had a surprise in store for us—a dessert which would make us all feel as
If we were not in Paris at all, but
back in that furoff •chez vous’ whence
we had come. There were much laughing and merriment, and we drauk M.
Blanc’s health in his best wine as a
His waiters
mark of appreciation.
soon appeared tottering beneath the

with tennis balls.

■—_

jl

me

a

my two

E
C

Watches that will p'ease you. Chains, Charms, I.
I
Diamond Rings, and all other kinds. | Clotk- opera
and Field Glasses, Spectacles and Eye Glasses
ft

j|

Captain S.

and

vote.

were

forget

R

1847 ROGERS BROS. A I *EC"B*”T
ALL FLAT WARE SAME QUALIT L

:!

in Camden.

THAYERi|E

THE JEWELER,
SELLS READ & BARTON KNIVES AND FORKS,"

The three-master now :
W. Thrall of
the
Chelsea, Mass., is framed out and
hard pine is on the way from Boston. A
full crew will be at work on her next
week. She will take the water about
the first of February. In the meantime
for
Mr. Bean is at work on the model
the frame
Captain Nelson’s schooner, andbefore
the
and other material will arrive
and work
one now building is launched
Captain Neion her at once.

not

I

1

Always Bought

Paris and spent
the day at the
I had a
hotel.
country house
near Paris then,
but Jl. Blanc did

av-nt

b

trade

every respect.
on the ways for

1

RANGE

NOYES & NUTTER Mi

our

R. L. Bean of Camden has contracted
for a vessel of 800 tons carrying capacNelity, to be built for Captain William
launchson of Lyndon, Mass. She will be
This vessel
ed early in the summer.
wili be used for the southern lumber
and will be a first class one in

K

Ask your local
them.

president of the Naright in saying that

Shipbuilding

..;

It is just the range
been looking for. p;.
pearance, with all the
ern improvements
I*
Dock Ash Grate for
coal and a sliding won!

one

production.

1-

KINEO

This |
million farmers.
gentleman spoke with the authority of
these million farmers when he requested
that Congress ensure relief from the extortion of the present tariff by having
existing schedules examined by a Tariff
Commission of experts, consisting in part
of departmental officials and in part of
manufacturers experienced in cost of

than

either. So 1 went
into Paris, tak

even took from one of my shrewdest
advisers the list of voters in the strongest section with which I had to contend, with full instructions as to how
the most influential persons among
It
them could be won to my cause.
was great work, and yet I fell several
hundred short of the normal party

■

H HI

circum
would
permit. I advertised at once for
an extra stenographer and from
the many who re
Bponded selected

beautiful, brigilt
dashing
young woman who Justmed my immediate faith in her ability. She did all
my private correspondence, knew as
much about the inside of the campaign
as I did, working day and night with
a willingness that was surprising, and

The people of Springvale are rejoicing over
chores, and then go to church and show the news that the W. L. Douglas Co. of Remedy as soon as you notice any irregulariand avoid a serious malady. R. H. Moody.
the business man in the city that Sun- Brockton has leased the Preston B. Keith shoe ties,
factory, which has been vacant since last
farm
does
not
consist
in
on
the
day
THE PURE FOOD LAW.
spring, and will immediately begin the manuchanging the stock from one field to facture of shoes there. The lease was for a
that
the
is
believed
but
it
six
of
'term
years,
The Maine Experiment Station is doing
another, or salting it, or unloading a load removal of the
Douglas Co. to that place will
of hay that was brought in on Saturday be a permanent thing and that the present a good work along several lines. The
capacity of the factory will be doubled within number of grocers caught selling cereal
evening.
a short time by the building of an addition.
and water for sausage has already been
“'Coming to the meals at the meal
Work in the factory began last week. The
hour makes it easy on the wife so she first cutting was done November 11th. The published. A more nefarious fraud was
Douglas Co. will employ about 400 hands, with never exposed. After January 1st the
can arrange her household duties in ora weekly pay roll of $5000 or $6000.
The Springvale factory is 250 by 50 feet and grocer and meat dealer who cares to sell
der. as can also the husband his farm
4 stories high. It has a capacity of 2400 pairs
work.
other than straight pork sausage must
daily. The factory will be run by electric
on every package—great
“Men of worth and standing in the shop power, furnished by the Sanford Light & put a placard
or small—telling what is mixed with the
maand city tell me that if order and system Power Co. It is already equipped with
The same is true of docchinery and on most of the machines are in- sausage meat.
were used on the farm they would go dividual motors.
If other than straight
tored vinegar.
the
fact must be stated on
cider vinegar
back to the farm. If the farmer wants
You can cure dyspepsia, indigestion, sour oi every vinegar jug in the land. Dr. Woods
to keep his sons and daughters on the weak stomach, or in fact any form of stomach
is also getting an analysis of the western
farm he must not lengthen the hours for trouble if you will take Kodol occasionally—
hay that is being rushed in here to crowd
when you need it. Kodol doe*
the
times
at
just
Limit the
a day’s work at both ends.
down the Maine product. Some of it is
not have to be taken all the time. Ordinarily
valuable, but a lot of it is valueless for
hours of work on the farm to twelve or you only take Kodol now and then, because i'
completely digests all the food you eat, anc dairy purposes. As one dairyman said
thirteen, with pay for overtime, and free- after
stomacl
the
or
a few days or a week
so,
to us, “It's all froth and does not make
dom to the hired man on Sunday.”
can digest the food without the aid of Kodol
milk.” After all the dealers have had
i
The Country Life Commission wel- Then you don't need Kodol any longer. Try : timely warning the inspectors employed
it
wil
what
know
We
on
our
guarantee.
today
by the experimental station will change
comes letters like this, because as Pro- do for
you. Sold by R. H. Moody.
the former tactics and instead of advisfessor L. H. Bailey, chairman of the
ing with the erring dealers and, explainof
one
Gets
out,
$25,000.
■Commission, recently pointed
Bangor Seminary
ing the law and its penalties will become
of
the
veritable detectives, seeing whom they
the objects of the investigations
Bangor, Me., November 18. By the may get evidence against that they may
Commission will be to obtain, as fully as
provisions of the will of the late Anns be punished for their offences.—Turf,
possible, the opinions of both farmers A. Burnet of Hilton, N. J., $25,000 ii 1 Farm
and Home.
the
and of their hands concerning
ques- bequeathed to Bangor Theological Semi
1
frien<
a
RAW LUNGS.
lifelong
tion of farm labor and the condition of nary. Miss Burnet was
of President Beach's family and tool
When the lungs are sore and inflamed, the
hired help. It is likely that when the
semi
the
of
work
the
in
interest
find
great
germs of pneumonia and consumption
Country Life Commission reaches Indi- nary.
and multiply.
Foley’s Honey and
lodgment
ana in the tour of the country which it
Tar kills the cough germs, cures the most obItching piles provoke profanity, but pro stinate racking cough, heals the lungs, and
will make early next month it will enOintmen
S
them.
cure
won't
Doan's
fanity
prevents serious results. The genuine is in
deavor to get into personal touch with cures itching, bleeding or protruding piles af
the yellow package. R. H. Moody.
store.
ter yean of suffering. At any drug
this letter writer.
■——

the

stances

The above is the name of a German chemical, which is one of the many valuable ingredients of Foley’s Kidney Remedy. Hexamethylenetetramine is recognized by medical text
books and authorities as a uric acid solvent and
antiseptic for the urine. Take Foley’s Kidney

ounce

GEfl

non-political Tariff Commission was the
President of the National Grange, an
organization having a membership of
more

i

ASK TO SEE THE

representa-

advantage, conservation was
Tired mothers, worn out by the peevish,
staying up in fhe air.
cross baby, have found Cascasweet a boon
But the work is now practically done. apparent length
and a blessing. Cascasweet is for babies and will begin
vesThe facts are there, in dollars and cents, just half the diameter of the real comet, children, and is especially good for the ills so son’s schooner will be an up-to-date
common in cold weather. Look for the in- sel in every respect, with aTl modern contons of coal, board feet of timber, acre- and that the supposed head is the brilgredients printed on the bottle. Contains no veniences, and one of the best ever
feet and horse-power of water, acres of liant center of the body. The comet is harmful drugs. Sold by R. H. Moody.
launched on this coast.
land. And the possible reform measures so transparent that our view of the stars
have been weighed. The final report to beyond it is not cut off in the least.
HIS TURKEY WAS CROW.
THANKSGIVING IN FRANCE.
the President will be the necesssry supWe do not know anything of a comet’s
Hates
Old
Gentleman
the
Fine
M. Blanc’s Surprise For His American
plement to the addresses at the White forces. The way the sun’s rays pass Why
Practical Politics.
Guests.
House Conference. The note of those
through glass indicates that the sun’s
“Bluest Thanksgiving I ever spent?”
The
“The most un-American Thanksgivis also
addresses was a note of warning.
rays are magnetic. If the comet
mused the fine old gentleman who has
ing 1 ever spent was in a French horeport is expected to show that the warn- magnetic its conduct ought to indicate
an
antipathy to pracunconquerable
of
tel ten years ago.” say3 a woman conexhaustion
the
if
must
be
heeded
at
move
ing
this. If it is electric it ought to
“It stands out in my
tical politics.
tributor to the New York Globe. “The
natural resources is not, one day, to imas the
sun’s
the
to
rays
right angles
like an obelisk on a plane, and
proprietor was a friendly old soul and
poverish the nation, and it will also un- planets do, because electricity and mag- memory
it was not so very long ago either.
liberal to a fault. He not only invited
doubtedly bring out how the country’s netism always operate at right angles to
that fall to run
all
the guests in 1he house to dinner,
induced
been
“I
had
last
to
resources can be developed so as
each other.
but he sent invitations to ex-guests as
It was
office.
for
an
public
important
the longest possible time and serve the
It may be yet shown that comets and
well. One family who had spent the
done against by better judgment and
greatest good of the people.
planets tend to repel each other. They
previous wrinter with him had gone
under great preshome to America, leaving their daughsure. but when a
certainly cut some strange routes through
WORTH KNOWING.
ter at school. Old
man enters such
our solar system. Such points if establishTo remove Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches
SI. Blanc sent an
a tight he wants
affect the science of
ed
would*
materially
and all forms of Skin eruptions, is, according
invitation to the
I was in
win.
'to
are
interested
who
to a well known Physician, a very easy matter; astronomy.
People
school, and the
a
close district
he says that many are afflicted with some one
in such studies are hoping for a great
demoiselle Arnerof the above ailments, and are subject to a
and determined
dates to be gathergreat deal of embarrassment on account of the amount of additional
Icaine and a govto
put up the
and
which
the
comet,
of
they
present,
this
visit
appearance
ed from
unsightly
great
erness came to
best fight
very
to the best

-H*-!- •■ -{• -i

tive men who visited Washington on a
certain day during the last session of
Congress to ask the appointment of a

previous experience and w’ho are familiar
called head, but this theory would indi- with the routes of travel.
was
“'head”
The swallow is not only a day travelcate either that the comet
of the most easily recognized
actually larger than its light indicates, ler, but onewhether
he go singly or in
smaller of flyers,
or the body of the sun is much
and straight as an arSwift
swarms.
or the

I

more

CASTOR! A

farm

wanted.

forty

or

farmers are directly interested in an
honest adjustment seems to be proved
by President Roosevelt’s recent stateON THE FLIGHT OF BIRDS IN AUTUMN ment when appointing a commission to
suggest methods for bettering the farincrease in inventions and discoveries,
The more timid of the birds migrate at mers’ condition. The Chief Executive
etc.
of
great poems,
the production
night, and so cut us off from one of the said in part:
“It is at least as important that the
I remember that many said the comet chief joys of autumn, seeing their regiearth and de- ments cross the sky. The English robin, farmer should get the largest possible rewas likely to strike the
is
a
night migrant, turn in money, comfort and social advanaccording to Ruskin,
Scientific investigation indi- and
stroy itin this land the woodpeckers, cuckoos, tages from the crops he grows as that he
cates that a comet is without solid mat- flycatchers, meadow-larks, orioles, many should get the largest possible return in
ter and is lighter than the lightest known of the finches, vireos, tanagers, warblers, crops from the land he farms.”
What more direct and immediate way
to strike with, wrens, nuthatches, and most thrushes
gas and has no substance
prefer night travel. They are timid and is there of helping the farmer to g^t
and that this earth may have passed afraid of attracting attention if they go “the
largest possible return in money,
in swarms by daylight. It seems they comfort and social advantages from the
through a comet many times.
their
a
departure, prearrange crops he grows’’ than an adjustment of
carefully plan
A comet looks like a Dan oi nre wiui
that one had the magic the tariff on an equitable basis?—Amerino \ a date—would
there
is
but
tail,
long spreading, fiery
ear and shared their councils—and then can Industries.
certainty that its apparent shape is real. on the fixed night they gather at the
As a comet’s tail always points away note of their leader and fly more or less
not a compact
from the sun I was inclined to believe ; mingled in a long column;
flock, but separate parties of individuals
that the apparent tail was only so much
but
and small divisions,
always sufficientFor Infants and Children.
distant
space made more brilliant by
ly near to be guided by the calls of those
cut
of
these
were
leaders
The
sun’s
ahead.
migratory
the
rays
nebula, because
are the older birds who have had
off of so much space by the comet’s so- flights

evening chores, they have done a recommends the following simple harmless and
weeks will be visible
day s work. Ilegular hours for inexpensive treatment. Go to your Druggist which in not many
and get this prescription filled: Clearoia one- to the naked eye and will be the glory of
work, and regular hours for meals, and half
ounce, Ether one ounce, Alcohol seven
and leave
regular hours for sleep, and regular ounces; mix, shake well and apply to the parts the heavens for many nights,
when it
relonesome
it
to
of
kind
feeling
and
a
affected
us
morning,
allowing
night
and
with
hours for rest
recreation,
plenty main for at least ten
minutes, then wipe off the
Griffin.
S.
C.
of standard papers and books, including powder from the skin. Use a soft cloth or disappears.
the best agricultural papers and books, sponge in applying the mixture and in from
ten
to two weeks your face will be smooth
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE.
and a full faith in God, and good grub, is and days
clear as a marriage bell. Get the Pure
do the

Among

the

The Kind You Have

mails.

everything on the farm from the standWhen the conservation movement was
point of muscle,’’ he continues, “and are
the
extreme in some things and slack in oth- started, specific information about
state of our resources was partly
ers.
I decided several years ago that actual
inaccessible.
Certain
life is too short to work for Peter Tum- wanting, partly
facts were broadly known. It was at
bledown farmers.”
least unquestionable that our resources
“Now, Mr. President,” “you can take
had been wastefully used, and that some
this for what it is worth.
I have not
of them, notably the mines, were sure in
given you half of my experience.” The
time to be completely exhausted, while
Country Life Commission has written
for example the forests, could
him that his suggestions are so useful others,
still be kept perpetually useful by right
he
that they hope
will send more.
The first work was to get
“Compel the farmer to be a business management.
the facts, to show exactly what the
man,” he says—“Go into the homes of
situation was and how it could be improvsome of the farmers and the so-called
farmers and ascertain how they live, and ed by measures that would work. Withan inventory of the resources which
learn of their methods of doing the busi- out
you will be surprised what a variety you
will find. Ascertain what they read, and

of him will be that during
years
of office his messages and public speeches
marked him as a man of a naturally
sound and ripe judgment, reinforced by
the education and culture of a gentleman.

more

THE TARIFF AND THE FARMER.

as was ever

from slate and dirt
sible

to

get

as

Coal.

it is pos-

Paints of all

Carefully

brushes

screened, and every ton a full ton.
Why should it not be a burning
success? Try us with your next
order, and you will certainly get

please
price.

Coal that will

quality

and

you both in

THE

Swan & Sibley Co.,
BELFAST,

FOR

32

MAINE.

SALE-

The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Corwil
ner, i mile from Northport Campground,
be sold at a bargain. Apply to
JOHN R. DUNTON
8tf
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine

—

kinds—Jap
everything a

WARE, AGATF
ALUMINUM WARE
TIN

Stoves and Hai#
Plumbing

a

Mitchell &
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HIGH STREET,

BEUf*ST

EXERCISE
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Timber Supply of the United States.

NECESSARY
must
a

be take 1

healthy

con

unusual exrertioi
scessive or
stiffness and sore
to ause

and joints.

es

I

is nothin,
jniment. Lay it on light
been strained; i
15Cies have
it penetrates right t >

there
this effect
,

LtW*S

and inflam
the muscles elastic an. 1

ongestion

pjh

great

a

pain

boon to athletes
and stiffness, bu

for

remedy

sprains,

“We are now cutting timber from the
forests of the United States at the rate of
500 feet board measure a year for every
man, woman and child. In Europe they
use only 60 board feet.
Few statements could be made which
would better convince the average man
that this country leads the world in the
demand for timber. It is made by Treadwell Cleveland, Jr., in a circular which
treats on the conservation of the for-1
ests, soil, water, and all the other great
natural resources, which has just been
published by the United States Forest

cuts

IrECEPTION
t

,

Service.

writes

Health
Never Falls to Restore
Gray Hair to Its Natural
Color and Beauty.
No matter how long it has been
gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair.
Stops its falling out,
or faded.

and positively removes Dandralf. Keeps hair soft and
glossy. Refuse all substitutes.
2% times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a

$1 and Me. bottles, at druggists
Send Jclor free book “The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Ca, Newark, N. J.
®*y*® Marline Soap cares pimpi«<,
and
tea,
rough
chapped hands, and all skin disKeeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druggists.
free book “The Care of the Skin.”

Send 2c for

R. H. MOODY.

ELECTRIC

: over

Cobb, who

the verge of a timber famine.
“This is not due to necessity, for the

were

FLASHES.

Fifty years ago, August 5th, the Atare one of the renewable resourlantic cable was completed.
Rightly used, they go on producing
Capitalists are talking of an electric
i crop after crop indefinitely. The counline from Buffalo to Pittsburg.
which over seventy- tries of Europe know this, and Japan
There are 2394 miles of street railways
Refresh- knows it; and their forests are becoming in
c tendance.
England, an increase of 133(1 miles in
ed a pleasant time with time not less, but more productive. ten years.
lowing is a partial We probably still possess sufficient forAn electric blower for hot air furnaces
they received: com- est land to grow wood enough at home has been devised which greatly faciliIf we are not tates the
Mrs Geo. Smith, Mr. to supply our own needs.
heating of buildings.
Kall, Mr. and Mrs. blind, or willfully wasteful, w7e may yet
No cities of any size in the Japanese
d Mrs. Cliff Rich- preserve our forest independence and, Empire are without electric street cars.
lyde Gray, Mr. and with it, the fourth of our great indus- There are 545 miles of trolley tracks.
their many friends

,,

forests

Mystic Grange
Monday evening,

in

I

ces.

tries.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo.

Three French naval officers have repropuction ported wonderful progress with their inTake the case of yellow vention of the wireless telephone.
are enormous.
now
heads the list in the volwhich
Centrifugal air blowers driven by elecpine,

Fogg, Mr. Neil McMr. Justin Gray;
,,:-!es Simmons, Mr.
t,.-r knife, Mr. and
sugar shell, Mr.
[able cloth, Mr.
-.
_■ doz. bread and
;, r. 1 covered dish,
Marriner; pickle dish,
r cake basket, Anjar, Lena MeKin-

K

Present wastes

ume

m

of annual cut.

lumber

tric motors

In 1907 it is esti-

pipe organs

only one-half of all the yellow
during the season was used, and
other half, amounting to 8,000,-

mated that

pine cut
that the

said to be far better for
in churches than the old form

are

of blowers.

A dispatch from Berlin states that
wireless communications between war
balloons and land stations have been

Such waste is
000 cords, was wasted.
Mr. R. A. Long, in his address

highly successful.

typical.

‘Forest Conservation’ at the Confer-

The remarkable development of plant
spring, pointed life in the Arctic regions where the sun
is weak is thought to be due to atmosMr. Roberts; china out that 20 per cent of the yellow pine
pheric electricity.
left in the woods—a waste
was simply
a Ltatchelder; celery
Germany possesses a large number of
timber
growing small
cake plate, Colby which represents the
In
water power developments.
on 300,000 acres.
,-n ss-i, 1 cheese plate,
Prussia alone in the year 1898 no less
“The rest of the waste takes place at than 20,000 plants were reported.
glass plate, WalThe Long Island Railroad has set aside
glass cake plate, the mill. Of course, it would never do
to speak of the material rejected at the $2,000,000 for the electrification of its
2 loz. tumblers, Geo.
Island City to Port
mill as waste unless this material could tracks from Long
cis. Grace Thomas;
Washington, and from Flushing to Malba.
itter plates, Mr. and be turned to use by some better and
It is understood that a company, to be
But
■can; fancy dish, Lena more thorough form of utilization.
at $3,500,000, is being formed
larence Cilley; fancy in many cases we know, and in many capitalized
to generate electricity at gas fields in
Donnells; fancy plate, other cases we have excellent reason to West Virginia, to be transmitted to Cinfancy plate, Leon believe, that most, if not all, of this ma- cinnati, Ohio.
It is
2 towels, Mrs. Al- terial could be used with profit.
The LTnaka (Tenn.) Tanning Company
v plate, Mrs. Elliott
simply a question of intelligent investi- will erect a large electric plant for industrial power. A dam will be put in and
ate, Euda Wellman; gation, and more than all, of having the
the fall of Pigeon River utilized to run
Thomas; three fancy will to economize.
the dynamos.
“But there are other ways to conserve
tier, fancy tumbler,
Power from the new plant of the
agate stew dishes, the forests besides cutting in half the Spokane and Inland at Nine Mile Dam is
cy plate, Bernice Mil- present waste of forest products. The now being used by the railroad for its
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan forests can be made to produce three or Inland division, running from Spokane,
to Palouse and Colfax.
itcher, Merrill Harts- four times as rapidly as they do at pres- Wash.,
The beautiful mountain peak of Japan,
;
Lottie and Beatrice i ent.
This is true of both the virgin
on
so frequently pictured
ad, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- I forests and the cut-over lands. Virgin Fuji Yama,
fans and screens, is to be lighted by elecblankets, Mrs. Ora- forests are often fully stocked with first
houses
tricity at night. Refreshment
iu scarf, Mr. and Mrs. 1 class timber, but this stock has been laid
will be built along the trail to the top
and
Mr.
equipped with telephone and telen; 1 pair towels,
; in very slowly, on account of the wastestations.
Morse; 1 pair towels, ! ful competition which is carried on con- graph
of telegraph messages
number
The
:■ <owels, Harold Metrees.
Then,
stantly between the rival
sent in the United States in the year
v. .-Is, Oscar Wilkins; 1
too, in the virgin forests there are very 1906 was 94,000,000.
The number of
!ilow slips, Susie Batch- many trees which have reached maturity
messages sent in this country for the
Elmer
and
the
Western
Union alone
Mrs.
Mr.
and stopped growing, and these occupy same year by
tinner plates, Flora space which, if held by younger trees, exceeded 71,000,000, not counting those
sent over leased wires or under railroad
.t, George Marriner; would be laying in a new stock constantcontracts.
Mrs. John Harts- ly. As regards the cut-over land, severe
The construction of the power plant of
lishes, Helen Foss; cutting, followed by fire, has checked thd Great Northern railroad, which will
Hartshorn.' Mr. and growth so seriously that in most cases supply power to the three-phase Cascade
line, is now under
n>- to housekeeping in
reproduction is both poor and slow, while tunnel section ofisthe
600 feet long. The
The dam
■:
groom is employed in many other cases there is no true for- way.
of
line
consists
10,954 feet of woodpipe
est reproduction at all at present, and en conduit and 700 feet of steel conduit
with a head of over 200 feet.
there is but little hope for the future.’’
ORIA.
e Rind You Hate Always.Bougjtl
The trees of Central Europe are proLUMBER STILL IN DEMAND.
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Will

Be

Well

\dvertised.
■a! railroad has

Great

as

the advance in

fire-proof

a sporting resort
!(arts of the counreceived at the ofgeneral passenger

a-

con-

that they are compelled to admit
that the forests of the country are likely
to be the chief source of building material

today

; wo specimens of the

the well known
for many years to come.
headquarters at i
me use OI cement, terra cuua, uiK-n
•1 of each
year. Two
: as models and the
and stone, with a framework of steel,
b.msf erred to a birch will make it
possible noon to do away
relief. The figures j
is a remark often
wood
with
entirely,”
atural colors and
that will attract the heard, and, indeed, when one stands on
■i,

are

placed

over

a

a powerful exhaust
fan. The beams of light are thrown on
the distant mountain sides and it is said
that three tons of moths were caught
the first night.

the use
years there has been no let-up in
of lumber, and both architects and builders find themselves so dependent on wood

believed that the

■■’i

powerful reflectors
deep receptacle and

struction has been during the last ten

em-

advertising scheme,
;

tected from the ravages of the Russian
moth by new moth traps. Two large and

Material Used in Build-

ing Construction According to Government
Report.
Washington. D. C., November 23rd.

SCHEME.
und

Principal

:

Mr. E. H. Harriman states that three
lines of the Harriman system are to be
electrified; the mountain division of the
Union Pacific, which runs over the Rockies, the mountain division of the Southern Pacific, which runs over the Sierras;
and the mountain division of the Shasta
route, which runs over tne Siskiyou
mountains. It is estimated that this will
cost

$40,000,000.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has produced a mercury
arc rectifier in connection with moving|
picture machines. The use of the rectifier enables the operator to obtain direct
an alternating-current cir'i, and
anyone inter- lower Broadway and looks up at the tow- current from
outfit forms a simple anc com’mut which were used
seems cuit. This
statement
the
skyscrapers,
tfhei v e and three pounds ering
pact piece of apparatus, requiring praccontain much truth. As a matter of tically no more attention or adjus tment
c
largest one was 23 to
hes deep. The other fact, however, the populir idea that fire- than the ordinary rheostat, and will operate satisfactorily on any alternating"i.m t but none the less
proof materials will do away with the current
voltage from 200 to 240, and any
ariegated colors show need of
a
in
lumber
comparatively

1

■

£.
u'Jf,."
ri

jj

„ti;

FOOT AND MOUTO DISEASE.

M. Monahan the Fastest and
Slowest on the Coast.
for the fast
Holding two records, one
Captain
going, the other for slow Katherine
M.
Hutchinson of the schooner
Monahan arrived in port November 14th,
from
after a voyage of thirty-seven days
Jacksonville, Fla. The schooner went
down the coast from Baltimore to Jacksonville with a gale astern, showing the
Somewhere
seas a pair of flying heels.
outside of Baltimore, she fell into comand barges. Both
pany with a towboat
headed for Jacksonville The
were
schooner won the race, covering the disThe exploit was
tance in three days.
heralded over the Florida port and Capttain Hutchinson- was a local celebrity.
the schoonThen the tempo changed,
feet of
er was given a cargo of 621,000
inches
by one
Florida pine in strips three
the
matchfor
and one-half inches, cut
These took
boarding of freight cars
10th the
thirty days to load. On October
Monahan got under sail. From that day

States of New York and Pennsylvania Quar-

Katherine

Dye.

In speaking further of the
of timber in this country,
consumption
fron
Road
he Southern
Mr. Cleveland says:
Venn. The continu
“At this rate, in less than thirty years
throttle givei
i-m upon the
all our remaining virgin timber will be
on a long journey, anc
Meantime, the forests which have
h;,t will take the sorenesi t cut.
and 1 keep a bottli been cut over are generally in a bad way
,, mt.
I
\ for want of care; they will produce only
inferior second growth. We are clearly
in BELMONT
tuscumbia, Ala.,

SCHOONER HOLDS BOTH RECORDS-

antined.

Buffalo, N. Y., November 17. For
the first time in their history the East
Buffalo stock yards are under a quarantine. Because two carloads of cattle
which were delivered in western Pennsylvania and which were found to be infected with foot and mouth disease were
traced back to East Buffalo the federal
and State authorities have closed this
market until a general cleaning up of the
and a further investigation of the
outbreak of the disease, so much dreaded
by stock men, have been made.
As a direct result of the investigation
of the Pennsylvania shipment, word came

an

Earache

any other kind of ache or pain.
Use a remedy that you can depend upon.
You don’t take any chances with Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment— it has a 97 years’ record
of successful cures to Drove its reliability. If you
—or

just apply

^B
^BB

^BB
H{
BS

^B

yards

1

VENT

Beck,

today from the bureau of animal industry
of the department of agriculture ordering
is effective
T1
the entire States of New York and Penntusions—
sylvania to be quarantined.
mmatism,
Pennsylvania State authorities have deas and all
clared a quarantine against New York
Don’t
and
Commissioner
Pearson
State,
tonight
it the
of the department of agriculture of this
—have
! to this it was a procession of adverse State, who is now here, ordered that a
Irngs
1
gales, head seas, delay and discourage- strict quarantine be placed on five coun! ment. It would blow a contrary gale ties in western New York, namely, Erie,
Y
to almost
Niagara, Orleans, Wyoming and Genesee.
steadily for days, then deaden
breezed
it
up again,
Animals infected with the foot and
When
a flat calm.
SS.
Ihe Hatteras mouth disease have been discovered in
I it was another head wind.
usual.
Then
as
troublous
as
each
of these counties by government
were
waters
I
I the provisions ran short and the schooner inspectors, who have been
quietly at
: had to beat in to Norfolk for fresh sup- work in this vicinity for more than a
! plies. It was November 3d when she week.
Practically all the cases, it is
l made this haven.
said, have been tracked back to Buffalo.
of
the
eleChief Melvin of the Washington bureau
To illustrate the perversity
ments, Captain Hutchinson said that the has been here in personal charge of the
at
Norhe
time
the
all
lay
fair
crusade
to stamp out the disease, and
blew
wind
Estate of
folk. When he went out again it resum- under him are working a score of in&
ed its former occupation, and increased spectors.
The federal quarantine will apply to all
until Sunday morning, when the schooner
was tossing off Cape Cod in a sea feathcattle in this State and Pennsylvania. I shall sell at the Central House, Unity, Maine, on Saturday, the twenty-eighth day of
The
mainsail.
her
er white, and lost
No one is prepared to say how long it
November, at nine o'clock A. M., at public sale, subject to prior sale:
They will last. More than 200 men will be put
captain could not set his spankers.
The Mosher farm located in Unity, consisting of field, wood and lumber lot, bam and camD
and to offer them to the to work tomorrow in the East Buffalo
were all old,
by Bryant & Co. of L. H. Mosher; also about 18 tons of hay in the barnj and what canngale was an invitation for the making of yards disinfecting every inch of ground. bought
ing utensils are in the place.
cloth.
sell
out
of
This
work
will
take
three
weeks.
bandages
The logs on the rips and in the stream above Unity which were started but not driven
“When I was in Jacksonville,’ conThere were 80 animals in the two car- Bryant’s Mill pond, estimated at 125,000, hemlock.
cluded Captain Hutchinson, they told me loads of yearlings which caused the
The peeled hemlock logs, estimated at 55,000; the bark, estimated at 45 cds.; all the black
at the Board of Trade that I held the trouble. They came from the west, but growth standing, estimated at 20,000, on the George W. Nickles lot in Freedom which was
record for fast going. Now I am going the exact points from which they were veyed by said Nickles to Bryant & Co. by agreement of July 1, 1907, time to remove same beintr
^
three years from that date.
to write to them that I hold the other assembled have not yet been learned.
Also all the black growth stumpage on the George E. Worth lot in Freedom, Maine
too.”—Boston
Transcript.
same
in
Dr.
B.
P.
chief
record,
Wende,
inspector
by agreement of George E. Worth to Bryant, February 4, 1907, with five years froir
the Buffalo branch of the federal bureau conveyed
date to cut and remove same.
If you suffer from constipation and liver trou- of
a clew that they
animal
has
industry,
All
the
black growth and white birch on the Cops lot in Unity, reserving a small piece north
ble Foley’s Orino Laxative will cure you percame from Michigan, and he started for of the spring on said lotas spotted off. This lot consists of about two hundred acres
and the
manently by stimulating the digestive organs there
stumpage was conveyed to Bryant & Co. by Elias Fowler September 20, 1907, with four years
today to follow it up.
so they will act naturally.
Foley’s Orino Lax*
from that date to remove same.
ative does not gripe, is pleasant to take and
Also the stumpage right to cut and remove all wood and lumber except one pine tree
on a
Stops earache in two minutes; toothache or
you do not have to take laxatives continually
Burnham Kelly land, same as conveyed by Elias C. Fowler to
after taking Orino. Why continue to be the
Brvant
pain of burn or scald in five minutes; hoarse- lot in Unity, north ofofthe
December 24, 1907, with three years from that date to remove same*
slave of pills and tablets? R. H. Moody.
ness, one hour; muscleache, two hours; sore & Co. by agreement
Also about 3000 ft. boards in the railroad yard at Unity station.
throat, twelve hours—Dr. Thomas Eclectric
Oil, monarch over pain.
J. W. MASON, Trustee.
NATIONAL GRANGE INCIDENTS.

AUCTION.

Bankrupt

Bryant

Company.
—

From the Washington Herald’s report
of the National Grange in session at that

city:

l=—,

Only $2.25

One of the grange guests from Lewiscame from home without his
badge. He mentioned the fact to State
Master Hervey Walker of Delaware, who
kindly volunteered to loan him one bearing the name of his State. The offer was
accepted. Last evening the Maine man
received by mail his own badge, and at
once sought out the Delaware State master and returned the one that he had bor-

ton, Me.,

"*

For Both

...

rowed.
“I hope that you have not dishonored
the name of Delaware or this badge in
any way,” said the State master, in a
bantering tone.
“I hope not,” replied the Lewiston
“Whenever I have been asked
man.
how matters were progressing in DelaI have assured my questioner
ware.
that the peach crop was a total failure
this year.”
The Maine delegation have been much
pleased to meet several gentlemen here
from their own State. One of these is
Frank H. Briggs of Auburn, who, with
his wife, are in Washington for the winMrs. Briggs is the daughter of
ter.
Both she and her husSenator Frye.
band are well known and popular in

BY

RECENT ARRANGEMENT WITH ITHE PUBLISHERS
ABLE TO OFFER THE

A

And Your Favorite Home

Over

Fifty Head This.

j

THE TRIBUNE FARMER is a thoroughly
Special pages for Horses,

ed national weekly.
au(i reliable market

reports.

j

Dr. C. I>. Sinead, the best known veterinary surgeon in America, writes regularly
for THE TRIBUNE FARMER, thoroughly covering the breeding, care and feeding of
all domestic animals, and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interest every man or woman in city or town who owns a horse or cow.

|

The

price of THE TRIBUNE FARMER alone is #1.00.
subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay up arrearages and
year in advance we make this liberal offer

subscription
To
one

new

best known writers and speakers in the
Congregational church in the west, died
Thursday at his residence of hemorrhage
of the brain. He was born in Lyme, N.
H., and was 82 years old. He leaves four

(

The Tribune Farmer, One Year, SI OO
The Republican Jour,, One Year, 2.00

BOTH FOR $2.25
Sample copies of both papers will be
application. Send all orders to

|__

sent

on

BELFAST, MAINE.

WEAR THE

Lamson & Hubbard

HAT

1899.

Livery Co.,

Livery, Sale,

children, three of whom lived with him.
The fourth, Carroll Storrs Alden, is instructor in English and International law
at the U. S. naval academy at Annapolis.
The Rev. Mr. Alden was a direct descendant of the Mayflower John Alden, and
was one of the founders of the Alden
Kindred Association, composed of direct
descendants of John Alden, which meets

||

Incorporated

Established 1857.

Belfast

fl

I

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.

kidMost people past middle-age
Kidney and bladder disorders which Foley’s
Stop the drain on
ney Remedy would cure.
the vitality and restore needed strength and
Commence
Kidney Remtaking
Foley’s
vigor.
edy today. R. H. Moody.

Chicago, November 20. The Rev. F.
Judson Alden, for many years one of the

JOURNAL

practical, helpful, up-to-date lllustrat*
Cattle, Sheep, etc., and mo.-t elaborate

suffer from

A Descendant of John Alden.

Paper

FOR ONE YEAB FOB $2.25

One of the humorous incidents of the
at the Capitol, when a party
Past Master Obadiah Gardner of Maine, Past Master E. B. Norris

ore

REPUBLICAN

THE

day occurred
consisting of

If You

ARE

New-York Tribune Farmer

Washington society.

of New York, and Ira Sharp, chairman
of the State executive committee of New
York, were holding a conversation. A
woman with a nimble tongue came along
and insisted on chipping in. “Is that the
Capitol?” she asked. Without waiting
for an answer she continued: “Yes, I
I am a Taft woman, and
know it is.
there is where he will soon be inaugurated. He will stand right there and do
the talking while Roosevelt will do the
thinking. Then pointing her finger directly at the man from Maine, she said:
“You are from Nebraska. Don’t deny
it; I know you are. You look like one of
those wild-eyed Westerners. They ain’t
packing any more pork out there, because
they have spilt their brine (Bryan). Now,
you go home. Git!”
By this time the big woman had talked
them all to a standstill and the delegates
beat a hasty retreat.

WE

Hack and

Transient Stable. # •a

using
and one is led to befrequency from 40 to 140 cycles.
few years is a very erroneous one. All
First-class Teams furnished night and day.
have been mounted.
Whenever Uie reigning sovereigns ui
works cost $10 to pro- j of the various fire-proof materials going
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.
i,;.
Britain travel by rail through their every year in New England.
'a of the excellence of
into the approved eohstruction of the Great
luxe
d'a
'-oeved that it will be |
English domain, a special train
ii*,,
Telephone Connection.
I more substantial buildings are used in is at their exclusive disposal. It is venseveral hundred.
tj
now
than
the
world
and lighted by electricity,
heated
quantities
tilated,
m
i
greater
all
the
i!f„.
leading
l|JI lies and the first-class i dreamed of a few years ago, yet the and in the King’s owil private car an
lb;,
V. A. SIMMONS, President.
electric reading lamp is fixed over the Veterinary Specifics cure disease*
supplied with them. ! heavy demand for lumber continues.
efv
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and
Hogs
Dogs,
Horses,
Cattle,
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RALPH D. SOUTHWOR1H, Treasurer.
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TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

THE NEWS Of BROOKS.

Granges.

News of the

m —.:

The following transfers in real estate were
Mrs. A. E. Chase and her daughter Marie are recorded in Waldo county Registry of Deeds
Brooks Grange is to have a harvest feast
where they will spend the winter. for the
week ending November 23,1908:
and a specially good time socially next Monday in Portland,
C. E. Lane returned last Saturday from a
Leander A. Bowler, Palermo, to Amos W
evening. The Jackson Grange has been invitBrawn, Montville; land and buildings in Montbusiness trip to Aroostook county.
ed to be present as guests.
BY THE
ville.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY
in
been
has
who
poor
Norman
of
Grange,
McTaggart,
The new grange hall
Tranquility
Amos B. Brawn, Palermo, to Ernest C. Bailey,
Co, Lincoln ville, is nearing completion and an open- health for some time, is still confined to the do.; land in Palermo.
Bryant & Co., by trustee, to William W.
evenhouse.
ing ball will be given on Thanksgiving
Moulton. Unity; land in Unity.
are
of
being
Belfast
produce
ing. Brown’s orchestra will furnish music.
Large quantities
Savings Bank, Belfast, to John F.
in IslesCHARLES A. PILSBURY,
into this station from long distances Crowley, Bangor; land and buildings
The National Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, brought
boro.
around us.
D.
et
to
C„
in
Louisa
als.,
Islesboro,
in
session
Washington,
J.
C.
"Coombs,
been
had
which
in pig
A. R. Pilley and Ned Edwards have returned Belfast Savings Bank, Belfast; land and buildfor a week, concluded its labors November 19th
Bradstreets reports “activity
in
Islesboro.
active then and adjourned to meet next year at a place from a hunting trip with two deer each. They ings
William S. Drinkwater, et als., Brooklyn, N.
iron.” When pig iron gets
road.
to Seymour Chapman, Northport; land in
time to be designated by the executive went up the Somerset
and
Y.,
must be something doing.
It is now good wheeling in the country. Northport.
committee.
Manley Foote, Searsport, to Peter Ward, do.;
wholesak
at- There is some snow on the ground, but as yet
“Expansion still dominates
land in Searsport*
Comet Grange, Swanville, had a good
time,’
name.
short
the
of
Less
Nowe
have
no
D. C. Greenlaw, et al., Northport, to Orono i
worthy
sleighing
trade and industry.
tendance at the meeting Monday evening,
M. E. church; land and buildings in Northport.
of November 21st.
Rev. J. W. Vaughan will close his pastorate
vember 16th, and an interesting program.
says Bradstreets
Ada E. Griffin, et als., Stockton Springs, to
were proposed for memberhere next Sunday. He has been very much Hannah M. Pendleton, do.; land and buildings
hi Two new names
what
asked
was
Wrhen Croker
A clam stew was served by the sisters. liked by our people and they are sorry to have in Stockton Springs.
in 1912, ship.
Arthur P. Heal, Searsmont, to Alma E.
thought of Bryan’s candidacy
W’aterville is making preparations for the him leave us.
Young, Lincolnville; land and buildings in Lin^ j
tc
had
he
nothing
said
which
he laughed
colnville.
annual meeting of the State grange,
A pleasing feature of last Sunday’s services
Geo. L. Hall, Lowell, to Leland L. Hamlin,
enHe did not croak.
say.
at Union church was a solo by Chas. Goodwin.
takes place in that city next month. An
land and buildings in Jackson.
Jackson;
and
been
has
welcomorganized
also
was
committee
comet
Ned
Edwards
with
his
of Clevelanc tertainment
Josephine C. Hazeltine, Belfast, to Clara J.
Mayor “Tom” Johnson
for
securing
the
canvass
city
ed back to his place in the choir.
Ginn, Boston; land and buildings in Stockton
members will
but the bankers of his
says he is poor;
Springs and Searsport.
available rooms in which visitors may obtain
store
a
fine
Chase
&
have
goods
serious
dry
such
Varney
Lena E. Jones, Brooks, to A. E. Chase, do.;
home city say he is not in
best accommodations while in the city. in what was the Daniel Jones store, which was land in Brooks.
the
the public behave
would
he
as
this
important
straits
to Samuel F. Ryan, do.;
C. E.
Attendance of members at
enlarged and refitted for their purpose. Mr. land andLane, Brooks,
little game'
buildings in Brooks.
lieve. What is the Mayor’s
State meeting promises to be unusually large. Chase has transferred all the
dry goods from
Jane E. Leavitt, Belfast, to Geo. L. Bean,
held a his old store to this one and Mr. Varney is
I
Star of Progress Grange, Jackson,
do.; land in Belfast.
conferenet
At Monday’s session of the
Jennie E. Manning, Lincolnville, to C. F. ;
evening, November manager with Robert Stiles as clerk.
Saturday
meeting
exregular
Boston
in
Lincolnville.
in
et
land
Tuicnoe,
the
do.;
in
of New England Governors
als.,
Goodwin
21st, Worthy Master J. W.
Nellie M. Miles, Burnham, to Walter W.
The entertainment by the ladies of the Good
the hope of this sectior
perts said that
chair. Two candidates were instructed in the
et als., Unity; land and buildings in
Flye,
And
a
decided
success,
last
week
was
ye1
forest.
the
the j Templar lodge
Burnham.
Id s in the apple and
third and fourth degrees. After recess
occasion.
an
as
summei
both
and
the
agreeable
and
financially
Cyrus H. Roberts, Knox, to W. P. Wentfollowing program was presented: singing by
granite, ice, lobsters
wTere well patronized and the receipts
worth, do.; land and buildings in Knox.
They
factors.
V
erne and
duet,
Goodwin:
W.
J.
not
unimportant
choir; story,
visitor are
Dana M. Rand, Monroe, to Susana M. Rand,
netted a nice sum for the lodge treasury. The
Abbie Gould; singing by I
do.; land in Monroe.
his corns Pearl Chase; reading,
the banjo
was tastefully decorated and
laying
stage
evidently
Jessica
is
Louise Roberts, Boston, to Burton E.
new
wall
six
has
lamps
Bryan
the choir. The grange
drill by the ladies was an interesting feature Webber, Searsport; land and buildings in Searsnomination in 1912
f01. the Democratic
so that the hall is well lighted.
of the occasion. A supper and social at their port.
is no one in sighl
Mrs. A. M. Rerup, Woonsocket, R. I., to F.
and whv not? There
North Waldo Pomona will meet with Mornown hall last Saturday evening was much enE. Spratt, Palermo; land in Palermo.
the right to aga.r
2nd.
him
with
December
to dispute
Grange, Monroe,
Light
ing
Fred E. Stevens, Frankfort, to Daniel M.
joyed by the young people.
There is a reThe program is as follows: Opening exercises;
lead his party to defeat.
Kimball, Monroe; land in Frankfort.
timbei
Chase’s
on
Clarence M. Stevens, Monroe, to M. Blanche
A new street lamp has been placed
address of welcome, Mrs. Walter Fairbanks;
markable shortage of
busi- I Corner by Mr. Chase. Dow & Hobbs have also Stevens, do.; land in Monroe.
of'Northem
White
Light;
Julia
of
te-iay.
response,
in the Democratic party
Geo. F. Sherman, Burnham, to Olive A. Sherfor dinner; call to order; placed one on Dow’s Comer. They add much
ness routine; recess
man, do.; land and buildings in Burnham. (2
of Bryan durin form; piano to the convenience and appearance of the vildegree
conferring
speaks
Weekly
deeds.)
Harper's
song, choir;
Frank C. Tibado, Northport, to Matthew
surrounded by * solo, Jessie Cunningham; question, Resolved, lage, and other business concerns should take
ing the camgaign as
Leadbetter, North Haven; land and buildings
the
a
into
than
more
introduced
Void
time
one
be
was
at
New
notice.
There
the
That a bill should
in Palermo.
cheap skates;” and
to compel the New England dozen of these lamps in this village, supported
Christine I. Ward, Frankfort, to Frank A.
Evening Post says of Hearst journalism I next legislature
to connect with all other by private liberality and they were commented Moore, Revere; land in Frankfort.
rottei
other
Company
with
Telephone
is
it
away
that
“swept
D.
!
and
C. M. Moore; negative,
upon as an evidence of the public spirit
Shades of George Willian lines; affirmative,
vegetables.
NORTH SEARSPORT.
of program by host enterprise of our business men. Let us have
M. Kimball, remainder
Curtis and William Cullen Bryant, wha
some more of them.
Irwin P. Harris is doing quite a business get! grange.
to?
are we coming
No. ,x, inorncmte,
ting out Christmas trees.
Harvest Moor Grange,
it i FREEDOM.
E. W. Thompson has gone to the Moosehead
met November 13th for an all-day session,
The boston uioue says mat
The prize speaking of the class of *,1911. I
the Presi
being the 34th anniversary of its organization. Freedom Academy, was held in the Congrega- lake region in search of large game.
Day was invited to lunch with
of tht The forenoon was devoted to social greetings
Mrs. Lizzie Howard of Swanville is stopping
dent at the White House because
tional church Monday evening, November 16tb. I
dinner. The dinner was A. 1 and
with her sister, Mrs. James M. Nickerson.
won
of
Thorndike
Gordon
article he published in a magazine Iasi and getting
Oren
Kilgore
around Mr.
Enos Flagg of Monroe was in town last week
in Maine. Thai a goodly number of patrons gathered
the first prize and Miss Beatrice Parsons cf
summer on prohibition
At the usual hour the afternoon
liamo Mrs P'lnra E San horn and fair.table.
the
mucl
Thorndike the second .The faculty and
is all wrong. The President is very
Master
meeting was called to order by Worthy
hat
a grand recepiiyof
the
students
gave
Academy
the
in
problem,
for
forestry
interested
R. S. Ward, who called upon the lecturer
Mrs. Nelson Kimball and Mr. E. N. Gilkey of
tion in the girl’s dormitory from 8 to 10 o’clock
M r Day’s story of the Maine the
r, : l
follows: song by the
program, which was as
tc
Wednesday evening, November 18th. The Islesboro were in town last week, the guests of
the
at
organ;
Addie
Mrs.
woods, “King Spruce,” and wanted
choir.
Fogg presiding
halls, reception rooms and dining hall ^were Mrs. C. H. Gilkey.
C.
a fine
anniversary address by Mrs. Belie
talk with th* author on that subject.
Mr. and Mrs. Altana Dutch and Miss Kathprettily decorated. Cake and cocoa tjwere
Edward
Crosby; by invitation. County Deputy
the
in the dining room and the^occasion erine M. Scribner of Belfast were at H. T.
in
served
time
yeai
to
past
time
From
Evans, was present and gave an interesting
has
of people moving
Scribner’s last Sunday.
to was much enjoyed-Mrs. Alice Dodge
or two we have heard
and instructive talk on matters pertaining
weeks
ot
Place for returned home after passing several
Miss Ethel Flood and brother Stillman of
the order; song by the choir; rec„ “A
from Aroostook to the older sections
in New Jersey and Massachu'
Belfast were at their aunt’s, Mrs. J. H. LittleThere has, however, beer the Boys," by Mrs. M. A. P. Sawward; ques- with relatives
the State.
Robinson
rob able tion, “Does the success of the fanner depend setts_The inspecting officer, Mrs.
field’s, last Saturday evening.
nothing like an exoous, and p
Brother from Winslow, inspected D. B. Carter Circle.
man or the farm?" opened by
Fred E. Small, Fred W. Smart and Marshall
where one family has moved from Aroos- on
.The
November 19th
followed by brothers C. E. Smith, E. A. Ladies of the G. A. R.,
H. Nickerson while setting poles for the Montook a dozen or more have moved in. Evans
in a
have
Lumber
put
Freedom
Company
j roe & Brooks Telephone line last Saturday saw
Ware, A. L. Ward and the Worthy Master;
These changes are no doubt from personCorn- dynamo to generate electricity to light their j
a large buck deer.
readings by Sisters Flora Ward, Alice
is
Aroostook
as
prospering
a
al reasons,
Small of Monroe,
grad-;
forth and Rose Coffin; closing song by the building ...Harold
Ralph Scribner of the N. E. Telegraph &
farm
and
in
to
prosper,
uate of Freedom Academy, called on friends
and will continue
choir. A vote of thanks was given brother
Telephone Co. was at home over Sunday. His
is steadily advancing ir Evans for his
there
of help. the village the past week .George Dow is
words
and
presence
property
brother, Percy Scribner, who has been at home
in the blacksmith
value. There are vast areas of valuable Visitors were present from Frederic Ritchie working for Willard Sparrow
for the past three weeks, returned to Portland
for Dana
is
Snasdell
and
working
lumthe
Jackson,
shop_Henry
timber land as yet untouched by
Grange, Waldo; Star of Progress,
with him.
to
his
returned
has
their
.Jesse
to
Banton
Sampson
All returned
berman’s axe and thousands of acres ol Hillside, Thorndike.
Mr. and Mrs. John Littlefield and daughter
that the day had been well uncle’s, Charles Sampson’s, after spending
virgin soil that ensure an abundant yielc homes feeling Moon will have a Thanksgiv- several weeks with his parents in Augusta.
I Margaret, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Ames and Mr.
Harvest
But at the present daj spent.
to the farmer.
Mrs. Ada Plummer of Monroe is visiting her and Mrs. Will Ames, will eat their ThanksgivNovember 28th.
Mrs. Simon Littlescientific agriculture has demonstratec ing program
parents, Mr. and Mr§. A. A. Thompson.... ing dinner with Mr. and
that worn out soil can be renovated oi
Mrs. Abbie C. Keen is spending Thanksgiving field in North Stockton Springs.
News.
with her sister, Mrs. Nellie McGray, of Unity. !
Dodge’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Moody
renewed so as to yield equally with thal
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Garment Sale! i; 1

Republican Journal Publishing

g^essManager

■

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

ch.l&sGARMENTS I

j

I

MUST BE REDUCED.

and'

«-fOur Prices Hare Been Reduced^ 1
I
25 % to 50 %

_

presidential

Cl

1

I ■r*1

ONE

_^FOR

I

WEEK^

I

Sale Opens Saturday, November 28

I

James H.

lorof

1

Howes,
BELFAST, MA NE

ODD FELLOWS1 BLOOK,

j

J

j

..

1

It indicates the kind of fertilizer needed ir
certain soils, and the amount required tc
ensure the best results, and we find that
under cultivation.

Hudson Brown
week in North
guest of friends
first visit in some

of the State

has been

qurmtir..

The average yield per

Haven, where he was the
and relatives. This is his
eighteen years and one of a

large, and at 50 cents per bushel,
the price readily paid in the fail, the croj
previ i a profitable one.

has been

i

i-,. :n-st New tngiani!

conierence

cal-

by the governors of New Englant
Stales opened in Boston Monday. Th<
led

are in lint
purposes of the conference
with the policy of President Roosevelt t<
secure a national uniformity in law's.

This idea of the President prompted hit
calling the national conference of governors in Washington last spring and was
the indirect means through which the

present conference

was

arranged.

II

cannot fail to be of great benfit to the
section whose interests are immediately
concerned, and to the country at large.
This conference has for its object harmonious action in regard to the conservatior
natural resources, anc
special attention will he given to the subjects of forestry, the protection and presof New

England

ervation of shell fish and the constructor
For thf
and maintenance of good roads.
discussion of the conservation of New

England forests,

two noted

speakers

wert

called from outside the New Englanc
States, National Forester Gifford Pinchoi
of Washington, I). C., w ho is also president of the National Conservation commission, and Prof. John Craig of Cornel,
head of the Department of
Horticulture at that institution. Leading citizens and persons who are regarded as authorities on each of the subjects
to he discussed by the conference will be
present, and it is hoped to secure uniform
and harmonious legislation in each of the
New England States on the subjects considered.

a

..

blacksmithing and job work.... Dr. Aubrey Towleft last Thursday for Damariscotta, where
will open dental parlors. He has had a large
and has giver
patronage during his stay here
excellent satisfaction, performing his work ir
a first class and up-to-date manner and at reasonable prices. His many friends here regret
his departure and wish him success.Frank
Grey is at home from North Conway, N. H.
on account of ill health.Burton Grey arrived home Friday from Bar Harbor.Misi
Georgia Miller, a teacher in the grammai
school in Vinalhaven, is at home for a holiday
er

he

vacation. She will return to teach the wintei
term.Miss Maude McKinney visited ii
Searsment last week.Mr. and Mrs. Herber
Richards are receiving congratulations on thi
recent arrival of a 10-lb. boy—Herbert Blackington.Mr. Frank Higgins is suffering fron
Hi
a severe attack of paralysis of the bowels.
s attended by Dr. Armstrong.

!

I

priced novelties
expensive pieces.

From low

j

Prices Low
As satisfactory

goods

can

be sold.

Positively
1

goods.

trouble to show

no

...

Maine.

coasting trade.
Friends in this town will learn with interest
the announced engagement of Miss Lena
French, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
W. French of Thomaston, formerly of NorthMiss
port, to Henry Beverage of Chicago.
French is now engaged as the head nurse in

...

of

|

the Knox hospital, Rockland.
Albert A. Blackington of Rockland recently
bought the cottage and other property interests of Willard L. Lathrop of Boston at Temple
Heights and takes possession this month. Mr.
Blackington has been a frequent visitor at
Northport and has been pleased with the
“Heights” to the extent of a liberal invest-

Christmas
Windows

on

the

Willard Li.

Isatnrop,

while owning a
cottage there for some years, spending the
winters and summers there, left Monday for
Providence, R. I., to join Mrs. Lathrop and
where he intends to make his home. The |
“Lathrops” came here a number of years ago
and organized a stock company with the intention of building a hotel and improving things
generally, but the scheme fell through and the
Beacon Ethical Union, the corporation which
!
was formed, is practically insolvent.
of

Temple Heights off and

on

Get Out of the Old Rut and
Have One Yourself

NEAR DEATH’S DOOR.
to death’s
doctor said
all he could;

was near

door.

The

he had done
that my stomach was
I
old and worn out.
was

not
o-na

could
so weak I
walk. I took Mitablets, and have

been eating hearty ever
since, and I am able to
I
work like a tiger.
wish I could go and
I
thank you myself.
send you my picture,
use
can
and you
my
word and my picture,
and I thank you again.”—Mrs. Nelson Lucier,
112 Fisk Street, Athol, Mass.
Mi-o-na cures dyspepsia. If any of the readers of The Journal are suffering from stomach
trouble of any kind, A. A. Howes & Co. will
sell you a box of Mi-o-na for 60 cents with an
absolute guarantee of relief, or money back.
In many cases one box will effect a permanent
is necessary.
cure; in chronic conditions more
But one thing is certain; one box of Mi-o-na
and
better
much
brighter,
so
feel
will make you
so much more energetic, that you will not give
it up till cured.

The National W. C. T. U.
The executive committee of the Omaha
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union has
decided on October 22-29. 1909, as the dates
for the national W. C. T. U. convention. The
last convention at Denver voted to go to Omaha
next year, the date being left to the local
union.

\
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I Checking

n

Savings

Account

opening new accounts daily.
Fanners are opening them; every farmer should
have one, a checking account.
are

Do not wait to

get together

a

an

once

with

Savings

V

sense

sleigh

pie.:

value

for

the

\\
t

VV h i p 6

maim-:

Charles R.

SOMETHING

finest

i

H

CONNER,

t--

our

|

for

a

*

(I still

& Son

|

Furniture, which includes

Caskets

Heavy Slate Burial
ways in

Willow Goods, Etc.

^

m

I
*»•

-AI .SO

Morris Chairs,

—

my assistant, I can
the business, for which
of my life, to the study
as

Everything Modem

Rocking Chairs,

WOODCOCK & SON

It

my door).

over

MR. CHAS. E. ShU
I

Easy Chairs,

M. P.

keep the old linn

services of

up-to-date

I carry a stock of

shoppers.

L===

acceptable

1

Picture Window will inter*
est Christmas

Is always

HOLIDAY QIFT

Belfast.

Calls answered promptly
Home telephone, 48 d; "it)
for moving
Ambulance

promptly.

I also carry

REDUCED PRICES

Accounts

Everything

KIMONAS!!
Long and Short Kimonas.

<

Short Ones in Eider Down at 49c.
Long at $1.50 and $3.50.

cheap as

>

a

full line

of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAi
And do deloping, printing.

can

►
>
*

HIGH

Bee

our

STREET. BELFAST.

New

!I
J\

Toy Depart-

ment.
W. H. RICHARDS.

;

as

be bought in the State

|

72 MAIN STKKK.I

in

JapaP

Vases.
W. H. RICHA

ese

h. e. McDonald,
70 Main Street, Ballast.
4w48

L-

Films for all sizes and link

Special prices

< ►
<»

ion, ::
THE STORE FOR MONEY SAVERS

in stock will be sold

of Maine.

The i;
Fash-::

a

Tie Gft Niial Bit I Hefei
We also Pay 4 % on

m:

sell the most

USEFUL

large amount before

account; connect yourself up at
strong and growing institution,

starting

|‘

1

WE MEAN.

We

I

s

whi:

the

is

!t

Blankets
kki.past,
|__

Our 25 Cent

i
“I

r

47 49 Ch“

regular Prison

Robes,

BRASS®

ever seen in

a reaiuem,

Chense,|B

money.

collection of

-5:

Orange'B

Peel, Preserved Ginger,

Maraschino

the market—and

best

ment.
wno nas Deen

is the

common

New Goods
lower window

Cherries,

and

of and is the most

Opening Daily

display in

I

'I

WILL CLOSE AT NOON THANKSGIVING

one we

on

I

Dinner

WHITTEN BROS.,

Sleigh

and have

fl

AND THIS^DROr
:

are

;

HOW CAN WE SERVE YOU ?

H. J. Locke & Son.

We

.*V^M

-,

Plain, Sage, Roquefort, Young America. EdamjH
and Pineapple, and a choice line of Ccpfec-jM
tionery. Fruits, Etc., Etc.
p

|

Belfast.

City National
Bank Building.

*

Things!

Thanksgiving

and Lemon
To

♦•>♦♦«-♦♦•♦ ***

just receiving a new lot of do
which will help to make your

are

Candied
j

j

•*•*-

I complete, some of which are Nuts o* a k ids, !■
f
I Citron, Currants, Dates, Raisins, Fr
*
Evaporated Peaches, Apricots, Glace Fri

We have received our usual
large stock of

cottage, “Uncle

...

We

!

Sunday.Winifred

last

Good

|

...

university,

LIXCOI 'VI 1.1.K CENTER.
The schools in town began Monday for the
winter term_ Rae Rankin, who has been at
home from Dark Harbor, returned there SatMrs. Jordan, who has spent the past
urday.
summer and fall with her daughter, Mrs. Sadie
Knight, returned there Saturday.Frank H
Rankin has reopened his blacksmith shoj
at the Center and is prepared to do all kinds oi

j
I

..

Wainsville Chapman recently bought the
schooner Livelihood of Deer Island parties and
! will change her
hailing port to Northport.
| The schooner is of forty tons burden, was built
in 1903, and is in excellent condition for the
I

j|

]
]
!

..

to be

acre

at their

were

Cabin,”
Annie Brewster spent last week in ;
Matthews is thought to be slowly gaining.
Lincolnville-Mr. and Mrs. H. Clark have'
Harriet M. Nickerson returned last Monday
moved to the Will Wellman place, formerly
from
Massachusetts, where she has been visitand
farm-Mr.
known as the Hiram Pierce
ing friends and relatives.
Mrs. Joseph Donnell have moved to Frank
-——'Woods for the winter-Percy Buzzell left
November 12th for Newburyport, Mass., where SWANVILLE.
Mrs. E. L. Cunningham and daughter Edna
.Arthur Ileal has gone to
he has employment
The Ladies’ Aid
Sunday in Brooks
spent
Mrs.
his
with
to
live
Lincolnville
daughter,
will meet with Mrs. H. M. Chase DeSociety
Howard
Elms
Flavill 0. Young_Mr.and Mrs.
All please come prepared to
cember 10th.
have returned home from Taunton, Mass
some book ...Mrs. J. W. Nickerson
represent
Mr. Elmer French shot a fine deer November
left for Somerville, Mass., Monday night to
18th near the home of Frank Levenseller.
visit her daughters.... Hon. A. L. Nickerson
Mr. French was acting as substitute for our
from his carriage in Belfast last
mail carrier, Ralph W. Richards, and while was thrown
Saturday, injuring his head and shoulders....
in
the
his
saw
deer
the
feeding
making
trip
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips has gone to Unity to
fhe
orchard and shot it.Thomas Hall has made care for her sister. Mrs. J. W. Bacon
1
at the
some repairs on his L.
Leslie Morrison has Pearl Young Theatre Company played
Clark
Gracie
Miss
Town House last week.
been hauling Christmas trees to Belfast.
in
won the prize for being the prettiest girl
for
the hall Friday evening. In the contest
Marr
Hazel
Miss
child
the most popular girl or
HOWS THIS?
received the prize ...Miss Carrie Seeley, who
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for has been attending Castine Normal School, is
Mr. Foster C. Small, who has been |
at home
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Mass.,
spending his vacation in Worcester, has
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
reMe.,
Burlington, Vt., and Waterville, 1.
Nickerson
A.
Mrs.
and
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
turned home... .Mr.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney spent Sunday in Prospect... Messrs. Albert
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly Cunningham and Augustus Engstrom have rehonorable in all business transactions, and finan- turned from a hunting trip at Greenfield.
cially able to carry out any obligations made by I
his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Arthur Sprague shot a deer in Palermo last
actis
taken
Cure
week_Mr. and Mrs. I.S. Bartlett are visiting
Hall’s Catarrh
internally,
Me... .Mrs. O. P. Fuller and daughin
ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur- J terDover,
Edith visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
has
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free,
Q. Adams, last week....Mr. O. W. Ripley
has rePrice, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
bought a pair of horses.... H. R. Pease
turned home to spend Thanksgiving.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

number of weeks, has recovered so far as
able to look after her household duties,
and Mrs. Luce, who was carring for her,has returned to Belfast.
for

Winterport

Tom’s

Mrs.

are

Wa! io county this s- ason cannot be less
than ..bushels and may exceed thal

of

EAST SEARS MONT.

spending the past

parts
very pleasant nature.
competing successfully in potatc
Two deer were killed in Northport last Satoi
and
in
quality
quantity
raising—both
by local hunters and the whole hunting
urday
the crop—with those of Aroostook. While
were out following the hunt immedpopulation
we have only the reports of our countj
iately after. Bert Bird and Oscar Drinkwater
correspondents as a guide we should saj were the lucky hunters in this instance.
that the sum ius crop of potatoes ir
Mrs. Rachel Herrick, who has been quite ill
farmers in the older

j\
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Northport
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newly brought
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NOTICE. The subscriber here-

by elves not'ee that she has been duly apEXECUTRIX’S
of the last will and testament

pointed executrix
°f

CHARI.ES F. PARKS, bite of Sutton, New
Hampshire.
deceased. All persons having demands against

to
the estate of said deceased are desired
ail indebted
sent the same for settlement, and
immedimake
to
are
payment
thereto
requested
my
ately to Robert F. Duntou of Belfast,
ANNA PARKS.
authorized agent.
November
10,1908.
Sutton, New Hampshire,
3w48

pre-

J?aiue,

15

JACKSON

!

Miss Ora Morton of JBanp
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Mrs. H. F. Brown visited tinRand, in Bangor last week
and Verne Chase are visiting I
....Pearl Chase is visiting
Emery of Monroe during
Laura Chase, who was called
wick by the illness of her nm
home.Miss;Myra Brown
sick list. She is teaching bek

j

district_The High school w
second term Monday, Noveiu'>
Webb principal.The new
:'tian Temperance Union is plane
World’s Temperance Sunday
the
Rev. J. W. Vaughan will give
the “Y” and “W” will have a Pf
the “Temperance Songster
Gordon.

j

?

v

j
j

H. Marshall Circle, Ladiesof the G. A. R.,
November 17th by Department
Secretary Ruth N. Robinson, Department
A bound volume of “Life” was recently
President Harriet G. Burr making a visit at
last week found near the
Library and the owner can
jling in Houlton
the same time. The inspector reports that
learn its whereabouts by inquiring there.
they found a most promising Circle doing unilismissed yesterday
There will be an election of officers at the
usually good work and great credit was due j
George
until next Monday regular meeting of Thomas H. Marshall Post
the Circle President, Mrs. Mary A. Russ, for j
petit jurors.
next Tuesday afternoon and a full attendance
the splendid way she gave the president’s
in the Poors
There will be an entertainment
work showing a deep conception of the beauty
ordered of Fogg & of the members is earnestly requested.
Mills new hall Thursday evening, December 3d. of the ritual. After the inspection, a fine banmksgiving dinner for
Veterans’ Meeting. Waldo County VeterClam stew supper. Admission ten cents;supper quet was served, at which many of the Post
an Association will meet with E. M. Billings
for the
fifteen cents. The proceeds will go
were present, a social hour was spent, and the
If
1908.
stormy,
with
meet
December
3,
Aid will
Post, Monroe,
see “The
benefit of the hall. All come and
week.—A.
one
department officers left delighted with the
the meeting will be postponed
or row, Friday, afterCountry School.”
ladies of Belfast Circle. The Circle will elect
Stinson, Secretary.
The World’s Temperance Sunday, Novem- officers at their meeting next Tuesday afterinbeen
have
the
at
visitors
Recent
Library
Boston
a
s bought in
so man .»
noon.
has been observed for
Abbottsford, j CoraPhinney of Haverhill,Mass.,Hiram Hoffses ber 29th,
to call atking business to re- terested in the fine pictures of
that it seems unnecessary
years
Wilmer J. Dorman, treasurer of the Belfast
|
and
Charles
Hoffses
of
Belfast
of
The
Morrill.
The
Scott.
Walter
the beautiful home of Sir
in Waldo
tention to it. It is hoped all pastors
Savings Bank, has made a collection of porof the exterior and interior funeral services were held yesterday in Morseveral
both
views,
and
at
sermon,
Trinity
supper
county will preach an appropriate
traits of the men actively identified with the
and historic place are the rill, Rev. David Brackett officiating.
school are alnarrow, Friday, at 6 of the charming
special services by the Sunday
bank to hang on the walls of the trustees room.
Barr*
L.
Annie
Miss
librarian.
of
the
property
un ited.
Mrs. Hyams’ Gift to the Hospital. Mrs. ways interesting.
They are enlarged photographs uniform in
who secured them during her trip abroad.
William Hyams of New York city, who spent
Klectric Company is
The Journal recently made editorial mention size and framed alike. He now has portraits
A Traction Car.
Monday afternoon we the summer in Belfast as usual with her fath- of the
in Bos- of
i furnish lamps and
Nathan F. Houston, John H. Quimby, Charles
daily newspaper to be published
to be called
found Fred V. Cottrell and Jos. G. Patterson at er, Arnold Harris, Esq., manifested much in- ton
the Christian Scientists s*nd
:ng electric lights.
by
j B. Hazeltine, Asa Faunce and Dr. John G.
in the headhouse of Gilchrest’s marine terest while here in the Waldo County Hospital
work
The
first
numThe Christian Science Monitor.
Belfast W. C. T. U.
| Brooks and will soon have one of Edward
railway on what might have been taken for a and expressed her intention of doing some- her was issued yesterday, November 25th, and Johnson. Mr. Houston is the
farm the first of the
only one of these j
on
but
mammoth kite or a flying machine,
thing in aid of this deserving institution. Be- the paper will be on sale regularly at the store | living, and he is the sole survivor of the origd candy for Thanksenquiry was told that it was to be a traction fore leaving she had selected a room which she of M. P. Woodcock & Son.
inal incorporators. The bank has had but four
wished to furnish and for which she soon after
car for H. H. Linn, proprietor of the dog show
since its organization, Messrs.
went over to Brooksville last presidents
Jones
D.
Fred
have
j
of Northport
which recently visited Belfast. The frame is bought the furniture. The room, however, was week to visit his mother, who has been an in- , Faunce, Houston and Johnson preceeding the
xivv mill in Lincolnradiator
and
there
was
said
to
without
a
no
of
and
in
Waldo
cut
way
of white ash,
county,
valid for a long time, and Monday news was ! present head of the institution, Robert F. Duntwing as soon as it be harder and
tougher than ash grown else- heating it. On being so advised, Mrs. Hyams received here of her death. Mrs. Essie P. j ton, Esq. Dr. Brooks and Charles B. Hazelas
follows:
and
replied
where, with North Carolina pine covering
Carle went to Brooksville Tuesday to attend tine took an active part in the management in
New York, Nov. 21, 1908.
rence Seminary at
ceiling, finished bright, and bronze iron work. |
the funeral service, which was held yesterday their day, and the bank is generally ^recognized
O.
Mr.
C.
Poor,
,j;.v to enable the stu- The car is 28 feet long, 6 feet, 6 inches wide
afternoon. The store of Carle & Jones was as one of the solid financial institutions of
Dear Sir: You will please have a radiator
Thanksgiving and and 6 feet, 6 inches high. It will contain a 9 and its connections with the main pipe put in closed from 1 to 3
Maine.
p. m.
day morning.
foot engine room with a generator to run at once, and by whom you please, and send me
Window Dispt.ays. Although it is yet four
Those who are looking for farms—and this
the bill. I am sending the furniture up at once
and
rekitchen
room,
a
electric
j from H. E. McDonald’s. Some few
lights, living
ft A. A. basket-ball
things I an: class of property seems to be in growing de- i weeks to Christmas the attractive window disother
and
i
machinery | leaving out at the present as I may ship from
tod its schedule of frigerator. The engine
mand— are referred to three very desirable plays are reminding people that the holiday
Waterville. This car here so as to get nearer what might he more
games with Belfast is under construction in
properties within the city limits. They are the season is at hand, and that it is time for shopis
that
useful.
necessary please
Anything
! lover, and January j will draw two other cars and in the summer
write a list of (after I have sent what 1 think ] N. S. Piper place in East Belfast, the Thomas pers to “get busy.” One of the most unusual
the show will travel in this way. In the win- and it will be
supplied.
Gannon place «»n lower Congress street, and and artistic displays is the “brass window” at
Respectfully,
ter, when the show is given in halls, Mr. and
an account of the
Elmbrook farm, owned by Horace Chenery. M. P. Woodcock & Sons, where is seen a temptMrs. Wm. Hyams,
use the engine car to live in
will
Linn
Mrs.
descent of William
These properties are advertised in The Journ- ing variety of hammered and burnished brass,
L. H.
By
!
to
from
when travelling
place. They
place
York World report
al and any further information desired will be including the useful and the ornamental. Their
the Work to better
Shipping Items. 1 he cutter \\ oodbury is or
would go up in a could not have entrusted
25 cent picture window is also tempting to
furnished by their respective owners.
the
in
no better workmen
is
the marine railway, South Portland, for rehe got a chance.” : hands. There are
of John many. H. J. Locke & Son, whose window
meeting
The
Thanksgiving
special
State than Messrs. Cottrell and Patterson.
pairs_Sch. Wawenock has sailed from Cochran
: of Frankfort are
I). A. R., will be held with
Chapter,
The Game Season.
Roy Dorr of Bucksport Frankfort for New York with a cargo of cut Mrs. E. S. Pitcher at 2 p. m. Friday. The widely known Pickard hand-painted china,
ions for a fair to be
with a fine selection of cut glass. The stock
went to Prospect last Thursday morning after stone for the Blackwell’s Island bridge.
are besessions
■ay
subject of the meeting will be “The Pilgrims,”
Schs. Carrie Bucknam, Annie Ainslie and Marin both lines is the largest and finest ever shown
a deer and returned late in the afternoon with
names
the members and
with
answered
and the roll-call will be
On the same morning Man- ; garet M. Ford are loading paving at Mosquitc
in Belfast. The dry goods stores of James H.
.cles are being made a good sized one.
of the signers of the Mayflower Compact. The
ley Abbott and Murray Clay of Bucksport Mountain wharf for New York.The Boston paper of the afternoon will be on “The Howes in Odd Fellows’ block and Fred A. Johnson in Masonic Temple, make a specialty of
started out to look over the woods on Verona fishing schooner Mary C. Santos, which has
Women of the Mayflower,” and the reading
.-tees of the Waldo j
window displays at all seasons, but they are
to see what they could find, as it had been re- been hauled off for the winter, stocked about
“The Mayflowers,” :
Whittier’s
include
will
last Friday even
This allowed a
made specially attractive during the holidays.
ported that there were deer on the island. $40,000 during the season.
“The Pilgrim Fathers” by John Pierpont, and
..y- in completing the
When
The grocers, A. A. Howes & Co., Swift & Paul
They returned at night, bringing with them profit of nearly $1,000 to each man.
“Standish
of
Austin’s
from
Jane
selections
in January,
.( .ding
in November
and Whitten Brothers have had for the past
two deer, which they had killed during the the northeast snow-storm sot
Standish.”
;il! accounts cleanthe woods were full of hunters 18th it found a fleet of 50 storm-oound vessels
week a tempting array of good things for the
Friday
day.
ear on a good busiThe next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Dana Spaulding of Camden at anchor in Rockland harbor the largest
Thanksgiving feast. Swift & Paul’s cheese
looking for deer
7
Mrs.
will
be
with
Circle
Mahoney,
George
the
time since
j window made such a hit last week that by
shot a fine buck deer at Lincolnville Beach last number in port there at one
November
afternoon,
Salmond
street, Monday
Most of the
r the High school
Saturday night their stock was nearly deThnrsday.Amos Clement and his son John lime fleet was replaced by barges.
30th. Roll-call, select quotations; lesson; from
ngress would not returned last week from a most enjoyable vessels were loaded with granite or lumber.
Don’t forget to look in the shop winpleted.
“FoundaS.
C.
of the C. L.
book,
•or a special session
The six-masted schooner Edward B. Wins- chapter eight
and take note beforehand of the adverdows,
outing in Northern Maine. They each got
is the tions of Modern Europe," and from the maga- j
after March 4th
tisements in The Journal.
Mr. Clements had his shipped here low, launched at Bath November 24th,
a deer.
will in- j
tariff and it will no and John’s went through to Seal Harbor, largest wooden schooner in the world. She is zine, Search Questions. The. program
a paper, Tallysketch
of
a
Humboldt,
elude
a
new
be
29
feet
will
It
deep,
S.A Nl» Y S'O 2 NT.
where he is staying at present.Among 318.3 feet long, 50 feet beam and
Questions, What j Mrs. S. M. Grant has been in Orland the past
ton- rand, The Holy Alliance.
the recent game arrivals at Bangor were the her gross tonnage being 3424. Her gross
of
in
the
noted
facts
have
study
you
Mrs. F. S.
important
| week with her brother, who is ill
n
ladies will be in following: C. M. Williams, Islesboro, 1 deer; nage exceeds that of the Eleanor A. Percy by
second position chapter eight? How does Napoleon compare i Harriman is in the Belfast Hospital for treatat 2 o’clock. There W. J. Getchell, Unity, 2 deer; Mrs. B. F. Howe, 23 tons, relegating the Percy to
i ment.School in this district closed last
M. V B. Chase, before re- with other great men of history?
fancy work, aprons, Searsport, 2 deer; M. Harriman, Bucksport, 2 as to size.Sch.
stone at High
There were three operations in one day re- week. Miss Clara Berry was the teacher.
requested that the ; deer: A. L. Glidden, Clinton, 2 deer. Ralph ported as chartered to load
of eentiy at the Waldo County Hospital, and for A. W. Shute is at home from stmr. J. T. Morse
i: H. Conant and the
W’ood and George Trull got a deer last Satur- Island for Philadelphia, is loading part cargo
J. Edwin Grant was in Camfor the winter.
lumber at Stern’s mills and will finish cargo at
some weeks past the rooms have all been occuMaude E. Barker day in Northport near the Ramsey place.
and several patients have had to wait to den two days last week on business.The
Lowell & Engel’s mill, Bangor-Sch. Hiram
pied
who
has
early as possible.
R.
T.
Shute,
Steamer Notes. Capt.
who
Lowell of Capt. T. M. Nicholson’s fleet, is
gain admission. It was hoped to have had the workmen employed by the Electric Co.,
.oi ing in the Belfast 1 been on the steamer Penobscot on the Kennefinished this winter, but this have been boarding here, have moved to the
with wire rigging.
ward
at
refitted
maternity
Bucksport
being
ending November bee route, says that there is no doubt but
As j cannot be done until additional heating appara- village.... .Several deer have been killed
Gardner of Castine is doing the work.
rndwin. Miss Nellie j that the turbine steamers Camden and Belfast
around town the past week. Early Friday
soon as completed she will clear for Newfound- | tus is installed and there are no funds in hand
Miss Stella Woods, will be placed on the Boston and Bangor route
The work of with which to do it. What is needed is a boilmorning Harry Partridge shot one and later in
and after a cargo of herring.
of
and
The
F.
season.
City
W.
the
Bangor
City
M.
A'm
Brooks,
coming
|
the day Milliard Grant and Fred Hartsorn shot
the buoys along the Maine coast at 1 er of sufficient capacity to heat the whole
taking
up
route.
the
Kennebec
needed
on
are
Victor L. Hodgkins, of Rockland
one. ...The first snow came November 18th,
If that could be furnished the mathe mouths of the rivers, and in the rivers building.
d-. r. Eugene L. Staples. The Eastern Steamship Co. has always done
but it has nearly all gone at this writing.A
ward could be completed at once.
is well under way and will soon be
themselves,
ternity
clear j
,di received last week a large and profitable business and once
sociable was held in the hall Wednesday
pie
Boston Globe of Monday
fanA
and
sale
of
Belfast.
completed.The
North
supper
will continue to
«f Lincolnville a cluster of the Consolidated Company
with a good attendance.The writer ;
evening
“It is reported that the George Mchall
says:
held
in
schoolhouse
cy articles will be
turbine steamers
strawberries, several of grow and prosper.The
a lobster cactus that has sixty blossoms
has
of
the
owners
this
of
city,
Wednesday evening,Dec. 2, under the auspices
Yale and Harvard, of the Metropolitan’s out- Questen company
id rably and must have
schooner Frank Barnet, which was burned a of the Ladies Aid Society. A musical enter- and buds.
are
in their appearance side line between Boston and New York,
:a
this
from
port tainment will follow the picnic supper, all of LIBERTY.
The sea recently while on a passage
The berries laid up for the winter in Boston harbor.
.ate June.
to Brunswick, will place a contract with a Bel- which will be given for an admission fee of 15
Miss Stella Cram has returned from Camden,
past season has been a record breaker for the j
r.es of Mr. Lassell on
fast firm of shipbuilders for a four-masted cents. If stormy, the event will come off the where she has been visiting her aunt, Mrs.
two boats. They carried 130.0(H) passengers.
is at home
schooner to replace the lost craft.” If this next fair evening.
Ripley Whitcomb, who N. Butler.Miss Grace Boynton Post, who
Each craft covered 76,500 miles, and this wonfor a few weeks.Mrs. Llewellyn
aas not as yet decided
is built it will be built by George A.
schooner
has
off
a
and
was badly injured by falling
cart,
derful record was made without an accident of
has been quite ill for some weeks, is reported
d
more
their bottling works
Gilchrest, builder of the Frank Barnet and since been very sick, is somewhat improved at as
gaining slowly... .Several thousand
any kind....The receivers’ report in the case
week....
Mr.
but
fleet.
fire,
in
the
other vessels
McQuesten
stroyed by
small fish were put into the lake last
this writing.. Fred Holmes has built a new buildthe
Boston
of
A.
Muller
of W’illiam
against
Cook are in
v
locate nearer the
Gilchrest is in Boston this week, and is ex- ing in which to store his sawdust-Will Mason Mrs. Hattie Cook and Miss Mary Norton will
.E. G.
Eastern Steamship Co. was confirmed by Judge
the'winter
for
Waterville
their
in
his
from
the water
to return with the contract
has a barber shop at his home which is well christen his new Norton Hall Thanksgiving
Putnam in the United States circuit court, Bos- pected
which would be a
pocket.Capt. E. S. McDonald of schooner patronized. He has erected a pole and has all night by giving a free complimentary dance to
after a hearing at which no
November
23d,
ton,
music will £0e
the old works, as the
Annie B. Mitchell was at home the first of the equipments of a barber shop
Mrs. Helen neighbors and friends. Good
e
objection was offered. The report showed un- week while his vessel was
provided and a good time is looked for.....
a new jibMrs.
Jennie
Morse
and
receiving
Emmons
and
children,
High school pupils will have an entertainment
disputed claims amounting to $1,267,481, and boom at Rockland. In
of
out
school
the
Long
of
their
returned
to
their
towing
for
close
the
summer
stock
who spent
alive
here,
in about two weeks, at the
disputed claims aggregating $117,538. It was Cove with a
term.
cargo of stone for Philadelphia home in Massachusetts last Monday.
h os were as follows:
understood all the undisputed bills had been
the
the
hawser
fouled
bobstay, carrying away
do cents; fowls, 16
in
those
of
the
one
of
largest
paid and that
the jibboom, and Capt. McDonald put intc
cents. The chickens
dispute was in process of adjustment. Judge Rockland for
repairs.
Farm, Northport
..
of the 1.ast-
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subscriber writes: "I do"’4 spend any monthat which
which
ey
brings me a better return
Journal.'
to
for
The
goes
pay
G. PetEldridge S. Pitcher and Nathaniel
for the
tingill have been drawn as grand jurors
court, and
the
Supreme
term
of
January
F. Black and Herbert L. Bucklin as

A Sudden Death. Mrs. Frances Hoffses of
Morrill died very suddenly in this city Monday
from heart failure, aged 73 years. She was
apparently in good health and came to Belfast
to do some shopping. While in the dry goods
department of Carle & Jones about 1 p. m. she
complained of being faint and asked the young
lady who was waiting on her to fan her for a
moment, and then dropped to the floor. A
traveling man who was in the store at the time
raised her head and a physician was summoned
at once, but death must have been instantaneMrs. Hoffses was a daughter of the late
ous.
Elezer and Mehitable Whitcomb and widow of
Adoniram Hoffses, who died in 1901. She is
survived by one daughter and two sons—Mrs.

The Cosmopolitan has been added to the free
list of the Public Library.
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1908-9 Line Ready
Our showing of New Fur Neck Pieces, Muffs and Sets is
the largest and most complete that we have ever assembled.
All kinds are included—inexpensive, medium and fine—and in
every grade the qualities are the best that leading Furriers
have produced. The stock is entirely new and the styles are
the most favored for the season of 1908-9.
But variety and exclusive styles are not the ONLY ADVANTAGES WE OFFER. OUR QUALITIES ARE ABSOLUTELY TRUSTWORTHY. EACH FUR IS CALLED
BY ITS RIGHT NAME. EVERY PIECE IS SOLD UNDER
GUARANTEE THAT MEANS SOMETHING.
Therefore,
it is SAFE to buy Furs here. Even the least experienced
buyer can choose without fear of fraud or deceit, because
nothing that is not worthy ever enters our Fur stock. Here
are details of the best stock we ever had :

50Inch"Isabella Coneylancy

72 inch Satin Lined Blue
Opossum Shawl Pillerine, 10.00

^

54 inch Satin Lined Blue Hare
3.98
Throw',
95 inch Isabella loney Boa. 5.00

54 inch Salin Lined
ese Mink Throw.

jj

62 inch Satin Lined Chin5.00
chillette Throw,

10.00
Squirrel Throw,
82 inch Salin Lined imitation
Mink Shawl Pillerine.
12.00

S3.50

Throw,

Squirrel

66 inch Satin Lined Blended

Squirrel Throw.

12.00

36 inch Fancy
Mink Throw,

Grey
5.00

Throw,

10.00

57 inch Satin Lined Grey

58 inch Satin Lined Isabella
5.00
Opossum Throw,
Genuine
Lined
Satin
inch
60
5.00
Krimmer Throw,
54 inch Satin Lined

Japan-

60 inch extra

Japanese
12.00

quality Sable

Fox Throw,

58 inch Satin Lined Blue
7.50
Wolf Throw,

15.00

90 inch Satin Lined Black
Bear Shawl Pillerine,
15.00

8.50
60 inch Isabella Fox Boa,
57 inch Satin Lined Blue
8.75
Opossum Ihrow,

80 inch Black Fox Satin
Lined Boa,
25.00

72 inch Satin Lined Black
10.00
Hare Shawl Pillerine,

72 inch Satin Lined Blended Mink Shawl Pillerine, 25.00

58 inch Satin Lined Persian
10.00
Paw Throw,

56 inch Satin Lined Black
25.00
Lynx Throw.

...
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thought the whole matter
Steamship litigation might be ended by

The Doctor’s First
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each, one weighcondition. Fogg
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reage burned over 240
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•vport of Forest Comar the
loss will be
mmittee haS*decidto the appointaused by the death of
gister of Deeds, and
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garment sale

week, to open Saturday, November'28.
of women's and children’s
have
garments must be reduced and prices
for

one

His entire stock

been

reduced 25 to 50 per cent. Don’t miss this
The store will close at noon toA. Johnson. Masonic Temple, has

opportunity.
day_Fred

displayed for sale. Prices will be reasonable,
been made to have a
furs, line of 1908-9, ready for inspec- and a special effort has
25 cents.
tion and it is the largest and most complete he variety of articles selling for 50 and
has ever assembled. It includes new fur neck At 5.30 the chafing dish supper will begin.
welsh rarebit,
pieces, muffs and sets of all kinds— inexpen- Creamed chicken, creamed peas,
be served on
sive, medium and fine—and of the styles most sandwiches, cake and coffee will
favored for the season. Every piece is sold the European plan by a corps of waiters gownto
under a guarantee that means something. The ed in white. The waiters will be prepared
to
will close at noon today....If you have give checks and the cashier will be on hand
his

new

will

plac>*their

pe-

the Governor and
mg of the Governor
morrow, November
‘hat this matter will
the regular December
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BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

■

8var'ou?nue

n|a!:
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|
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*

1868.

ORGANIZED

WILMER J. DORMAN, T.easurer.

ROBERT F. DINTON, President,

kJEWELERS^

HERBERT T. FIELD. Assistant Treasurer.
We extend a cordial invitation to the

people

of Belfast and vicinity to visit our

store and look over our

Reserve,

* HOLIDAY STOCK *
It will be

a

pleasure to show you and place our experience and skill
disposal in making such selections as you may desire.

Dividend No. 80, June 1, 1908,
Total Dividends paid

if ReadyforChristmas 1
New Goods of the Finest Quality.

>

\i

Waterman & Parker Pens.

\ i> You will
*

\)

;»

have to call to

at such low
am

to

$867.75

|
j
|

|
>

to

at the rate of

depositors

to

4%,

$28,253.22

date,_$1,296,077.83

its 80th semi-annual dividend on June 1, at the rate
this rate in
of 4 <%> per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain
the
accounts
to
credited
is
the future. All dividend interest immediately
interest
draw
will
time
the
for
at
if
uncalled
of the depositors, and
sum.
the same as the principal
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious overask a continuation of the
sight of its Trustees, who respectfully
be pleased to open new
will
and
patronage of its present depositors,
or without the State.
within
accounts with any prospective depositors
This Bank

!!

173,248.87

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

at your

Diamond Rings and all styles of Plain and Stone Rings.
Cut Glass, Watches, Clocks and all kinds of Jewelry.
(Goods that anyone would be pleased to receive for a present.)
Plated Silver that will wear,
Solid Silver of the Sterling Quality.

100,000.00

....

Surplus,8

1826—25 Main Street—1908

!>

$1,495,372.90

Deposits June 1, 1908,

..

1

Blue Wolf

Question

CHASE & DOAK,

neglected to order

ner

1

and

Opossum

■

..

store

in regular restaurant fashion.
your Thanksgiving Day din- transact bnsiness
until this morning you will find everything Little tables, seating four are to be arranged
of Fogg & Coombs. about the room, where the patrons’ orders will
you need at the market
At eight
They have this season the finest lot of poilltry be served from 5.30 to 7 o’clock.
of all kinds, o’clock a unique entertainment, “The Reveries
ever shown in Belfast, with meats
of a Bachelor,” will be given. The Bachelor,
j
as well as vegetables and canned goods-H.
\
J. Locke & Son sell the celebrated Elgin coming home from a ball where he nas been acwatches. They have received and will be cepted, sits down for a quiet smoke, and while
loved
mg last Thursday as ad[
pleased to show their usual large stock of he is so engaged all the girls he has ever
-f the Penobscot Bay Christmas
\
goods and prices are as low as sat- appear before him. As he is a college man,
mission to enter the isfactory goods can be sold.... M. P. Woodcock who has travelled around the wor d, they are
i'
l
;ng decided to make & Son are opening new goods daily, and the many in number and variety. A number oi
t
The plant is in East
display of brass goods in one window and the the costumes, which will be the real thing,”
been laid across the 25 cent picture window have already attracted are to be loaned to the Guild by Mrs. H. P,
,
rona and poles set to
much attention and many buyers. They have Adams. There will be a musical accompanit,
’wing to opposition in a fine stock of books, a favorite gift with ment, vocal or instrumental, with each picture,
n.-cided to come to Bel- many_ If you want to make a ucsful Christ- and this will be one of the most attractive feat.
;I
The cast is as follows:
and later the company mas
ji
gift call at the furniture store of H. E. tures of the program.
"
Mr. John R. Duntor
He will sell any- The Bachelor,
for the privilege of McDonald, 70 Main street.
j,
Mr. Bert L. Davis
w. --,*rn section of the
it can be His Valet,
thing in his stock as cheaply as
Katherine Browr
His First Sweetheart,
Long and His School Girl Sweetheart,
privelege of setting bought in the State of Maine
" ul(*‘
49
Freda Sylvestei
street,
Miss
The
Fashion,
at
High
short kimonas
Miss Maude Stantial
We have had the first fall of College Chum,
land made his annual cents to $3.50
Miss
Lou Thompson
Japanese Girl,
k with the Old Farm- snow and if you have not yet got a sleigh it is
s'
Miss Florence Shaw
English Girl,
The
it.
man
about
!
you Normany Girl,
Miss Marjorie Shaw
time you were thinking
years he has been
s',
Miss Louise Browrr
Front street. He Spanish Girl,
r.
ng almanacs, but want to see is E. R. Conner,
Dutch
,Mis3 Ruth Kimball
Girl,
curtailed of late by carries the State Prison sleighs, the best on the Turkish
I
Mrs. Annie Pattersor
M n
and also Scotch Girl,
As be is not
Miss Bertha Wiley
i,v.
Lassie,
working for market, up-to-date in every respect,
can furnish
Miss Mattie Wiley
1,1 aid of a
Egyptian Girl,
State institution has western sleighs. In fact, he
r:..
Miss Grace Hall
Irish Girl,
and he also
through his efforts any kind of a sleigh you want,
Miss Alice Parkei
German Girl,
and
harnesses
whips.
blankets,
Mrs. May Davis
»
esteblished, it is felt that he carries robes,
Chinese Girl,
ll:t‘ Public
P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, Hindu Girl,
Mrs. Freda Folletl
II kr ...
patronage. As is The store of D.
*
Pearl Wilsor
Mrs.
for
Santa
Claus
Burmese
Girl,
'vy;iii
is blind
Hdtrr
himself, and it is has long been headquarters
Miss Florence Duntor
American Girl,
e
about unattended.
and this season he will be on hand with more Debutante,
Miss Caro Hatch
P;.
ever before.
Miss Winnie Kimbal
Golf Girl,
fhk American Revolution pretty and desirable gifts than
Hh.
Mrs. Della Brown
see The Journal next
Favorite Hostess,
°f
further
For
particulars
encoura&ing the study of
Miss
Grace Chadwick
Summer
Girl,
the jeweler, who you will
weelt.Thayer,
the Revolutionary period
Miss Emroy Ginr
Winter Girl,
Aii:-r,,a] ,a‘t'es
Main street,
Mixer
in
the
block,
Miss
Maude Stewarc
stairs
Nurse,
6Ar.>.r,. ‘"■b'ry, the Maine Daughters of find up
'<,lution have offered prizes of is ready for Christmas with a stock of new Girl Who Jilted Him, Miss Katherine Quimby
>i: ann
Elizabeth Kittredg<
watches His Little Pet,
'1 tf'e
*Jest es8ay® written by goods of the finest quality- rings,
Miss Marguerite Pilsbury
Auto Girl,
schu,,'
on incidents connected
all kinds of jewelry, cut glass, clocks, Favorite Chaperone,
ft the
Mrs. Robert Duntor
and
Am
Miss Anne Kittredg*
^ev°lution. The articles plated and solid silverware, and the Waterman The Widow,
bin
Miss Edith Wes1
The
Bride
to
inBe,
Word8 and must be sent be- & Parker pens_Chase & Doak, jewelers,
O-V.,
Reader, Miss Anne M. Kittredge; accompa
of Belfast and vicinity to visit
to Alma
the
vite
people
Staples Boardman,
Art:
assisted by Miss
8**ou^ be written on one their store and look over their holiday stock. nist, Miss Amy E. Stoddard,
Caro Hatch, Mis*
business was established in 1826 by Tim- Katherine C. Quimby, Miss
°nl>’
and typewritten if
This
posThe com
of the senior member Louise W. Richards, Miss Anne M. Kittredgi
“pen t0 P“pil» ot all othy Chase, grandfather
Mr. Doak served his and Bert L. Davis. Admission to entertain^
°* Maine, and we of the present firm, and
He(f ^
ment, 16 cents.
be r«P«»ented in it.
apprenticeship with Hiram Chase.
»n

New Fox,

the first ques| “How are your bowels?” This is generally
tion the doctor asks. He knows what a sluggish liver
He knows what a long list of distressing comi means.
result
from constipation. He knows that headaches,
plaints
bilious attacks, indigestion, impure blood, and general
debility are often promptly relieved by a good liver pill.
We wish you would talk with your own doctor about
I this subject. Ask him at the same time if he approves
Do as he says.
j.C.Ayer Co. Lowell, Mass. \
| of Ayer’s Pills.
jui'iaw———'*J*— nnc—

No

Fellows’ block,

Odd

Coming Event at The North Church,
trouble has been spared by the members oi
the North Congregational Church Guild tc
make their sale, supper and entertainment, tc
be held at the church tomorrow, Friday, afternoon and
evening, a unique and successful
affair. The sale will open at 3 o’clock, and
beside the candy table, many dainty hand-made
articles suitable for Christmas gifts will be
A

Muffs and Hats to Match.

paid

Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
prices

as

I

give you this year.
UP STAIRS TO

FRED O, WHITE,
ROBERT F. DUXTOH,
ARTHUR I. BROWX, BE* D. FIELD.
JAMES H. HOWES,

4%

4%

A GOOD

Maine’s Forests.
Forthcoming Report of Commissioner Ring.
Forest Fires One of Principal Subjects.
The fourth biennial report of Hon.
Edgar E. Ring, forest commissioner of
Maine, is in the hands of the printer and
the 150 or more pages will contain much
valuable information to all interested in
the forests of the State.
The features of the report will be an
interesting article on the history of the
wild lands of the State, dealing with
their disposition from the times of the
early grants down to the selling of practically the last acre the State owned. A
list of the islands sold by Maine and
Massachusetts is given in response to the
frequent inquiries for information of
this kind. A resume of the forest fires

FOUR GIRLS

They Jay. J
Miss Lillian Boss, 539
East 84th Street, New
York, writes: “Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound over-

Mead What

FOREST FIRES OF

headaches,
after everything else
to
failed
had
help me,
and I feel it a duty to
let others know of it.'*
nervous

KatharirieCraig,2355
Lafayette St., Denver,
Col., writes: “Thank*
to Lydia E. Pinkhain’*
Vegetable Compound 1
am well, af ter suff cri ng

for months from nervous pros; rat ion.
Miss Ma:ie Sodtzrnan, of Laurel. Ia.,
writes: “I was inn rundown conditionally suffered from suppression,
indigestion, and poor
circulation. Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable

Compound

Owing to plenty of rain the timber
land holders were given very little occasion for worry in 1907 as it was almost
impossible for fire to run in the green |
The total area burned over in
2124, less than one tenth of
with a loss of only $5,257.

a

burning rubbish, 1; railroads,
2; berry pickers, 1; incendiary, 1; river

campers, 2;

drivers, 1.

Vinii>VT

O

In his conclusion and recommendations
to the Legislature Mr. Ring says: “The
forest fires of the season of 1908 should
drive home to the people of Maine the
need of the most thorough protective
legislation. The long continued drought
of 1908 made conditions more than unusually difficult, but we had have dry seasons before and shall have them again.
The results of this season’s work shows
that Maine has as good fire laws as any
State in the Union.
“It is unnecessary to speak of the
value of our forests they are extensive
and valuable and unless destroyed by
fire the danger from a lumber famine
is very remote. The wasteful cutting
of our spruce is pratically a thing of the
past and our woodlands wili be reforested by nature if proper care is exercised
in cutting the timber. There is no fear
but this will be looked after by the land
owners, but if they are to be protected
from fire the State must do it.
“Well enforced laws for the protection
of our fish and game has made our forest a paradise for sportsmen, who are not
slow to take advantage of it. During
the open season our woods are filled with
hunters, who leave in the State hundreds of thousands of dollars and give
employment to up wards of 2,000 guides.
“But while they are welcome guests
they should not be allowed to enter our
forests during a dry and dangerous
period and I believe a law should be enacted similar to that recently passed by
the State of Vermont, authorizing the
goverment to issue a proclamation to
prohibit all hunters from entering the
woods of the State during an extremely
dry time.
“As a further protection I recomnend
that the close time upon all inland animals game and game birds, be extended io
Oetboer first at least upon the wild lands.
“For some years an effort has been
made by the Alaine Sportsman Association to have alaw enacted prohibiting
the taking of firearms into the woobs
during the close time on game. Like all
new’ legislation that is suggested for the
better protection of our forests and game,
considerable opposition to it was shown
I believe
and the matter was dropped.
law
the time has come when such a
should be passed. Few persons take a gun
ii ito the woods during close times with
any good intent. The claim by some
guns are needed for protection from wild
beasts is too absurd to notice.
“Such a law’ will keep out of the woods
during the summer season a class of
men who have
undoubtedly been the

le

kept, unless there was a greater inin the other towns during the past
two years in live stock than during the

eleven years before.
The value of flock and herd is being
increased constantly by the efforts which

me

Hi.,says:

are being made to bring them up to a
high degree of excellence and by the purchasing of pure blood animals. We have
vast grazing lands and many more sheep
and cattle might be kept than now.
The soil here is fertile and well drained,
and has never had its strength exhausted
It is
as it has in many parts of Maine.
adapted to the raising of potatoes, and

Ly.

diaE. Pin 1: h ;i m 's Vo :etable Compound cured
mo of backache, side
ache, and established
my periods, after the
best local doctors had
failed to help me."

only
township,

The entire loss to the State by
fires in 1907, both in uncorporated and
incorporated towns was only 4,524 acres
at an estimated money loss of $14,567.
That included a $5000 loss in the town of
Standish in Cumberland county, the
greater portion being to buildings in the
path of the tiames.
The causes of the 1907 fires were as
follows: Unknown, 17; clearing (and. 6;
a

wanee,

was

forest

ma

TOWN.

cows
crease

weli and strong.”
Miss Ei: M. Olson,
>t.. Adof 417 N.

1907,

growth.
the uncorporated townships

irregularities, pesuffering, aud

riodic

of 1907 and 1908 is also given, dealing
with the causes, acreage burned over,
money damage, etc. An article that
will be of more than usual interest, will
be one from the pen of Prof. W. J.
Morse, of the Maine Agricultural station
dealing with the “white pine blight.”
His assurances should set at rest the anxiety concerning the cause of the death of
many of our small white pine the past
two seasons. He shows that it was
without doubt caused by the weather conditions of the past two winters.

FARMING

Tucked away among the hills of old
Waldo, in the extreme northwestern
part of the county, lies the agricultural
town of Troy, which leads other towns in
the county in many respects.
The land here is the highest and consequently best drained of any in the county. For that reason it is well adapted
to sheep raising and dairying. From the
report of the State Assessors, 1895, we
learn that there were 2200 sheep in the
town, which was more than was kept in
It also
any other town in the county.
led in the number of two-year-old colts
and ranked third in the number of cows,
fifth in horses and in swine. From the
report of 1906 we learn that it still led in
the number of sheep and two-year-old
colts, ranked second in the number of
cows and swine, was still fifth in the
number of horses and had more two and
one-year-old cattle than any other town.
The inventory of 1908 showed an increase
in swine; so it doubtless now leads in the
number of sheep, swine, two-year-old
cattle and is second in the number of

Restored to Health by Lydia ML
Pinkham’s V egetable O ompound*

came

MAINE

farmers have demonstrated this year
they can raise as fine a crop of them
as can be done in Aroostook County. The
soil is also well adapted to profitable orcharding, the raising of small fruits,
our

FACTS FOR SICK WOiHZN.

that

For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, ha been t he
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of

garden truck,
grains.

corn,

beans and the vari-

ous

A resident of Kansas City, Mo., told me
not long ago that he was loath to go back
women who have been troubled with
because the drinking water
displacements, inflammation, ulcera- to the West
there is poor and the fruit of an intion, fibroid tumors, irregularities, i ferior
quality. He said that the peopains, backache, that bear- I
here did not know how much they had
pie
indigesflatulency,
feeling,
1
ing-down
to be thankful for. He was mistaken,
tion, dizziness, ornervous prostration. for surely we do know that there is no
?
it
don’t
you try
Why
! water and no fruit in the world quite
Mrs. Pinkli am invites all sick I like ours.
for
advice.
J There is no branch of farming that
women to write her
She has guided thousands to I cannot be successfully carried on here,
We have a great deal of lumber and
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
wood and have the finest water power to
be found anywhere. There is no reason
DOWN IN A BALLOON.
why this town cannot become a manutown, and it will when men
A Perilous Descent in City Streets. W. facturing
with capital learn of its location and
R. Morison of Minneapolis in the Air- natural

periodic

j

j

advantages.

ship and Escapes Unhurt.
Rockville, Conn., November 17. After
soaring to a height of 11,000 feet, the
loftiest aerial'Tevel” ever attained by a
balloon in this country, and traveling
seventy miles in one hour—a speed which

TRAMPS’ THANKSGIVING.
Their

Wow New York’s Hoboes Get
Holiday Dinners.
A great deal depends on the kind of
man who wishes to take part in the

FKEDERICK

CASTORIA

wrote the late Josiab Flint
A panhanin Good Housekeeping.
dler from the Bowery will have a
harder time finding his Thanksgiving
dinner than will a well dressed hobo
In general, the panfrom the west.
handler has to remain content with
the same simple fare on holidays that
he is accustomed to the year through.
The well dressed and skilled beggar,
on the other hand, expects and looks
He may
for delicacies on fete days.
have to look a long while before he
finds all that he thinks he is entitled
to. but the genuine seeker perseveres
until he believes that he has celebrated the day as a man of bis parts

feasting,

nies for the coming “gorge.” or “scoff.”
as it is also called.
Perhaps there is
a
party of them together, and they
combine their forces and funds.
Many of them can cook fairly well,
and all lend some assistance in preparing the meal. One attends to carrying the -water, another arranges the
different purchases so that they can
be handily reached, W'hile others assist in making the fire and attending
The men who
to the actual cooking.
are not chefs sit around the fire, smack
their lips and swap stories about the
places they were in the year before.
Perhaps some man will be reminded
of having been in jail the year before.
He toils about the poor “feed” that he
received and how he scolded against
fate and the law- for having shut him
up on such an occasion. Another man
will remember how he was in the far
west where there was no meal at all.
Still another will recall how he thought
of reforming and had practically made
up his mind to go to work when some
housewife tempted him with a fine
Thanksgiving “set down.” and his good
resolutions went to pieces.

men

Always Bought

PromotesDigeslion,Cheerful-

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral.

Opium,Morphine

NotNabcotic.
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I\ppermint
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perfect Remedy forConstipa-

tion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions.Feverishness and Loss OF Sleep.
facsimile Sigrtalure
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LA DU AH F. WARD. Ik ii
of searsport. in mi
ceased, having present,,
Perley O. Andrews may
trator of tilt estate ot »Y
Ordered, That the said
all persons interested
order t«< be published tin
The Republican .Joum;
at Belfast, that they n ,\
! Court, to be field at "l
County, ill the H til day >«
at ten ot the clock bet.
if any they have, whv n
! er should not be granted
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WE WANT MEN TO SELL
insurance, including a
new form of Accident and Health, which pays
the Doctor’s bills without extra cost. Write
General Insurance, Agency, 104 Exchange St.,
2w47
Portland, Maine.

Every description

of

Probate Court held at

At

a
tor

the County of xv aldo,
I). 1908.
November,

Belfast, within and
the 10th day of

on

HITNEY. guardian of Alice L.
Whitney, legal heir of uetliia H. Chase, late
of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased. having presented a petition praying that the
Judge of Prohate may determine who are entitled to the balance of the estate of said deceased now in possession of the admini iratrix
thereof for distribution, their respective shares
therein, and order the same to be distributed

CFI

x

RLIK O

"

!

GEORGE

MxRY

SUSAN

WALDOSs.—

ST-

FREDERICK

Judge)''

«.»'chah/V.

FOLEYSHONETHCAR

HATTIE

WILSON

WALDO SS.—Ill Coml 'll'
VV
last, on the iu, ii
Maurice VV Lord, ai mini
Henrieita Lewis VV a'
County, deceased, hav i.:
and final account of adim
for allowance.
Ordered. That notice
weeks successively,.ii 'in.
a newspaper published in I,
n
that ai* persons inn-res,
bate Court, to be held >'
of December next, and
have, why the said accm.,
ed.
GKuKGK!
a true copy.
A tti st
Chas. P. ID
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i Albert E. Kilgore, exec.i<
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Caleb V. Kmball. late of .1
tv, deceased, having pres,
account of administration »■
lowance.
Ordered, That notice tfn >
weeks successively, in 1'lie ;
a new spaper publishe 1
that all persons interested e
bate Court, to be held at I
of December next, and ‘•h
have, why the said acci p
ed.
GKO. K o
A true copy. Attest
Chas, 1*. II.'
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ADMINISTRATRIX'S
A scriber hereby gives
duly appointed acImmiM

j

EDWIN (). CHAD" H n
in the County of Wa
bonds as the law directs,
mauds against the « >ta
desired to present the
all indebted thereto are r«
ment immediately.
II ATT. I
Palermo, November 1".
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A er hereby gives noli.
appointed administratoi
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m the County of Wald
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all indebted thereto are
ment immediately.
freedom, November
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pointed executors of the
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i

EDWAKI) R. PACKARD
County of \\ aldo. <l
having demands against ;
ceased ar« desired to pre-«
ment, and all indebted tit
make payment immediate
MAU\
JUsK!
Searsmont, November 1«
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EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
J by give not ice that he h
ed executor of the last w iil
JACOB H. EAMES, la
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In the County of Waldo,
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bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate
desired to present the sanx
all indebted thereto are reqm
ment immediately.
SARAH
FAN N
Stockton Springs, NoVenii
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ft scriber iureby gives n
duly appointed administrate!
LILLIAS E. HODGK1NSON
in the County of Waldo. <i
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petitioner should not b,

PROIUTE XOTIIB.

Moody.

,,
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at~it

At a Probate Court, held
tor the County of Waldo
November, a. D. iao«.
C. aVEKILL, son „»
tl late of Searsport, m s,ti
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that J. VV. Black may be ;m,,„
of the estate of saicf deet-.is,.,;
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The Kind Yon Have

should.
The favorite procedure for a great
many roadsters is first to beg for
money with which to buy the materials for a feast and then to cook the
meal themselves at some improvised
camp or "hangout.” This is the great
delight of a number of western tramps.
Some days before the holiday is due
they begin to save up their spare pen-

1,11

ordered, That;lie sum
'1,1
all persons interiMieii I,,
Older to be piihlished
in The Republican join,
iislied at Beltast, Ilmt ;|„
bate null, to be In hi „i i.:
said County,.lie mi,
l!»l,8. at ten in tbe cluck
cause, If any they have, m
petitioner shornd not

For Infants and Children.
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(nut am giau 10 say
there are but a few of them) who have
in the past stayed here until they had
CARVING THE TURKEY.
got every cent they could out of the town
accordingly.
| and then taken all of their earthly goods Some Suggestions For the Man Who
Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice to
i and gone to make their home elsewhere,
the
Knife.
Wields
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
the town and its people and
order
t<> be published three weeks successively
cursing
A few suggestions on carving probwould test the capabilities of a powerful
A woman and son. Woman to do general
in The Repub’ican Journal, a newspaper pubeverything in it because they could not
at a Proracing automobile—the balloon “Pitts- get more out of it. Such people are of ably will not be amiss and may save housework, boy to do chores and go to school lished at Belfast, that they may appear
elfast, within and for
bate ourt, to be held at
field, in the Heart of the Berkshires, in no benefit to any community, and any the fresh Thanksgiving table linen To the right parties a good home. Apply at
said ( oumy, on the 8.h day of December, A D
Pittsthe
Van
of
William
Sleet
which
1908. at ten of the clock before noon, and show
from desecration by splashes of gravy.
town that can get rid of them is, indeed,
56 Church^Street, Belfast, Maine.
field Aero Club, accompanied by Wm. K. fortunate.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot said
Joy go with them. I have
First, then, let the carver plunge
1908.—46tf
tuioner should not he granted.
November
11,
p«
Morison of Minneapolis, made an ascent :
no patience with any person who will
GEO E. JOHNSON. Judge.
the fork firmly into the breast of the
__
from Pittsfield at 2.55 o’clock this afterA true copy. Attest:
slur and try to belittle his native town,
hold
have
a
sure
of
He
must
turkey.
•
P. Hazkltine, Register.
Chas
Hannah:
noon, made a dramatic landing here, but all
praise is due to the one who stays
Nothing better for the boys than bread
drifting at high speed into the heart of j in and does all he can for the upbuilding the breastboue if he would operate from
held
at Belfast, within and
Court
Flour.
Rebecca.
Gold
Medal
a
Probate
;
At
the city and tearing down electric and fire
successfully.
of it. Just as much praise is due to the
for the County <>f "aldo. on the 10th day of
alarm wires before its course was finally
a. D. 1908.
Let him then cut off the wing nearNovember,
into
the
world
out
who
man
goes
checked in the yard of Christian Nu- young
E. BRY NT, guardian of Gladys
est him, which is done by passing the
and accumulates quite a sum of money
maker.
Bryant, having presented a petition praying
knife underneath the socket anti is
and then comes back to his native
for a license to sell at public or private sale and
BALLOON LOCKED UP.
town and spends it together with the
easily accomplished if the bird be
convey certain real estate of said ward, describThis
ed in said petition.
his
life.
No sooner had its occupants stepped declining
years of
young and tender.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
from the basket to the ground than the kind of a man is a true patriot, beRemove the leg on the same side in
to all persons interested by causing .t cpy of
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
balloon was taken into custody by the cause home is the best place in the
the same manner, pressing the bone
this order to be published three weeks succesfor the County of V' aldo. on the second Tues- I
We have some of this
chief of police and ignominiously locked world to him.
sively in The Republican J« urual, a newspaper
outward while making the cut.
of Novt tuber, A. !>. 1908.
Sepat a
day
is
the
number
and
of
increasing.
published at Beltast, that they may appear
class,
up for its escapade, quite regardless
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
arate the first and second joints of the
Probate Court, to lie held at Beltast. within and
its proud exploit in the upper air. It will This was a good old town to be born in,
A
will ami testament of William Moody, late for >aid County, on the 8th day of December, a,
leg and next remove the side bone by of Belfast, in said Comity of Waldo, deceased, D. 1908, at ten of the clock before noon, and
not be given its liberty until the damage and a better place to get away from once;
be a good place to
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
running the knife along the backbone having been presented for probate.
now it is getting to
it did has been squared.
said petitioner should not be granted.
Ordered, That notice he given t«» all persons in
It is attached only
and close to it.
The two aeronauts came through the come back to, and will be a better place
(BO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
a copy of this oroer to he
terested
by
causing
Attest:
A true copy.
landing ordeal unhurt. Mr. Van Sleet, to die in. I am truly thankful that even by a filament of skin and fat; hence published three weeks successively in The ReChas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
who was the pilot, declared that it was ; our country people are beginning to learn
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
this task is not difficult
may appear at a Probate < ourt. to be held at
Bertha
the most exciting trip he had ever made the worth of a life on the farm.
Legs and wings being removed, the
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Belfast, within ami f r said County, on the sec
in a balloon. When the great bag began F. Hillman, in the American Cultivator.
for the County of vv aldo, qn the 10th day of
ond
of
the
breast
is
a
matTuesday of December n* xt, at ten of the
slicing
simple
if
his
November, *. 1). 1908.
and
show
to
before
he
hastened
clock
noon,
to fall,
any they
cause,
bearings,
get
ter. and this opens the cavity, from
PRESIDENTIAL FUN.
have, why the same should not be proved, apELLEN D x VIS. formerly Mary Ellen
and picked out for his landing the open
and
allowed.
with
which
be
removed
a
proved
filling may
Patterson, guardian ot Alice "arie vx hit
field just outside of Rockville. He threw
GEORGE E. JuHNSON, Judge,
comb,
having
presented a petition praying for a
Event
with
Comof
a
Recent
of
the leg usualspoon. The removal
anchor and it Word-picture
A true copy. Attest:
over his twenty-pound
license t<* sell at public or private sale and conment Thereon.
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
ly makes another opening, to lie utilvey certain real estate of said ward, described
caught in the ground, but so swiftly was
in said petition.
ized in the same manner.
The President has the most fun when
the balloon traveling that the anchor
Ordered, That The said petitioner give notice to
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Be sure you have n well sharpened
fluke broke. Then Mr. Van Sleet pulled he takes a walk. He lets on it’s a good
a copy of this
for the County of Wa'do, on the 10th day of all persons interested by causing
!
the rip cord, but the balloon had such an j constitution-builder—that he indulges for
knife.
omer to be published three weeks successively
1908.
1).
A.
November,
j
a
publishin
The
Journal,
newspaper
is
all
a
sham.
He
that
that
it
on
for
a
considerable
this purpose—but
Republican
kept
impetus
If you cannot succeed in dismembera. CARR, widow of Amos H Carr, late
ed at Belfast, that ibex may appear at a Probate
distance right into the city.
of bearsport, in said County of Waldo, de
always “ropes in” other people to walk ing it gracefully, don't lie too sure that
to be held at Beltast. within and tor said
Court,
! ceased, liavmg presented a petition praying that
Like the little boy, he had the
with him.
County, on the 8th day of December a. I) 1908,
WIRES DOWN IN TRAIL.
the toughness of the turkey is to
she may be appointed administratrix of the es- at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
“mostest fun” the other day, when he
tate of said deceased.
A good after dinner speaker
blame.
A litter of wires marked its trail as it
if any they have, why t ie prayei of said peti
got Secretary Garfield, assistant SecreThat the said
give notice to tioner should not be granted.
swept along. The startling advent of the tary of State Bacon, and fifty-eight army is more frequently met with than a allOrdered. interested by petitioner
a
i.ED. E JOHSON, Judge.
of
this
cau-mg
copy
persons
monster in the midst of the community officers to take a walk.
order to he published three we* ks successively in
A true copy. Attest:
good carver.—1‘hiladelphia Ledger
P. Hazkltine, Register.
Journal, a ewspaper published
caused general excitement, and fears
Chas.
The
Republican
Out they went, into the fields, through
at Belfast, that- they may appear at a Probate
were felt for the safety of the two men
the woods, over the hills, across the
to be held at Belfast, within and fot saul
on the Reservation.
Court,
Thanksgiving
ti
ALDO SB.—In Court of Probate, held at Belin the basket as it bumped and dragged
County,on the 8th day oi Dec* mher, A. D. 19< 8,
streams, puffing and blowing, and spurtW fast, on the 10: h day of November, 1908
The spirH of thankfulness pervades
at ten of the dock before oon, and show cause,
past posts and trees and scraped against ing to keep up, the President always leadMargaret L Abbott, administratrix on the estate
if any they have, why the prayer of said petiike Indian Thanksgiving celebration
the corners of buildings. At last, tearof \x liam Giidden, late of Freedom, in said
the way, and now and then looking
tioner should not be granted
ing
and
County, deceased, having presented her first acGE iRGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
cause of our forest fires,
ing through grape arbors and shrubbery; ; back, with a joy covering his face and a A Thanksgiving feast is enjoyed,
count Of administration of said estate tor allowA true copy. Attest:
some of the reservation tribes
it
“1 can suggest 110 change in the fire it came to a stop in the Numaker yard,
night
his
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he
saw
the
in
chuckle
heart,
ance.
( has. P. Hazkltin'Ej Register.
quiet
a "green corn dance.” at
warden law, but a sufficient emergency where a crowd promptly surrounded it.
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to
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crowd
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keep
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trying
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thanks
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Belfast,
a
Probate
We
At
season.
chief,
a newspaper published in Belfast,
during an extremely long dry
happy in their lives. Even Jimmy Gar- Spirit for the good chops of the year.
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
should have a sufficient fund to patrol balloon and hold it pending the settle- field seemed to
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D.
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on the 8th day
A.
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at
he
Belfast,
November,
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a
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to
The
enjoy
Rate Court,
big
Osnges usually
ment of the damage it had done to the
all our waterways and thoroughfares.
At one time tney strueic a roeay cun,
L. black, guardian of Mildred E. of December next, and sh -w cause, if any they
it I'awhuska, their capital city.
The
not he allowshould
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While but $7010 has expended during the city's property. Mr. Van Sleet was per- 200 feet
said
a
the
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why
petition praying
having presented
high and verj; steep, and up festivities are participated in by the for a Black,
GM). E. JOHNSON, Judge.
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estate
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true
real
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certain
copy.
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$40,000 to do efficient work for a season Limp and dejected, looking quite unlike ed the top, down they went through the entire tribe, and the missionary who ed
Chas P. Hazkltine, Register.
in said petition.
like 1908.
lives in their midst and ministers to
Such a season is rare but wTe the immense shining spheroid which, an
on the other side, rushing
That the said petitioner give notice to
undergrowth
Ordered,
should be prepared to meet it when it hour before, had gone soaring up into
In Court of Probate, held at Lei
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
through it like a charge of bayonets, and them offers a prayer of thanksgiving order
The sum of $40,000 is expended the sunlight in majestic beauty to break then encountered a creek five feet
fa*t on the 10th day of November, 1008.
to be published three weeks successively in
comes.
for the good things provided.
deep,
a newspaper published
M. Lincoln administratrix on the estate of
Journal,
\iinie
The
Republican
records
for
all
altitude
airboats
on
this
our
of
game.
annually for the protection
in said
| into which they plunged and waded alat Belfast, that they may appear ala Probate
I leW' Uyn Lincoln, late of Searsmont,
Is Maine's game more valuable than its side of the water, the balloon was carted
her first and
Court, to be held at oelfast. within and for said
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said estate
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administration
A.
I).
8th
the
1908,
on
day
December,
forests?”
account
away to the police station.
final
County,
ing the way and calling it “bully.
Mr. Pitt—The United States sets an
at ten of t he clock before noon, and show cause,
for allowance
VAN SLEET TELLS OF IT.
After spending an afternoon at such
three
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
to Europe every ThanksgivOrdered, That notice thereof be given,
example
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be
Journal, a
er should not
granted.
Describing the eventful run in his air strenuous plodding, the crowd went home
weeks successively in The Republican
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
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in
ing
day.
in
Belfast,
craft from Pittsfield to Rockville, Mr. chilled to the bone and every muscle
newspaper published
A true copy. Attest :
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Mr. Penn—That’s true.
that all persons interested may attend
They don’t
Van Sleet said that when they cast off quivering with weariness. That’s what
chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
8th da\
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fun.
fun—Rooseveltian
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graat rapidity
GEtbE. JOHNSON,
dividend on the Northern Pacific, the until
for the (omity of Waldo, on the loth day ot
they were 11,000 feet above earth. the other fellows'a rest.—Ohio State thankful for.
November, a. 1). 1908.
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amount ($17,000,000) exceeding the high- The air was
Journal.
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there
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of
that
of
Hazeltikk. Register.
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t
feature
very
kept
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thinking
M. NICKERSON, guardian of
est expectation.
Another sensation in the
bag up. The aeronauts felt not the
lrel 1. Nickerson, having presented a peti
it.”
the financial center was the sale of $9,tion praying for a license lo sell at public or At a Prebate Comt held at Belfast, within and
slightest discomfort. The sensation was
“What were you thinking of?"
10th day of
000,000 worth of railroad bonds in five one of exhileration. After sailing for
for the Comity oi Waldo, on the
private sale and convey certain real estate of
“Of the dismemberment of Turkey
said ward, described in said petition.
November, A. L>. 1908,
hours, a rapidity never previously known. some time at this height, Mr. Van Sleet
That the said petitioner give notice to
Ordered,
for children; mate, cure• 1Vo opiatee
ll. STUBBS, creditor of Hie estate of
Taking this in connection with sales of “jockeyed” his balloon to a lower level
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Samuel N, Downes, late of Wlhterport, in
order to be published three weeks successively
1,500,000 shares of the best stocks in one and ran into a current of cold air. After
Roman
Cerealia.
The
New State of “Lincoln.”
said Comity of Waldo, dree asm, having present
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish
that Kalpli 1. Morse may be
day, it indicates an extraordinary re- that the drop was very swift, almost
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the improved condition of the banks of the basket all the ballast on
Hit
day
December,
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board, which The prospective admission of New Mex- Romans set apart some days in the Countv,
Ordered, That tlie said petitioner give notice to
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
this city, which reported last Novem- was not much. Their invasion of Rockico as a State of the Union affords the
if any they have, wily the prayer of said petition- aii persons interested by causing a copy of this
autumn of each year for what they
ber a deficit of $54,000,000, but now have ville, he
order to be published three weeks successively
er should not be granted.
said, was somewhat alarming last opportunity for years, or perhaps termed the Cerealia in honor of
thg
What a won- and a new
a surplus of $33,000,000.
GEO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.
in I lie Kepuolican Journal, a newepaper publish
experience for him. The land- forever, of writing upon the roll of the
Attest:
A true copy.
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ed at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
derful change!
goddess Ceres.
was accomplished at 3.55 o’clock.
ing
States the name of the only American
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
to be held ai Hetiart, within aud for said
Court,
The conviction of Morse also had the
said to be as ancient as the reign of
A 1). 11)08
County, on ilie 8th day of December
who has taken rank with Washington,
same effect, as it showed that the genwas altogether an out
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equally
door frolic.
his anniversary, which we are about to
er should not be grained.
November, A. D. 1908.
penalty with the midnight burglar, and touci. the catarrh powders and snuffs, for they
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
sions to the fields and rustic merrythe most dignified and imA. COLSON, administrator of the esMorse's high position proved no safe- contain cocaine. Ely’s Cream Balm releases celebrate, by
A true copy. Attest:
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that inflame the nasal passages pressive
sport,
Ch.ys. P. Hazeltine, Register.
guard. All of these facts show an im- and secretions
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having prethe throat, whereas medicines made with the
of the government or the peosented b petition praying for a license to sell at
provement which naturally gives great mercury merely dry up the secretions and ple. power
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
There are many reasons against
At
certain
an
real
es
convey
Thanksgiving Tip.
public or private sale
encouragement. Morse is the latest of leave you no better than you were. In a word,
fur tlie County of w aldo, on tlie second Tuestate of said deceased, described in said petition
preserving in the nomenclature of the
our modem Napoleons and bears a close
If the second joint may he considday of November, A. D. 1908.
Ely’s Cream Balm is a real remedy, not a delu- States the make-shift declaration of New
That the said petitioner give notice to
Ordered,
resemblance to the original. So long as sion. All druggists, 50 cents, or mailed by Ely
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
in any sense other
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Mexico, of which not the least is that ered a second joint
will and testament of diaries B. Murcli. late
the latter had France to supply every Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
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that Ed. K. March ma/ lie apcould win victories, but after he had
a
preying
petition
American citizen who values the good played for a place on the race track Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
dedrained the country of both it became offers apply only to subscriptions paid ih adpointed administrator of the estate of said
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annexed.
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name of his country would be glad to
with
and
of
show
hilarity.— at ten of the clock before noon, and
epicurean prestige
cause,
very different. In a similar manner so vance ; and when payment is made it should be
If the occasion is availed of to
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionJudge.
long as Morse had a string of banks un- stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is forget.
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
er should not be granted.
awaken a public sentiment in favor of
der his control he could win distinction,
three weeks successively iu The Re
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
published
these
also necessary to say that none of
publi- bringing this territory into the Union in
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
A true copy. Attest:
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ference appeared.
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through
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tor the County of »aldo, on the 10th day of
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ys P. Hazkltine, Register.
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DeWitt’s
The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
when
Carbolized
That Was His Trouble.
you
completely
of said ward, described in
but now vanished, and just as the origi- The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
Witch Hazel Salve. It is especially good for vey certain real estate
said petition.
nal Napoleon reached St. Helena so these The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
TOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
The best man noticed that one of the piles. Sold by R. H. Moody.
Ordered, That the si id petitioner give notice to
financial Napoleons find another St. The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apa gloomy-looking young
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
of the estate of
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune. 2.50 wedding guests,
administrator
Helena nearer home.
pointed
order to be published tnree weeks successively
man, did not seem to be enjoying nimself.
In The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubANN M. PEAVEV, late of Montville,
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a
Prosafe
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Pills
that
they may appear
Pleasant, sure, easy,
lished at Belfast,
Winter blasts, causing pneumonia, pleurisy
are DeWitt’s Little Early Risers.
Sold by R. and consumption, will soon be here. Cure your had lost his last friend. The best man
n Hie county of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
bate Court, to be held at Beliast. within and for
Makes Kidneys and Bladder Right
said County, on the 8th day of December, A. 1). is the law directs. AH persons having demands
H. Moody.
cough now, and strengthen your lungs with took it upon himself to cheer him up.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show igainst Hie estate of said deceased are desired to
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Tar.
Do
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you
Foley’s Honey and
cause,lit any they have, why the prayer of said present the same for settlement, and all Indebted
THE CHILDREN. LIKE IT the winter with weak lungs, when Foley’s asked by way of introduction.
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood. petitioner should not t» granted.
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Dear Professor Bailey:
1 wish at the outset cordially to thank
“Let me ask you about the house you for the way in which you have taken
more
which you established here,” said Mr. hold of the work you are doing. No
valuable work for the people of this
Mil burn.
no more
“Yes, that was an advantage. It gave country can be done, because
valuable work for the farmers of this
us an opportunity to learn of the foreign
We were country can be done.
market and the export trade.
Now of course the whole success of the
constantly in need of increasing capital
attitude of the
as our business developed, and in New work depends upon the
the farmYork we could secure larger sums of people in the open country, of
If they
of the United States.
money at lower rates than in the west. ing people
in what you
WTe were always able to obtain large feel an awakening interest
manifest it. Moresums of money, and, I am thankful to are doing they should
the
over, it is essential that the farmers,
say, we always had good credit.
should
“We always kept our covenants and men who actually live on the soil,
sense of ownership in this Commispaid our bills. Our ability to secure feel ashould
feel that you gentlemen in
large loans was of great advantage to ion,
and are reThus we extended our facilities with very truth represent them
us.
and wishes, no
New York bankers with whom we kept sponsive to their desires
less than to their needs. It seems to me,
our deposits, and we got our money at
be wise to try to
the cheapest rates in the cheapest money therefore, that it would
with
get into the closest possible touch
market in the world.
farmers of the country and to tind
Through the acquaintances formed by the from
are
able,
them, so far as you
William Rockefeller with wealthy men out
as being the subin New York, connections were estab- just what they regard
most
is
it
which
important
lished that enabled the company to jects with
deal. This you are alborrow large sums for the further exten- that you should
out a circular of
sion of the business, the witness stated. ready doing by sending
in difSome of those who aided him in obtaining questions and by holding meetings
of the United States. But
funds were Amasa Stone and Benjamin ferent parts
done.
can
be
more
Brewster. New York, he said, was the perhaps something
I accordingly suggest that you ask the
largest exporting point at that time, and farmers
to come together in the several
is today.
the conn try so that
Mr.
Rockefeller said the company school districts of
meet and consider these matfound it a saving to lighter its own oil they may
the school districts, befrom the cars to the warehouses in this ters. 1 suggest
the natcause the schoolhouse would be
city. He added:
for such a meeting;
“We made these improvement as fast ural and proper place
meet at other customary or
as we could provide
capital for them. or they could
It would be well if
Other companies had to pay the ex- convenient places. be held within the
the meetings could
comthe
with
of
which,
pense
lighterage,
or four weeks; that is, before
missions for selling oil and the ware- next three
to the Christhouse charge, made their charges heavier Congress adjourns prior
mas holidays, so that at the time of the
than ours.”
of Congress early in JanuHard times came upon the oil trade re-assembling
will have the reports of the
early in the 70's, witness said. The bus- ary you and so will be in position to adiness was much overdone, because refin- meetings
what should be done. I
eries had been erected so rapidly that vise definitely
not
suggest that you ask them to meet and
the profit was much lessened.
December 5th;
In buying up other companies Mr. later than Saturday,
own judgyou will of course use your
Rockefeller said no coercion was used.
ment whether to summon the meeting by

My

circular

Kodol contains the same digestive juices that
found in an ordinary healthy stomach, and
there is, therefore, no question but what any
form of stomach trouble. Indigestion or Nervous Dyspepsia, will yield readily yet naturally
to a short treatment of Kodol. Try it today on
Take it for a little while, as
our guarantee.
that is all you will need to take. Kodol digests
what you eat and makes the stomach sweet. It
is sold by R. H. Moody.
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Literary News and Notes.
Gifford Pinchott, the government expert upon the subject of forestry and

Farmers’ organizations;

who in recent years has done much toward arousing public interest in the subject, has written Holman Day a very
complimentary letter in regard to his
novel “King Spruce.”

1 ne question ui larm iauui,
The need of good roads;

Improved postal facilities;
Sanitary conditions on the

farm.
Your purpose is neither to investigate
the farmer, nor to inquire into technical
You are simply
methods of farming.
trying to ascertain what are the general
economic, social, educational, and sanitary conditions of the open country, and
what, if anything, the farmers themselves can do to help themselves, and
To
how the government can help them.
this end your especial desire is to get in
touch with and represent the farmers
themselves. The commission now consists of five members. I shall ask two
more gentlemen to serve upon it, so that
the full membership will be as follows:
Prof. L. H. Bailey, New York State
College of Agriculture, Ithaca, N. Y.,

volume composed of selected orations by the late Orville Dewey
Baker, together with the eulogies and
notices called fourth by his death, is now
in preparation by the Baker heirs. The
book, which is being prepared by Manley
H. Pike and printed by Burleigh & Flynt,
Augusta, will probably be ready in December for private circulation only.
A memorial

The publication of letters of Mrs.
James G. Blaine is expected from the
this month.
press the latter part of
Written mostly to members of Mrs.
Blaine’s family, and with no idea of
their publication, the correspondence is
said to be spontaneous and entertaining,
and to afford attractiye glimpses of the
home life of an American political family, as well as views of social and political
in Washington during the ad-

Chairman;
Mr. Henry Wallace, Wallace’s Farm-

Moines, Iowa;
Kenyon L. Butterfield, President Massachusetts Agricultural College, Am-

er, Des

happenings

ministrations of Presidents Grant, Hayes,
Garfield, Arthur and Harrison.

Kirk Munroe remains in a class by himself as a writer for the boys, and those
who remember Campmates, Rick Dale,
Snowshoes and Sledges, and various other
tales by him will raise a cheerful shout
when they know that another is to apThe story
pear through the Harpers.
has for a hero a young mechanical engineer who goes off to Newfoundland
and Labrador for an iron and copper comdrifts alone
pany, encounters shipwreck,
maon a raft, and is rescued, only to be
rooned by an iceberg, lost in a blizzard,
and finally captured by the Indians of the
North, and all this time the plot involving the mines thickens and deepens. The
title is Under the Great Bear.
The New York Sun has this to say of a
Bangor boy and his latest book. Mr.
Smith is on the editorial staff of the New
York World: “Ruel Perley Smith is a
master at arranging things for a boy to
have a series of thrilling adventures.
He also has a clever knack of presenting
them in the kind of vivid narrative that
boys enjoy, as he has shown in his story
of Jack Harvey’s Adventures (L. C.
Jack’s
Page & Company, Boston.)
to Europe at the
parents are shipped off where
they can’t
beginning of the book,
interfere with the proceedings. Jack is

otherwise.

this letter where I use the
word “farmers” I mean also to include
all those who live in the open country
and are intimately connected with those
who do the farm work-ministers, school
teachers, physicians, editors of country
and women
men
papers, in short all
whose life work is done either on the
the
life work
with
farm or in connection
of those who are on the farm.
You know better than I what topics
would it do to inyou will suggest. How
clude such topics as:
The efficiency of the rural schools;

t sne

!

or

Throughout

are

Mocq

Gifford Pinchot, U. S. Forest Service,

Washington,

D.

C.;

_

Walter H. Page, North Carolina, Editor of the World’s Work.
Charles S. Barrett, Union City, Ga.,
and William A. Beard, Sacramento, Cal.

!

Again thanking you, and with all good
wishes for your success in this great and
important work, believe me,
Very sincerely yours,
Theodore Roosevelt.
Prof. L. H. Bailey, Chairman, Commission on Country Life, New York
State College of Agriculture, Ithaca,
New York.
To which Chairman

Bailey replied

That Is Not an

Experiment?

Shea,

rheumatism
Inflammatory rheumatism, acute names for
and rheumatic fever are different
the same thing.
miThe
lt comes on with hardly any warning.
is a tendency of the
there
and
is
severe
pain

Commission on Colntry Life,
November 12, 1908.
Sir: The Commission on Country Life
is much gratified that its efforts have
met with your approval. The public inseems to be wideterest in the

subject
as
spread and to be constantly growing,
known.

the purpose of the work becomes
Discussion of the inquiry that the Commission is making, among the people
themselves, is the best means of arriving
at a clear understanding of what the
Country Life problems really are. The
Commission gladly welcomes your sugtogestion that all country people come
gether to consider these great questions,
and hereby requests all persons who are
of the
specially interested in the welfare
their usual gathopen country to meet in
on or before December 5th
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Steamship
Company.

Eastern

S. W. Johnson, M.D.

$2.25

AH the Gold
IN GEORGIA

Could not

ing—

were

adrift;

merciful star looking down through
rift;
But blackness and fear with the wind and the
rain
Howling in, beating in, from the desolate main
Nor

a

MORNING.
sun tips with fire every wave’s foaming crest;
The gulls are blown seaward; the wind’s in the

Now

the

west;
And the wide-rolling deep and the kelp-lader
shore
See fog and cloud fleeing to gray Labrador
The ships, all a-thrill with the joy of the
*
breeze,
Sail portward as light as the foam on the seas
in
the
Not a film
sky—not a mote, in the air—
The blue seems the bright wall of heaven laie
bare—
And
We

Buy-

the gloom of the rain and the direful wine

scorning,
are glad in
morning!

—Edna Dean

the

azure

and

splendor

o:

Proctor in November Nationa

|

Roding, Ga. August 27.
IfassRs. E. C. DeWitt 4 Oo..
Chicago, DU.
Gentlemen

Steamers leave Boston Mondays, Tuesdays,

1906.

Thursdays

L,n.

Advice of Noted Autnority Also Gives
a

Simple Prescriytion.

Now is the time when the doctor gets busy
and the patent medicine manufacturers reaj
the harvest, unless great care is taken to'dres:
warmly and keep the feet dry. This is th<
advice of an old eminent authority, who sayi
that Rheumatism and Kidney trouble weathe:
is here, and tells what to do in case of ai
attack.
Get from any good prescription pharmacy
one-half ounce Fluid Extract Dandelion, on*
ounce Compound Kargon, three ounces Com
pound Syrup Sarsaparilla. Mix by shaking in
bottle and take a teaspoonful after meals anc

In 1897 I had a disease of the stomach
Some physicians told me it was
some Consumption of the Lungs,
others said consumption of the Bowels. One
physician said I would not ttvo until Spring,
and for four long years I Misted on a little
boiled milk, soda biscuits, doctors' prescriptions and Dyspepsia remedies that flooded
the market. I could not digest anything
I ate, and in the Spring 1902 I picked ud
one of your Almanacs as a poor emaciated
Dyspepsia wreck will grasp at anything, and
that Almanac happened to be my life saver.
I bought a fifty cent bottle of KODOL DYSPEPSIA CURB and the benefit I received
from that bottle ALL THB GOLD IN
GEORGIA COULD NOT BUY. I kept on
taking it and in two months I went back to
my work, as a machinist, and in three months
| was well and hearty. I still us* a little occasionally as I find it a fine blood purifier
and a good tonic
May you live long and prosper.
Yours very truly,
C. N. CORNELL.

and bowels.

Dyspepsia,

at

by

YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION
To

THE

REPUBLICAN

want you to take

We

JOURNAL.

advantage

of our com

binatiou with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S

City Farm lor Sale
j

1
for Dyspepsia.
o

Situated on Swan Lake Avenue, H miles
from Belfast postoffice;30 acres of fine hay and
new
crop land; house and bam comparatively
and in good condition; house contains six good
of
tons
20
cuts
in
cistern
cellar;
large rooms,
and timhay; has wood enough for home use
Two
additions.
and
ber'enough for repairsone about 100 rods from
good saw mills near by,
the place. Land lays to the southwest, is new,
and raises large quantities of excellent potatoes. Land borders river and nature has provided a point of land which gives a fine opporthe best of
tunity for cutting and harvesting
ice. This farm is well adapted to the poultry
for
all
markets
products
business, with excellent

MAGAZINE. We have already announced

together.for $2.10.
Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at this

that we offer the two

office.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
Belfast, Maine

ilH[) Wanted.
Men or women to represent The American
Magazine, edited by F. P. Dunne (“Mr. Dooley”), Ida M. Tarbell, Lincoln Steffens, etc.
Straight proposition. Good pay. Continuing in

by. Two never-failing springs of water
terest from year to year in business created.
advantages of Experience and capital not necessary. Good op
place. This place has ail thewithin
100 rods
a city home; good schools (one
portnnity Write J N. TRAINER, 23 West 20tb
of the house), churches, library, mail delivery street. New York City
twice daily, telephone, etc. Saw mills, leatherboard mills, axe factory, electric plant nearby.
further
Present owner is getting old and has no
Place
use for it, and will sell reasonably.
should be seen to be appreciated. For full particulars call on
183 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR.
N. S. PIPER,

near
on

ELMER E. BROWN. M. D.t

_

--—

SOLDBY

K, H. MOODY.
R. F.

\ Reliable

Remedy

FOR

Cream Bain

Ely’s
is quickly absorbed.
Gives

Swan Lake Avenue, Belfast.
46tf
D. Box No. 24.

Real Estate

CATARRH

IN WALDO COUNTY.

Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased meinbrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
Hestores
away a Cold in the Head quickly.
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
mail.
Liquid
50 cts. at Druggists or by
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
York.
New
56
Warren
Street,
Ely Brothers,

I Ffcrm Bargains Issued.—Illustrated. It’s free. ■

■ Write

today.

It

will

save

you

Money.!

■■■■■HUTCHINS CO., Augusta, Mb.■■■■

nf tbfr hew*- DirssD vtutyoutit

WANT

m.

days

daily done everywhere by

d

at 5.00 p.

intermediate landings.
All freight, except live stock, is insured
against fire and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

This is only a sample of
the great good that is

o

Fridays

Leave Bangor Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursand Saturdays at about 11.00 a. m., via

CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
PURE FOOD AND DRUG LAW

fi

and

Rockland, via Camden, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at about
5.30 a. m.. or on arrival of steamer from BosLeave

Magazine.
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Some banshee of ocean a wild wreck bewailing
From the Shoals of Nantucket the lights were
half hid,
The rush and the roar of the breakers amid
Ships turned from their moorings; the boats

IBJ.I*'-"
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he
convenient
it
latter,
find
deed,
tacks
exposed
account of the ease with which it could
will
cured
it
that
stay
so
rheumatism
be transformed for vaudeville purposes,
the rheumatic poison in the blood must be since the chief episode in the play is the
nch and red.
driven out and the blood made
be no rheu- one where Mathias, the innkeeper, dreams
When the blood is pure there can
and fancies himself under mesmeric inmatism. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills build up the
and compelled to confess the murblood and cure rheumatism in the only logical fluence
der of the Polish Jew. Mr. Shea’s verHoward C. Decker, of No. 42 Butler sion is no imitation of the Henry Irving
cure of this
in any sense, and he carries out his
street, Paterson, N. J., owes his
Pink Pills. play
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
painful disease to Dr. Williams
impersonation on his own lines, consistHe tells of his experience as follows:
and effectively. His mannerisms
ently
rheumatism
it about—heat any cold
It’* very
“I suffered with inflammatory
it was heredi- are well suited to his ideas of Mathias,
for about two years and think
or low—no
wick
Turn
the
room.
works
to
a
that
and
he
finale
afflicted
with
was
ghastly
tary in my case.as my father
with it holds the attention
He has
smoke—no smell. Easily cared
it for years. I was confined to my bed
danger—no
the first at- an excellent company with him, and the
for nearly three months following
ior and gives nine hours oi
tack. The rheumatism was in my knees and minor details were especially well cared
the
feet and
to
down
worked
for. —Boston Transcript.
legs and finally
cozy comfort at one filling of
ankles. For eighteen months I was unable to
font Finished in
■HT
i
-•>
brass
ankles
and
walk on my left heel. My knees,
on my
S
Not a Government Guaranty.
\
and japan.
feet were swollen and I could not put
nickel
I suffered with terrible pains, even the
shoes
\ >
heater warranted.
limbs caused
weight of the bed clothes on my
November
17.
Washington,
According
For a short time the rheume intense agony,
a sweeping decision by the commisto
I
was
matism was in my arms and shoulders.
with its flood ol steady.
/ K
T
mm
The
sioner of patents any label bearing the
was extremely
brilliant light is ideal for
helpless and unable to work. I
jTCcUr Cr
If
muscles. inscription “guaranteed under the pure
nervous and had no control over my
the long winter evenings
^ *1
/
and drug acts, June 30, 1606,”
I lost in weight from 181 pounds to 133 pounds. food
H
—read or sew by it—won't tire your eyes. Latest improved central
“Different doctors pronounced my case in- where such inscription is intended to imwarranted.
draft burner. Made of brass, nickel plated. Every lamp
H
curable and their medicines did not have much ply that the government is responsible
V“f
H
H your dealer cannot supply the Rayo Lamp or Perfection Oil
effect. I was finally led to try Dr. Williams’ for the
of the goods, will be refuspurity
circular.
a
for
a
>■
newspaper.
My
■
nearest
our
write
Pills
reading
Heater,
descriptive
Pink
agency
through
ed registration.
general condition gradually improved aunder
"
It is held by the officials that the govfair
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
this treatment and after giving the pills
trial I was entirely cured. I can now walk as erment simply takes the assertion of the
(Incorporated)
j well as ever and have no pain at all. I have manufacturer that the goods are pure
better in and then
his business.
* *
investigates
regained my weight and never felt
are certainly
my life. Dr. Williams’ PinkPills
a wonderful blood medicine.”
j! If you are suffering from rheumatism in any
DeWitt’s Kidney and Bladder Pills are uninform and find that the treatment you are tak- equalled in cases of weak back, back ache,
of the bladder, rheumatic pains,
are
flammation
actually
ing does not relieve you, or if you
all urinary disorders. They are antisepand
other
treatment,
while
worse
taking
getting
then do not delay but give Dr. Williams' Pink tic and act promptly. Don’t delay, for delays
Pills a thorough trial. The remedy that cures are dangerous. Get DeW'itt’s Kidney and
On and after October 5, 1908, trains connectBladder Pills. Sold by- R. H. Moody.
Others will cure you.
ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
A valuable booklet, “Diseases of the Blood,”
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Porttrains
rheumatism
about
information
containing more
land and Boston will run as follows :
Voted in 17 Presidential Elections.
and other diseases of the blood will be sent
free upon request.
FROM BELFAST.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
P.M.
P. M.
A,M.
I notice in the papers that O. M.
Autumn Sale of Fine Furs
druggists or will be sent, postpaid, on receipt
3 20
12 15
17 Belfast, depart.. 6 55
of price, 50 cents per box; six boxes for $2.50, Haskell of Livermore has voted at
20
325
tl2
+7
00
COMMENCED
Citypoint.
done
the
I
have
elections.
Medicine
Williams
Company,
the
Dr.
presidential
1
by
tl2 30
+3 35
Waldo .1-7 10
: same. I voted for Henry Clay in 1844.
Schenectady, N. Y.
12 42
7 22
+3 47
Brooks.
OCTOBER
1908.
I
He was the nominee of the Whig party, Knox
3 59
;
+12 54
+7 34
|
THE FOOTBALL COURSE.
4 05
1 00
i I have voted at each and every presiden- I Thorndike. 7 40
Largest offering ever seen here.
4 13
1 08
tial since. I was a voter in Dixmont at Unity. 7 48
This will be a favorable opportunity to
1.30
4 35
UNCLE SILAS LOQUITUR.
the time I first became a voter. Who Burnham, arrive. 8 10
see what you want for this season.
6 07
;
will be the president-elect in 1912, no one Clinton. 8 28
Jim he took the Football Course—
Seeing the goods with the prices will
6 16
8 38
Benton..
settle every point necessary to do busiCome home stronger nor a horse.
I be there to vote.
can foresee.
May
6 10
3
20
11
35
Bangor.
ness with us.
Ain’t much in his knowledge-box,
W. B. Ferguson.
A.M.
Goods sent to all parts of the country
Hut the muscle of an ox.
6 22
2 12
8 44
Brooks, November 17, ’08.
i Waterville
on approval.
Sort of like a great big mule
P.M.
A.M.
P,M.
to
Boardin’-school—
All letters of inquiry promptly answered.
That has been
9 30
4 50
11 50
That’s my boy, my old boy Jim—
Foley’s Honey and Tar clears the air pas- Portland
5 30
7 55
i sages, stops the irritation in the throat, soothes II Boston, -E.D. 3 30
I. V.
Tell ye, I am proud o’ him.
8 25
9 05
Yy d. 3 20
the inflamed membranes, and the most obinflamed
TO BELFAST
Ought to see Jim with the stock—
stinate cough disappears. Sore and
109 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.
and the
Mind him reg’lar as a clock.
1
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
lungs are healed and strengthened,
Bull got sassy, tried to chase
9 00
cold is expelled from the system. Refuse any L
D. 7 00
j
the
R. H. Boston, \ E.
off
farm-hands
All the
place,—
8 4o
but the genuine in the yellow package.
j).
Yy
Chased ’em, too, all ’ceptin’ Jim—
P. M.
Moody.
Jim just waited round for him,
1 05
00
7
10
35
Portland.
Bent half forward, with a smile—
A.M.
Showed his dimples all the while.
4
15
50
9
6 55
: Waterville.
1l-5
6 45
Mr. Bull come rushin’ ’long,
Bangor.
Tor
p. M.
Jim a-hummin’ some old song—
4 22
+9 56
7 02
Benton
“Down the Field,” or some such bit,
4 33
05
10
13
7
of
it—
name
Clinton.
sure
the
I ain't
4 50
10 20
Then they met! I never see
Burnham, depart. 8 25
5 09
10 45
Unity. 8 44
Such a scrimmage! Jimmie, he
5 17
1100
8 52
Thorndike.-•••
Tackled low,—fust thing I knew
The
25
+5
+11 10
F. L.
Knox. +9 00
Bull was an hour cornin’ to!
Burnham,
40
5
30
11
9
15
Brooks.
one
Lot o’ tramps come by
+11 40
+5 50
day,
Waldo. +9 25
-AND
+6 00
Havin’ “fun” along the way.
+11 50
W. Ripley, Me., Sept. 26, 1906.
Citypoint. +9 35
b 05
Seven on ’em—bad ones—Gee!
II 55
“We have used the true ‘L. F.’ At- Belfast, arrive. 9 40
never
see.
Nothin’ wuss I
AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
wood’s Bitters in our family for over
+Flag station.
Fooled around till Jim come out
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
thirty years, and think it far superior
Just to see what ’twas about.
on
Branch.
stations
$5.00 from Belfast and all
to any other medicine of the kind we
Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
Waal, I wish ye’d been out there—
Through tickets to all points West and North- Market. Cars leave Belfast
Sincerely yours,
ever used.”
Jim he walloped ’em for fair.
every Monday mornfor saie by Lewis Sanborn,
all
via
routes,
west,
Mrs. H. C. Nane.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
ing and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and FoxTramps lined up down near the hedge
Agent, Belfast.
I solicit your
croft every Saturday morning.
Vice President and General Manager.
In a sort o’ human wedge;
Jim he grinned when he see that.
Every household should keep the true F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.
consignment, promising you prompt and satislheir
He’d that play down pretty pat.
“L. F.” Atwood's Bitters on hand,
factory returns with the party’s nanm and adStarted for ’em on the run,
stimulating and cleansing action on
dress I sell your stock to. Write for shipping
Head down, back on, full o’ fun—
blood
aids
and
bowels
stomach, liver,
directions and my weekly market letter, free,
Butted through the hull derned bunch
normal
with
to
these organs
proceed
Just where each one kep’ his lunch!
regularity and maintain the perfect
Sort of feel, with Jim around,
health of the body. For old and young
Leetle surer of my ground;
the “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters are a reKind o’ feel if things gits hot
BANGGR DIVISION.
liable remedy. 35c. at druggists.
Jim ’ll be there on the spot,
Tacklin’ ’em, and pullin’ through;
Me and Marthy with him, too—
First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston
Kind o’ think there’s lots o’ force
UUU
LLUJ'IO
ULUUU.
II I; L I1U. iu
Football
Course.
that
In
College
hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Office
in
—John Kendrick Bangs,
Harper’s Weekly.
Evening* 1 shall 1»“ at my residence, 43
Steamers City of Rockland or City of Bangor
leave Belfast about 2.30 p.m.. Mondays, Wednes- Court Street, to answer calls.
ON THE MASSACUSETTS COAST.
for
Camden,
and
Saturdays
days, Thursdays
Office telephone call, 356, ring 11.
Rockland and Boston.
NIGHT.
For Searsport, Bueksport, Winterport, Hamp6tf
House telpenecall, 33, ring 33.
0 the gloom of the night, with the wind anc
or
7.45
a.
about
in.,
and
den (on signal)
Bangor
the rain
on arrival of steamer from Boston, Tuesdays,
Howling in, beating in. from the desolate main
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
And anon with a cry o’er the tempest prevailof hot cloths and liniments and
not enough,
of salicylates to relieve the pain are
from the
for they do not drive the poison
renewed
atto
blood and the sufferer is liable
cold or
to
draughts,
whenever

fail to filter out. Any one can easily prepare
this at home and at small cost.
Druggists in this town and vjcinity, whei
shown the prescripton, stated that they cai ,
if
ou r
either supply these ingredients, or,
the mix
readers perfer, they will compound
ture for them.

on

known

unquestioned

an

the result of his
here in melodrama

as

^Anyrae'who

i^Hy

board Capt. Haley’s bug*;,ri
dT
for a cruise in Chesapeake bay, oyseye
:^B
ter dredging.
Capt. Haley was a beaudie wood ourselves tifully cruel pirate officer. The bug-eye
,w'i kilns in the forest, was a most uncomfortable ship, and oys- ering places
*'■
i.j-j
or
We made our ter dredging is not a pleasant occupation. to discuss the subjects you suggest,
fH^e.
ad- any of the questions on which the Comonly were satis- But the opportunities for dangerousmarmission is making inquiries.
v...
/ reduced leakage, venture and exciting experience are
11 :,
'"d »i
Copies of the questions may be secured
size, increasing vellous, and life on a pirate craft is never
live
“'“fiy
by writing to the Commission on Country
oi
gallons. These dull.”
we manufactured
XH
Life, Washington, D. C. The Commisso far as possible, a
iH»tn ■'■■ii rth" price, $2.50, which
If you haven’t tjie time to exercise regularly, sion desires that,
of the disdir them.
Doan’s Regulets will prevent constipation. general summary or estimate
sa’d the savings on They induce a mild, easy, healthful action oi cussions in all the meeting places be
Ask your drug- promptly sent to its office in Washington,
d
bowels without
a:i''r|!!' a large saving to the for them. 26c. griping.
so that it may have the benefit of all sug.U„i, ''fwientetf one of the gist
in preparing its report.
'n the
gestions
comPanythat1'
'
1
r
used from time to
Very respectfully,
w
L. H. Bailey, Chariman.
ed to produce at
than H,a
diat[ which we
The President, The White House.
ilyjZi
previous- llo»i*h*Tr~^fc aa< heals lun<i

shanghaied

with

and

personal following
many engagements

bedtime.
Just try this aimple home-made mixture a
the first sign of Rheumatism or if your bad
aches or you feel that the kidneys are no
a
acting just right. This is said to be splendi* 1
kidney regulator, and almost certain remedy
for all forms of Rheumatism, which is cause*
uric acid in the blood, which the kidney; 1

i^Hty

well

player especially

a

hereabouts

and later in standard plays. In all of
it may have these offerings he has displayed a comdisease to attack the heart, when
mendable earnestness and a laudable amhas suffered from inflammatory bition, so that his change to vaudeville
is
treatment
usual
the
of interest to many in the large
rheumatism knows that
applications proved
audience last evening. Of the plays which
highly unsatisfactory. Externalinternal
doses

as

follows:

j

a

One has a chance to get a tabloid version of “The Bells” at Keith’s this week
time to see the first local
Method of Treatment and at the same
appearance in vaudeville of Thomas E.

^B

C.,

D.

November 9, 1908.

HOW THEY GOT ON IN NEW YORK.

as lost in a sense
iuse of the manjor displayed, and
then contained
A glow of
a,.or.

P

one

member from the far West—Mr. Charles
S. Barrett of Union City, Ga., and Mr.
William A. Beard of Sacramento, Cal.
The letter of the President to Chairman

Your Grocer’s

ly paid, as our capital increased,
Mr. Rockefeller.

reassembles

what should be done.”

vish enthusiasm

V*

Congress

At the same time President Roosevelt
adds two members to the Commission-

Flour

^For Sale at

that at the time

early in January, the Commission may
have reports of the meetings in hand
and may be “in position to advise defi-

ANSTED & BURK COMPANY. Miller*
Springti id. Ohio

$1,000,000 capi-

is

so

WilliamTell

indicated pleas-

inuncial organiza-

I:

he believes that the Commission should
get into the closest possible touch with
the farmers. He urges the importance
of holding the meeting before Congress
adjourns prior to the Christmas holidays,

flour.

ibout to tell, Mr.
his beginning in
ow under adverse
vs grew to the pror l Oil Company of
a! ion of $1,000,000.
kindled in re-

of the
Life Commission the President

says the farmers should feel “a sense of
ownership in the Commission,” and that

at the great Ansted £$> Burk
Mills guarantees this perfect

he began his tes.placently upon a
men, close behind
of persons. Mr.
at complete ease,
ahum of counsel for
ital his first quesout in full tones,
st distant spectao
at

Country

The perfect system

Judge
..force, brought a
eras building.
,.f the big oil coman imposing circle

■

important subjects

for the Commission to consider.
In a letter to the members

being prosecuted
i. and his appearlore

Why Not Employ

Washington, D. C., November 23. At
the suggestion of President Roosevelt the
Country Life Commission has asked the
farmers of the country to meet in their
respective communities some time before
Saturday, December 5th, to discuss the
questions which the Commission is studying and to indicate their own ideas of

"

■f

THOS. E. SHEA AT KEITH’S.

Country Life Commission. TO CURE YOUR
RHEUMATISM
Co-operation of Fanners Solicited. A

The

Oil's Development.

7w42

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
including the fitting of Glasses.

58F*In Belfast, Odd Fellows’ Block, Room 2
tf9
Monday.

every

Horses

Farms wanted.
We buy and sell.
Maine.
DICKEY.
J.
Belfast,
0RRIN

FOB SALE.

FOR SALE
One of the best hay farms in the county, eon.
no
tabling about 100 acres of the best land;
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
of fruit trees.
pasture, well watered. Abundance
also
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, sold
will be
large barn. Cots 40 tons hay, which
Also all fanning tools.
with farm If wanted.
U*a.ed I» miles from
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.
35tf

|ostomce.

A few horses for sale

Livery Co.
early

as we

at

by Belfast

good trades. Call

intend to sell.

««

SEARSPORT.
Mark Porter is
field.

on a

hunting trip in Green-

Rodney Haswell of
Friday on business.

Monroe

and Mrs. Charles E. Adams
Searsport House for the w'inter.
Mr.

town

in

was

are

at

the

Blanche T. Nickels left Tuesday for
Philadelphia to spend the winter.
Miss

Charles Ames of Stockton Springs
D. S. Goodell Tuesday.

was

the

guest of Capt.

C. Nickels left Friday for Philadelthe winter.
phia and New York, to spend
Charles C. Havener returned Saturday from
with one deer.
a hunting trip at Norcross
left last
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund B. Staples
Mrs. J.

Mass.
week for their home in Winthrop Beach,
for
week
this
leave
will
Miss Mabel Griffin
the winter.
Canton, Mass., where she will spend
visit her
Kate Wallnutt left Monday to

The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. has set its
poles through this village as far as the Robert
Hichbom place at this writing (Monday)

one in
Croce, the Main street fruit dealer, got
150 pounds.
the Pitcher woodlot weighing
Kane s
Seven deer were seen Sunday between
a fine
and McClure’s ponds. Lester Coos shot
in this
buck deer near the Union schoolhouse
village. It weighed 150 pounds.

Capt.

Bierwibth-Park. a pretty wedding took
at St. Joseph church, Shanghai, China,
October 3d, when Miss Jennie Catherine Park,
Samuel
the only daughter of Capt. and Mrs.
E. W. BierPark, was married to Mr. Heinrich
wirth. The bride was gowned in a white crepe
silk trimmed with white silk lace and satin.

10th.
is
James Stevens of Boston

visiting

and Mrs. C. H. Stevens,

Mr.

ents,
street.

his parMain

on

N. J.,
Lizzie Allen has gone to Orange,
her son, Andrew W.
to spend the winter with
Allen.
Danzy left
Mrs. D. S. Goodell and daughter
Thanksgiving in Allston,
Mrs.

to

Monday

spend

Mass.
for

a

Guida C. Homer left Wednesday
friends in Boston and
two weeks' visit with
vicinity.
was at the SearsFred J. Biather of Boston
Mr. A.
visiting bis father,
Friday,
House
port
Biather.
J.
of Portland spent
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Smith
at her home in
Sunday with Mrs. F. S. Dyer
Miss

this

village.

Mrs.
winter

Turk,

the
Maria Field left Monday to spend
Franklin
with Mrs. Frank Moore in

Mass.

visitJ. H. Montgomery, who has been
returned to Bucksing her father, J. W. Black,
port last week.
is to be held Friday
A course of assemblies
& Havener's hall by the
in
Mrs.

Gilkey
evenings
young people.

1__

The KocKiana-ivucii-pwi«,

XT«

PROSPECT FERRY.
Leslie Woollard, who has been stopping with
his aunt, Mrs. W. D. Harriman, the past two
months, returned to his home in South Boston
November 24th.Archie Harding went to
Worcester, Mass., November 20th, where he
has employment for the winter.Harvard
Harding, who has been spending several weeks
with his mother, Mrs. W. C. Harding, returned

amount of
town.

sailed
Prescott Palmer, Capt. Carlisle,
21st, with
November
News,
from Newport
Co. at Mack s
coal for the Penobscot Coal
Point.
of Searsmont
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Fowler
the guests
and
Tuesday,
town
in
Monday
were
W. Treat on Main
of Capt. and Mrs. Forest
Sell.

street.
Mr

been second offiMeyers, will remain at

Ralph Meyers, who

has

of the bark Mabel
to Sicily
home while the bark is on a voyage
and back.
of fortyFrank I. Mortland sold his flock
of Burnham
three sheep Saturday to Libbey
from Belfast
and they were shipped by rail
1.

cer

Monday.
on Moose
James Coffin killed a deer Saturday
Webber killPoint that weighed 250 lbs. Bert
ed a deer in the same locality Saturday weigh-

ng 185

lbs.

The Junior

class ol

tne

mgn

scuov.

Norwood, Mass., last Saturday.Mrs.
Charles Banks, who has been visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. A Ginn, returned to
Stonington last Monday-Morris Ginn visited
Miss H. K.
friends in Friendship last week..
Heagan is visiting relatives in Bangor .Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Bowden visited relatives in
Stockton last Sunday-Mrs. Andrew Bennett
is on the sick list. She is attended by Dr. J.
to

piloting. The Misses Ella and Helen
H.
the daughters of Mr. and Mrs. James

Beach

Beach, natives of Searsport, but for many years
residents of Shanghai.
Fletcher-Pike. The marriage of Sarah
Louise Pike, youngest daughter of Mr. and
FletchMrs. Edward C. Pike, and Edson Walter
November
er, took place Wednesday morning,
The
25th, at the home of the bride’s parents.
occahouse was beautifully decorated for the
the color scheme being yellow and white.

sion,

A. Pierce

ceremony,

H. McElhiney performed the
using the double ring service. The

bride wore a handsome gown of white crepe de
chene and carried a bouquet of white chrysShe was attended by her sister,
anthemums.
Mrs. Helen Pike Colcord, as matron of honor,
who wore a princess gown of white muslin and
carried yellow chrysanthemums. The bride
club of
was also attended by members of a
which she is a member, who wore white and
carried yellow chrysanthemums. The groom
M. Colcord. Folwas attended by Mr. Herbert
breakfast was
lowing the ceremony a wedding
on the
served, and Mr.Jand Mrs. Fletcher left
On their
noon train for a short wedding trip.
in this
return they will take up their residence
are very poputhe
Both
people
young
village.
wish them
lar and have a host of friends who
a

happy and prosperous married

STULttlUJN

j

life.

armnivro.

~

=

will put on in
rehearsing a play which they
of Mrs.
about two weeks, under the direction
Edmon Eno.
the
The Saturday night dances given by
&
Rebekahs in the G. A. R. hall over Gilkey
will
Havener's store, draw large crowds and
continue during the winter.
Miss Ethel E. Rice, who has been visiting
her mother, Mrs. C. E. Rice, on Reservoir
street the past week, left Friday for Sanford
where she has charge of the Postal Telegraph

The town schools closed last Friday for the
customary vacation until after Christmas.
Miss Leora Partridge spent November 17th
in Bangor for shopping returning at night.
with

Miss Burleigh of Gardner spent Sunday
Mr. and Mrs, L. P. 1-awton and left Monday.for
her home.
The Young Feoples Guild will be entertained
Lannext Friday afternoon by Mrs. Josiah L,
caster, Middle street.
The meeting of the Ladies’ Aid Society will
bebe postponed this, Thursday, afternoon,
cause of its being Thanksgiving.
Miss Ada Atchison left last week for her
home in Houlton, after being the guest of Dr.
and Mrs. G. A. Stevens for a few weeks.
Mr. Bert C. Staples of Portland arrived last j
Thursday to spend) Thanksgiving with his sis- i
ter, Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East Main street,
Miss Irdine Scott of Kingman has been the j
Mr. and Mrs.
guest of her sister and husband,
j
1
B. J. Cox, for several days. She goes to Boston from here,
to
Mrs Ralph Morse is suffifeifehtiy improved
he out at church Sunday, although showing
two

the effects of her
weeks previous.

severe

sufferings for

L p, Lawton favored the Universalist somorning,
ciety with a tine solo last Sunday the
large
which was highly appreciated by
congregation, and the pastor also.
Lambert returned recently from a busitrip to Boston. Nfew dry and fancy goods
seen in abB'idan'ce upon his counters
be
will
between now- and Christmas time.
Mr. and Mr*-. Edric Coleman arrived last SatJ. G.

ness

to remain through
urday
Thanksgiving week with Mrs. C.'s parents; Mr.
Levi
Griffin, Maple street.
and Mrs.
from

Massachusetts

Mrs. Emily G. Richardson of Bangor arrived
at the home of her sister-in-law and husband,
Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Morse, November 18th,
for a brief visit. She left Tuesday for home.
to
Many sons and daughters will return
Stockton to partake of the Thanksgiving turkthe day of family
ey and mince pie; and enjoy
reunion and social cheer. Welcome to each
and all!

popular postmaster, Harry R. Hichborn,
adding to the conveniences of his well apa bath room put
pointed residence by having our
firm Goodhue
in. The plumbing is done by
Our

is

successors to

S, A. Rendell.

Co.,
Owing to illness with Miss Leora Tartridge
last week the Current Events Club held the
regular session with Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson,a
Church street. Mrs. A. M. Gardner read
most interesting and instructive paper on
Egypt and its inhabitants.

&

Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Field have moved from
the Clark house on Middle street into a porthe so-called Edward LaFolley house
on Church street, now leased by Mr. W. J.
Creamer. Mrs. C. and Mrs. F. are sisters. Mr.
F. is the station agent at Cape Jellison docks.
tion of

Mrs. Frank H. Cousins left last Friday to
visit her daughter, Miss Beulah who is a pupil
She
at the Shaw Business College, in Bangor.
returned Saturday evening, having found Miss
in
her
boarding place as
C. pleasantly situated
well as school and liking very much.
Herbert W. Rowe of Bangor, proprietor
and editor of “The Maine Sportsman,” was in
town November 18th on a second trin for securing data relative to his article 6n Stockton j
and Searsport, which he is preparing foF The
Boston Sunday Herald, to appear in the near j
future
Nbvfember (8th brought us an all-day but
mild snov oiorm. Saturday was very warm
for the season and Sunday was like a beautiful
May day, followed by a warm fog Monday.
Mr.

office,
Pendleton gave a social
t'apt. Albert B.
evening, Nodance in his new bam, Tuesday
band furnished
vember 17th. The Searsport
A fuller report will
music for the occasion.
>
he giveh next wfeekMikS Ethel M. Dodge, teacher of the gramthe pupils
mar school, just finished, reported
during the term as follow*:
absent or

tardy
Open windows were a necessity at midday and
furnace heat burdensome. One cannot realize
Archer Gilkey, George Innis, Margaret Innis,
of Christmas!
Donald the near approach
Harry McCaslin, Fannie Nickerson,
Mr. B. J. Cox has closed his jewelry store in
Russell and Fred Whittier.
Hopkins Block and will go this week to Wilton,
The Penobscot Bay Electric Company will Maine, for the winter. His family will remain
10
at
in
their home on Church street for the coming
have a hearing at the selectmen’s office
in the
season, Mr. C. thinking he may return
o’clock in the forenoon on the 8th day of Despring. We trust business may call back this
cember on a petition to string wires and place reliable citizen and good neighbor.
the Stockton
poles on the county road from
Mrs. David Tibbetts left Tuesday morning
line of
line through Searsport to the boundary
by train for her home in Boston, after spending
summer in her native town, the guest of
the
Belfast.
the City of
her sister and husband, Capt. and Mrs. Melvin
Bark Mabel I. Meyers, Capt. C. N. Meyers, was E. Colcord, East Main street. Mrs. T.’s cheerher old
towed from Cape Jellison Wednesday to Rock- ful presence is ever welcome among
who hope to see her here
land for a crew. The Meyers has 35,000 bun- acquaintances,
another year.
ches of orange box shooks for Castlemare, Bay
Sch. Young Brothers sailed Sunday from
of Naples, and is chartered to return from Tradock. The three-masted schoonNichol- Cape Jellison
pina with 1,000 tons of salt to the T. M.
er Lucy E. Friend towed in to Cape Jellison
Florence
son Co. at Bucksport.
pier Monday to load lnmber; and thenitrate
of
Leland is discharging a cargo of
Knyvetta Rebekah Lodge, No. 125, will give soda to be taken by rail to Houlton. The bark
with
Novem- Mabe' I. Meyers cleared Monday for Italy
a Thanksgiving ball Thursday evening,
shooks.
ber 26th, in Union Hall. Tickets to the dance, a load of orange
was the 89th anniversary of
Good
16th
cents.
10
November
50 cents per couple; spectators
Mrs. Robert Hichbom’s birth; and her nieces,
music will be furnished. Floor manager, H. C. Mrs. Horace
Staples and Mrs. Harriet C.
Buzzell; aids, G. S. Sargent, E. R. Grey, L. M. Hichborn, joined her family, Capt. Edmund
not

Robertson and W. E. Towers.

There will be work in the third degree in
Mariner’s Lodge, F. & A. M., No. 68, on Tuesday, December 1st. District Deputy Grand
High Priest George W. Goss of Lewiston inspected Searsport chapter, R. A. C., WednesA full membership was
A fine banquet was served by caterer

day, November 17th.

present.
John Murphy.
Monday morning opened well for the deer
hunters. Clifton Jackson brought down a 250
pound buck in the Shirley orchard, and Tony

Hichborn and Misses Emma and Nellie Hich-

born, during the day, making the occasion
who has
very enjoyable for the aged invalid,
been totally blind and confined to her bed for
several years.
Flitner Staples returned from Boston November 17th, where he had received treatment for
his spinal trouble, having a stiff leather jacket
fitted in place of the plaster cast worn for
if
many weeks. Thus far he realizes little,
a little with one
any, benefit, but can now walk
cratches.
two
of
crutch and a cane, instead
He is at the home of his parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Horace Staples, West Main street. We
hope to hear of marked improvemeateocm.

a

lot

Send this advertisemen' together with name
and
of paper in which it appears, your address
four cents to cover postage, and we will send
World."
the
of
Atlas
Handy
you a "Complete
SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St, New York

of

took supper.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Davis of Medfield, Mass.,
are visiting his father, Charles E. Davis.
Mrs. Charles Parkhurst with her daughters,
Bertha and Erma of Albion, are guests of Mrs.
Sarah Thompson in North Montville. Miss
Phebe A. Cross of Morrill visited Miss Nettie
Ramsay last week... S. K. Thompson of North
Montville was at Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Jones
Sunday and Monday. Miss Mildred Whitcomb of Morrill is with her aunt, Mrs. T. S.
Erskine, for a time. Mrs. Sarah Thompson
was in Knox a part of last week, helping to
care for her granddaughter, Miss Myrl Payson, who was very ill with an abscess in her
were

present and about

HOLIDAY GOO*

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Nov. 18. .Ar, sch. Edward H.
Blake, Philadelphia; 19, passed City^ Island,
schs. Flora Condon, Port Reading for Gloucester; Frances, Charleston, S. C., for Providence;
20, ar, schs. Sawyer Bros., Bangor; Samuel
Hart, Vinalhaven; Methebesec, do; Harold B.
Cousens, St. John, N. B., for Philadelphia (and
sld); 21, ar, schs. J. R. Bodwell, Green Island,
Me.; Morris and Cliff and Ada Ames, Rockland;
F. C. Pendleton, Stonington; 22, ar, sch. Mol lie
Rhodes, Rockaway Beach.
Boston, Nov. 19. Ar, sch. Henry B. Fiske,
Brunswick; sld, sch. Thelma, Jacksonville; 22,
ar, sch. J. C. Straw bridge, Apalachicola; 23, ar,
bark Penobscot, Baltimore.
Philadelphia, Nov. 19. Cld, sch. Gov. Powers,
Guanica, P. R., via Guayanilla; 20, ar, tug Gettysburg, towing barges Neshaminy, Robesonia
and Conewago, from Bangor; 21, ar, sch. Augusta W. Snow, Belfast, Ga.
Baltimore, Nov. 17. Cld, sch. Luther T. Garretson, Portland; passed down Sparrows Point,
sch. Frontenac, for Boston.
Jacksonville, Nov. 17. Ar, sch. Hattie C.
Luce, Philadelphia.
Newport News, Nov. 17. Ar, sch. Prescott
Palmer, Portland; sld, sch. Wellfleet, Jacksonville; 21, sld, sch. Prescott Palmer, Searsport;
23, ar, schs. Cora F. Cressey, Searsport; Gov.
Brooks, do.
Norfolk,'Nov. 21. Ar, sch. Frederic A. Dug-

An

Line of

Elegant

A half hour with

Philadelphia.

Jacksonville, Nov. 19. Ar, sch. Clifford N.
Carver, Havana.
San Francisco, Nov. 19. Ar, ship Aryan, San

WANTED!

100

BELFAST MAN
To list and sell Real Estate.

Experience

not necessary, but must have business
ability and he able to furnish good references.
man.

A fine opening for the right
2w48
W. D. HUTCHINS CO.,

Farm Dealers,

Augusta,

Al'fl.t ION.

Maine.

Ar, sch. Winfield S. Schus22.

Ar, sch.

Snyder, Banger.

Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 21.

Robert A.

GIFtJ

DWIGHT P. PALMER,

"A^J

Savannah, Ga., Nov. 21. Ar, schs. Gladys,
Peck, New York; S. G. Haskell, Portland; 22,
ar, sch. Mary L. Crosby, New York.
Charleston, Nov. 22. Ar, schs. Brina P. Pendleton, New York; Fannie Prescott, Perth Amboy; Charles H. Valentine, New York.
Bangor, Nov. 18. Ar, schs. Mary E. Palmer,
Norfolk; M. V. B. Chase, Philadelphia; Alice
Murphy, Baltimore; sld, sch. R. L. Tay, New
Bedford; 19, sld, sch. Willis & Guy, Boston; 20,
ar, barge's Ashland and Logan, Philadelphia;
schs. George I). Edmunds, do.; A. F. Kindberg,
Belfast; aid, schs. Andrew Nebinger, Huntington, L. I.; Northern Light, Providence; Carrie
C. Wise and Abby Ingalls, Boston; 21, ar, schs.
Elm City, New York; N. E. Ayer, do.; Hazel
Dell, New Rochelle; 22, ar, barge Paxinos,
Philadelphia; 23, sailed, barge Knickerbocker,
Philadelphia; schs. Mary E. Palmer, Philadelphia; John B. Carrington, Bridgeport; Puritan,
Boston; 24, schs. Elsie A. Bayles, New York;

i

MARCELLUSJ.

DOtyfft

BROOKS,

l

MAINE,

I
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HAS A FINE LINE OF

I

Outings, Blankets, Underwear, Wool
and

a

...

ENDORSED

HOME.

...

Candies

prices

sell.

RICHARDS.

CARD

ft

ft

ft

MEN’S SOCKS AND MITTENS DIRECT FROM FORT KENT

ft

PINE TREE SUITS FOR SOYS

{.
*

ft

Silk, Ribbons, Veilings, Laces

Suesine

j!

K

Gloves and Neckwear.

f

ft

-SMALL WARES AND HOLIDAY GOODS IN ABUNDANCE

Is

Gorgonzola,
Zuyder
Zuyder

nlTFFDr

Jj ftft fti fti

Zee
Zee

Edam,

MacLaren

fti

|*

-^.ft

=■

11

a

Cream,
Sage,
Plain,

1;
i;

I

SWIFT & PAUL.
BORN

Ten cent

assortment®
Japanese China a®
W. H. RICHARDS®

Chisholm. In Searsport. November 20, to
! Mr and Mrs. W. A. Chisholm, a daughter.
Clark. In West Ellsworth, November 14,
:
to Mr. and Mrs. Winfred E. Clark, a son.
In West Brooklin, November 15,
Bridges.
to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Bridges, a daughter.
In
Brooklin, November 10, to Mr.
Kane.
and Mrs. Wilmot P. Kono, a daughter.
Robbins. In Sedgwick, November 5, to Mr
and Mrs. Arthur Robbins, a son, Arthur Vinai
In Belfast, November 23, to Mr
Small.
!

and Mrs. Hubert C. Small, a son.
Staples. In Searsport, November 16, to
and Mrs. W. H. Staples, a daughter.
ViNAL. In Thomaston, November 14, to
and Mrs. Harold G. Vinal, a son.
White. In Montville, November 17, to
and Mrs. Wayland H. White, a daughter.
Wingate. In Troy, November 12, to

and Mrs. Fred M. Wingate,

I

Gondaft

Pineapple

UlIJlJjljJj Neu^at

a

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

that in all the fimi:
S. but 6 % is done v
°Jc being done by n

Mr.

ing account

daughter.

drafts?
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j
I
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If you do
start
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I
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from its convenien
true. If you are n<>tem come to us and

MARRIED
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--■

Flanneft

General Assortment of Warm
Winter Goods.

....

jury;2._—_-

youl

light, Philadelphia.

Marion Draner. do.
In port, sen.
Somes Sound, Me., Nov. 17.
Metinic, for New York (loading).
Searsport, Nov. 18. Ar, stmr. Massasoit,
Bass Harbor, and sld for Vinalhaven and west;
23, ar, barge R. & R. L. Co., No. 3, North Weymouth.
Stockton, Nov. 17. Ar, sch. Young Brothers,
Bangor, to load potatoes for Norfolk: 21, ar,
sch. Florence Leland, New York; 23. ar. sch.
Lucy E. Friend, Rockland; sailed, sch. Young

j

m

will delight

us

Sld, sch. Day-

John Richardson, who has a good position as
han officer of the Howard, R. I., State Prison
as been the guest for a few days of his father.,
Mr. O. C. Richardson and sister, Mrs. O. W.
Currier... Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Parks of
Saturday and Sunday.
Pawnee, 111., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Wentworth... Rev. Nathan Hunt of CharlesLINLOLNVILLK,
held services in the Baptist church Sunday.
Mrs. 0. E. French has returned from a visit ton
.Miss Addie Davis is at home from Pittsfield Brothers, Norfolk.
to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John W. Gates, in
Frankfort, Nov. 18. Ar, sch. Allen Green,
she has been tir ployed as trained nurse
Rockland, to load stone for New York.
Nova Scotia.... Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Keller of where
Nov. 17. Arrived, sch. Mattie J.
has
moved
on
to
the
William
Proctor
place
Stonington,
Islesboro are visiting their daughter, Mrs. EvAlles, Soothwest Harbor for Rockland, in tow
erett Deane_Mr. Forest Heald spent a few | recently bought of Albion T. Waltz. Mr. and of
tug Betsy Ross; sailed, schs. Ira B. Ellems,
moved to South Hope... Joe.
New York; Mildred May, Portland.
days last week with his sister, Mrs. Gustin Mrs. Waltz have
Rockland, Nov. 19. Sld, schs. Wawenock,
Warren_ Mr. Ralph Richards is once again Ames has sold the old stave mill to Elder
New York; F. C. Pendleton, do.; Susie P. Olidriving one of the rural routes after a short Dyer, who has torn it down and says he will ver, do.; John Cadwallader, do.; Edward Stewvacation. Mr. Emery French, while substitu- build a shop with the timber. Price paid for art, do.; L. T. Whitmore, do.; Jeremiah Smith,
Philadelphia; Hastings, Boston; Scotia, New
ting for Mr. Richards, shot a doe deer in Lev- mill, $5,00,
York; Stanley H. Miner, Bridgeport; 3. S.
enseller’g field.*». Mr. James Deane is the
THORNDIKE.
Lamprey, Philadelphia; John Bracewell, New
guest of his sister, Mbs. Maria Dean.Mr.
V. N. Higgins returned from his trip to York; Charles Boyce, do.; Florence A., New
Reuben Eastman, Boston; J. V. Weland Mrs. Chas. Fernald of West Rockport visE. H. Ward Bedford;
Washington November 17th.
lington, New York; Izetta, do.; 20, sld, schs.
ited Mr. Fcrnald's sister, Mrs. Chas. A. Warin
Bosfor
a
short
visit
with
relatives
Susan
N.
stopped
Pickering, N. Y.; R. L. Tay, do.; Nat
ren, last Sunday.... A delightful whist party ton and returned the 19th.
They speak in the Ayer, do.; Florence Leland, do.; Hannah F.
was given
Carleton, Boston; Holliswood, New York.
Friday evening by Mr. and Mrs,
highest term?, of the excursion, and their treatFOREIGN FORTS,
Robie F. Ames. Forty people were present
ment everywhere was of the best. They both
Honolulu, November 14. Ar. sch. Texan,
and prices were won by Mr. Emery French and attended the
reception at the White House.
Nichols, gftn Francisco.
Miss Aldana Colemah; consolation, Mr. T. E. As Mr.
Higgins took the President’? hand he
Cheverle. N. S., November 18. In port, sch.
Gyshee and Mrs» isadore brink water.... A bit
said. <4Mr. president* I’Ve been toahtihg to take Ralph Mi Hayward for Philadelhhia (loading
of eXctteVnfehc was caused at the Beach by the
plaster).
you by the hand ever since you became PresiSt. John, N. B., November 18. Arrived, sch.
appearance of a large buck deer. When nearly dent of this United States/’ To which Mr. Almeda
Willey, Hatfield, Eastport.
surrounded by hunters it made a dash for the Roosevelt responded, “I am mighty glad to
Puerto, Mexico, November 20. Arrived, str.
bay and was then shot. A boat was procured hveet you, comrade,” which made the old vet- Oregonian, Curtis, New York.
MARINE MISCELLANY*
after some delay and the deer brought to the eran feel so kind of
important like that upon
Jacksonville, November 21. SehSSr Clifford N.
Thomas shore... Master Guy Carver has been his arrival home he put bn airs and had such a
from Havana, reports having lost
spending a few days with his grand mo then, switch to his coat tails that it came near caus- Carver, and 60 fathoms
of claim ’while anchored
anchor
Mrs. Annie Richards, in the western part of
ing a separation in the family.... Mrs. Otis off Cape Canaveral during ‘a heavy easterly
the town.... Mrs. Albert M, Carver, wrho has Crosby ahd daughter Leah passed Saturday in gale.
November 16. Sehr James R.
Beaufort, N.
been visiting relatives and friends, has return- Waterville.Workmen are now putting a
Jordan, before reported at Cape Lookout with
ed to Brookline, Mass.,'Where she will reside s*eel ceiling in the new church. The ladies of rudder head
ap'd spanker gaff carried away,
the Helping Hand Club have bought the pews is now safe ifi this harbor. It will require ten
during the winter
to
repairs and will cost about
com'plete
days
and they have arrived. The pulpit and pulpit
MOLKILi.
$-100.
were a gift from the Masonic fraternity.
set
The loss of Engineer
20.
November
of
Boston,
The funeral of Mr. Daniel Weymouth, one
comLawrence M. Hopkins of the barge Powell,
The furnace is se* and everything Will
cur aged citizens, was held at his residence
from
Philadelphia toin a short time_ O. J. Farweil, Fer- which arrived at Salem
Nov. 16th, Rev. Wm G. Mann of Stockton pleted
was reported to-night by Captain William
and Elijah Simpson, each havefa day
dinand
Marcia
Lambert, of Providence, R. I., who come to
Springs officiating.... Several large deer have
nice new furnace in their cellar, bought, this this city to-night. Hopkins was swept overbeen shot in town the past two weeks
hoard
by a huge sea off Block Island last SunWillie Ward
fall of C. L. Wright of Belfast.
Fred Bryant, Roy Paul and Chas. Thomas each
Captain B. S. Hopkins of Vinaland family of Unity passed Sunday with Mr. day morning.the
a
circuit
of
w
ithin
the
all
victim’s father, has offered
fine
buck,
a
large
haven, Me.,
got
C.
Mrs.
Richard
C.
and
for the recovery of his son’s
Higof
a
reward
Higgins.Ross
$40
and
mile... The Soap Club enjoyed a supper
and wife passed Sunday afternoon with body.
pleasant time at Mrs. John Berry’s last Fiiday. gins
New York,November 20. Seven weeks were
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Philbrick.Fred Howe of
_The Ladies Aid met with Mrs. Elisha Mer- j
required by the schooner Methebesec, which
drove
week
and
in
town
last
was
Newburgh
arrived here to-day, to travel from Vinalhaven,
riam last Thursday and will meet next Thursabout 100 head of sheep and lambs. Me., to this port, a journey usually made in
day with Mrs. Samuel Place... Mr. and Mrs away
was caused by the
Burton Gross has gone up river on a hunting seven davs. The delay
Edmund Simmons and Harry Wing are at home
shifting of a huge granite monolith, weighing
Mr. and Mrs. Paris Dyer passed Sun42 tons, two of which made up the entire cargo.
from Whitinsville, Mass... Mrs. Maud Dag- trip_
with their children, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar The monoliths were too large to be put into
gett is conducting a successful singing school day
the schooner’s hold, so they were loaded on
in the church vestry. They meet Tuesday and Dyer.
the deck and lashed in place. Heavy weather
R. I., and
was encountered off Point Judith,
Saturday evenings... .The many friends of EAST KNOX.
blocks of stone broke from its
Mrs. Deborah Thompson will be glad to leam
The school at East Knox closed November one of the big
schooner to capthe
causing
nearly
fastenings,
that she has had a very successful surgical
13th after a pleasant and
profitable term -size. By the united efforts of, the crew the
operation upon her face at the Melrose, Mass., taught by Mrs. B. L. Aborn. Mrs. Aborn is ! monolith was again fastened in position and
i
resumed. One sailor had a leg broken
Hospital... Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wentworth of considered one of our best teachers and has the trip the
struggle to replace the stone and
during
Waldo have moved to their residence here, been very successful in her work in this school- was taken ashore at Point Judith. The two
which has been renovated in modem style It is the sincere wish of both parents and pu- monoliths are the second largest ever quarried
and will be used in the office building being
Their daughter, Mrs. Nellie Whitcomb, is with
pils that she may teach the next term. Much erected on the site of the old Fifth Avenue
them for a brief visit... Miss Hertilla Harding interest has been taken in drawing, and some
hotel here. The columns measure 30 feet in
of Waterville visited her parents, Mr. and fine specimens of work done by the pupils were length and are about six feet square.
-mmmmrt
Vilinda
Mrs.
week...
last
In the
Mrs. J. G. Harding,
seen on the walls of the schoolroom.
Hatch is visiting her daughter in Morrill.... afternoon the following program was enjoyed
AT
The High school basket ball team \vilf pltly &
I Ijy all:
game with the Belfast term in Belfast, Thanks
Roll call >
Such Proof as This Should Convince Any
t
giving day.
By school
Singing America;
Belfast Citizen.
Woodbury
Clyde
Recitation, Welcome;.
Olive Hatch
Recitation, Thfe Lost Lamb,
WIStSHPUkli
'of h fecal citizen is
endorsemeht
Nellie Bradford
The public
Recitation, Kitty Knew,
Elmer Cummings of 1’ortWtnd has bought the
Rosaline Wilson the best
in the Way,"
that ban be produced. None
Song
6 “Always
proof
to
Hazel Baker
wood lot on the McIntyre farm belonging
man
better, none stfnWger can be had. When a
Postmaster T. H. Sprowk He is installing a Recitation, A Little Girl’s Speeches,
his
fellow-citito
testifies
and
Braddock
Ethel
forWaVd
comes
will
portable sawjm" and during the winter
aeriS WfdVesses his friends and neighbors, you
Mr. Recitation, A Little Boy’s Speeches,
saw the wood into lumber and firewood.
Walter Penney
is thoroughly convinced or he
Mi*s* Baker may be sure he
Cummings’ family are occupying,the Wouse of Instrumental music,
would not do so. Telling one's experience when
I be a Suhbeahij
Can’t
has
Bowden
and
Why
Recitation,
Mr.
Ellery Bowden, Esq.,
Mabel Wentworth it is for the public good is an act Of kindness
moved into a house on Commercial street ownDavid Kenney
The following
Recitation, My Chickens,
that should be appreciated.
barn
ed by Henry Eldredge... The old red
Tableau, Playing Grandma.
adds
Bernice Ryan statement, given by a resident of Belfast,
belonging to the SpVoul estate has been sold to I Recitation, John Brown Chums,
The Blackberry Girl, Amy Bucklin one more to the many cases of Home EndorseDr. A. R. Fellows, who, after taking it down, Recitation,
Solo Is there any room in Heaven for a little
which are being published about Doan’s
Hazel Baker ments
will move it to his farm, where he will rebuild
girl like me?"
^
Pills. Read it.
has
leased
Kidney
Nick's
of
Scarecrow,
Clark
Prospect
Farmer
Elmer
Mr.
it...
Recitation,
O. A. Hopkins, retired seaman, 5 Bayview
Ray
Ryan
Christian
on
Hill,
house
the Henry Eldridge
Belfast, Me., says: “Since I first recomReading, Mr. Snyder lias Nose Bleed,
and Bert Hackett, who recently occupied it,
Clara Emerson street,
Doan's Kidney Pills through the Belmended
on
house
Knowles
has bought the Martha
Recitation, Twinkle Little Star, Olive Hatch
I have continued to adfast
of
Blanchard
Harry
Kenney
Helen
paper years ago,
Recitation, A Day,
Washington street_Miss
them.
A Clean Shave.
vise my friends and acquaintances to use
Chelsea, Mass., is with her aunt, Mrs. Hannah I Tableau,
school.
have
The seasons illustrated by
I know of many cases in which they
Belches, to spend the winter-Silas P. Kelly Song There’s Another Picture in My Mamand
Rosaline Wilson brought about prompt relief and lasting cures.
ma’s Frame,
is visiting relatives in Boston, Philadelphia
on my own
Hazel Baker
My previous testimony was based
Washington... Hon. Fred Atwood and grandEthel Bucklin
I Am Calling,
with Doan’s Kidney Pills.
experience
have returned from a Recitation,
personal
Miss
Gregg,
daughter,
Agnes Woodbury
Recitation, Santa Claus,
other troubles
French Instrumental
Mrs. Baker They cured me of backache and
music,
trip to Portland....Mr. and Mrs. L. F.
a disordered condition of my kidfrom
Lament,
Ray
Ryan
of
a hotel.
A
take
to
Boy’s
arising
to
charge
Recitation,
have gone
Togus
Amy Bucklin
A Farmer's Girl,
and the cure has since proven to be a perMr. James Freeman is still slowly improv- Recitation,
Rosaline Wilson neys
Solo Why Don’t You Try,
T.
H.
manent one."
Sprowl Recitation, Three Little Companions,
ing from his late accident. ...Mrs.
FosEthel Bucklin
For sale by all dealers. Price BO cents.
has returned from Bucksport, where she has
sole agents
and Setting Sun.
ter Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York,
been very ill for several weeks. She is some- Tableau, Rising Ma Gets Her Vote,
for the United States.
what improved in health.... The condition of Reading, When
Everett Bradford
and
Remember the name—Doan s—and take no
Capt. A. E. Femald remains Very critical
to Heaven, Hazel Baker
Birdie
Solo
Doctors
Away
Fly
with very little hope of recovery.
other._
Olive Hatch
While You Can,
Swett of Bangor and Johnson of Belfast were Recitation,
Landing of the Pilgrims,
6
at
in town last Thursday, in consultation on the Reading,
Rosaline Wilson Fresh
Femald
W.
Charles
case with Dr. Webber...
Sure Cure for Mumps,
fit
Recitation,
violent
Sunday
a
With
epileptic
taken
was
Everett Bradford
to
afternoon, but he is recovering from its effects
the School days, illustrated by school.
at this writing... Mr. Thomas Eaton fell
selections
and
remarks by
reMusic,
phonograph
stairs
morning,
front
Monday
his
of
W. H.
length
visitors.
ceiving some painful btuises but no serious inA treat of candy and peanuts was furnished
OF THANKS.
by the teacher.
WANTED
The committee of the Ladies’ Social Aid of
We want district representatives with satisthe Universalist Society who had charge of the
OA0TORSA.
recent entertainment, “The Concert of NaI*19 Kind You Have Always BoutM
factory references, on salary or commission
to
basis. On receipt of reply you will receive a Bsan the
tions,” wish to tender their sincere thanksand
all who participated in the entertainment
personal interview. Merrill« CloSson. Typethem.
86
Market
assisted
Street,
Office
and
Writers
Supplies;
to those who otherwise
2w47
Portland, Maine.
throat.Mrs. Charles Banks of Searsmont
was a guest of Mrs. T. S. Erskine last Wednesday.Mr. and Mrs. Lauren Jackson of Morrill visited Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Jaquith last

I

Particulars Next Week

Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 18. Sld, sch. Lizzie B.
Fall River; 21, sld, sch. Ruth B. Cobb,
New York via Darien.
Key West, Fla., Nov. 18. Ar, sch. Sallie POn,

18.

Desir^R

Very

CHRISTMAS

Willey,

Tampa, Nov.

j^Hi

Merchandise for

gan, Brunswick.

ter, Baltimore.
Providence, Nov.

\(||lI

The Same Old Story but
The Same Old Goods.

Pedro.

for

cord wood and has hired Ephraim Thompson
and Wesley Wentworth to help him cut it.
Charles Atkinson is moving to Arnold Turner’s
in Searsmont.The Ladies’ Sewing Circle
met last Thursday at the grange hall, with a
number
supper in the evening. Quite a large

Rev. Charles

re-

It sets the whole body going
again—man, woman and child.

of Stockton.

CENTER MONTVILLE.
West P. Jones has a contract

being

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

..

are

we are

freshed-bone, muscle and
brain, in body and mind—with
continual flow of rich blood.
This is health.
When weak, in low spirits, no
cheer, no spring, when rest is
not rest and sleep is not sleep,
we are starved; our blood is
poor; there is little nutriment
in it.
Back of the blood is food,
to keep the blood nch. When
it foils, take

time.

bridesmaids, Misses Ella and Helen Beach,
looked very pretty in their white muslin dresses,
Freddie
each Twith a basket of flowers.
was given
Henning acted as page. The bride
Mr. J. Logan peraway by her father, while
formed the duties of best man. The happy
at Tsintao.
couple will spend their honeymoon
a
The
present to the bride was

9

~

of fertilizer for
arrived Monday with 1,600 tons
the A. A. C. Co.
and ThursA*ter the fall of snow Wednesday
for the
out
were
looking
hunters
50
day about
fleet-footed deer.
from
Sch. Ned P. Walker arrived Sunday
corn and 60tons
of
bushels
with
4,000
Portland
of feed to Pike Eros.
Charles WaterAmos P, Lord has rented Mrs.
street
and will conWarren
on
house
house's
duct a boarding house.
returned SaturwMr. and Mrs. I. H. Havener
trip and have taken
day from their honeymoon
House.
rooms at the Searsport
has closed her house
Edwards
W,
Miss Lucia
taken
for the winter and
Oh Water street
rlouse.
rooms at the Searsport
of Center
Mr and Mrs. Charles Boynton
house at the
Montville have opened a boarding
“Elms” on Steamboat avemiG.
has been the guest
Mrs H. N. Edwards, Who
reW. Edwards on Water street,
Lucia
Miss
of
last week.
in
Jackson
home
her
turned to
Co. are setting
The Farmers’ Telephone
A
large
their poles in Searsport village.
m this
stock was subscribed for

spirits high

called back road. Our town officials have apof
pointed the 8th of December for the hearing
the case. They will also draw a juror at that

The

in

church will hold
The Ladies' Aid of
December
their Christmas sale in the vestry
the M. E.

We live by our blood, and on
it. We thrive or starve, as our
blood is rich or poor. There is
nothing else to live on or by.
When strength is full and

having
poles through Searsport village, the charter
allowing the placing of them along the “Counis the soty Road,” which Searsport claims

place

bridegroom’s
costly bracelet and the bridemaids’ presents
Among the numerous
were gold brooches.
Mrs.
tea set and
presents were a fine Chinese silver
Mass.
in
Beverly,
Webber,
sister, Mrs. H. A.
Capt. Samuel Parks was
a silver toilet set.
and daughter
and
born in Searsport, the son of Capt. Samuel
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Pendleton
and New York.
Hannah (Patterson) Park, and followed the sea
Margaret are visiting in Boston
in Shanghai,
Mr. W. A. Swift and family are occupying for many years, finally locating
for the win- China, W'here he has. ever since been engaged
Mrs. James G. Pendleton's house

ter.

BLOOD

on cross-bars as far as the home of
M. E.'Colcord. Mr. M. H. Blackwell, the
treasurer of the company, was in town Monday to petition the selectmen to grant a new
location for pole-lines, beginning at the corner
of West Main street, and Meadow Road and
running to the Searsport line, the company
been denied the privilege of putting its

and put

SHIP NEWS.

Arey-Grey. In East Bucksport, November
22, Burton W. Arey and Miss Emma It. Grey,
both of East Bucksport.
Averill-Keyes. In Fairfield, November 13,
George Goodwin Averill. M. I>., of Cambridge
and Miss Mabel Lillian Keyes of Fairfield.
Dunton Billington. In Pittsfield. November 18, by Rev. F. S. Walker, Perley A. Dunton
of Burnham and Maude E. Billington of Pittsfield.
Fernai.d-Philbrook. In South Hope. November 14, Clifford FernaW of West Rockport
and Miss A. Philbrook of Simonton.
In Searsport' November
Fletcher-Pike.
H. McElleney, Edson Walter
: 25. by Rev. C
Louise Pike, both of
Sarah
Miss
ahd
Fletcher
| Searsport.
Gray-Leighton. In Sedgwick, November 9.
I
Capt. Walter Gray of Deer Isle and Miss Rosa
V.

Leighton of Sedgwick.
Gerry Wood. In Troy,

Saturday evening,
November 21, Dekmont Gerry of Unity and
Miss Angie Wood of Troy.
Havener-CROCKER. In Bucksport, Novem-

SearsporiN5; ill
will give jour bus
small, careful atteut

DEPOSITORS IN THIS

\

;

»

ABSOLUTELY S
CAPITAL $50,000.00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS S4C,(W
OKGAM/I

♦

i

J

>

WANTED
A good capable gn
in small family.
Must
of wages if well re.
O. Box 1001, Belfast.

16. Isaac H. Havener of Searsport and Miss
Alice Crocker of Bucksport.
HCMtS Clark. In Rockland, November 18,
M‘ss ''ennie E- Clark- bo‘b
tturne.

|

j

ber
;

FOR SALhl

Sidney

| of Washingtonj

M.ASoJv BlCKSV. In Belfast, November 24.
Pi-V. A. E. Luce, Elmer H. Mason and Mrs.
Grace E. Dickey, both of Belfast,
Stantial Bridges. In Belfast, November
Stantial of
23, by Rev. D. L. Wilson, Arthur E.
Belfast and Miss Goldie Bridges of Penobscot,

Severance-Carter. In Ellsworth Falls, November 14, Charles E. Severance and Miss
! Bertha Carter, both of Ellsworth
In Bluehill, NoWardwEll-Pettingill.
!
1
vember 14, Milton T. Ward well and Miss Edith
Bluehill.
of
both
b. Pettingill,
NoWhitney Patterson. In Verona I ark,
vember 13, William F„ Whitney of Thomaston
Verona,
of
Patterson
S.
Crisinda
and Mrs.

FarJ

Elmbrook
Formerly

known

S

as

Land and buildings
year about sixty
(15) acres pasturage, fgood bearing young ore1

j»:

this

Write

or

inquire

m

W-

jjl
Sfc

of

HORACi

.l!'s|i’|

DIED

Rockport, 'November 18,
Brown.
Sarah C.„ wife of William S, Brown, aged 70
years, 10 months and 10 days

Home

"

Made

In West

In Rockland. November 18, Mary
Burdick.
73 years
E., widow of William Burdick, aged
and 9 months.
Colson. In Bucksport. November 9, I red! crick W. Colson, aged 77 years and 29 days.
Cotton. In Orland, November 16, John A.
Cotton, aged 76 years and 5 months.
Curtis. In Bluehill, November 13, Mrs. Ruth
Curtis, aged 86 years.
Lampher. Drowned off Rock Island, K. L,

j

November 15, William Lampher of Vinalhaven,
j engineer of barge Powell.
RobI

I
:

McIntosh. In Rockland, November 18,
1
ert G. McIntosh, aged 68 years, 8 months and

d!JONES.

In West Brooksville, November 23,
Mrs. Lucy J. Jones, aged 78 years.
Pease In Fulton, 111., November 10, Hannah

Souvenir Post Cards 10c.
per dozen at
W. H. RICHARD’S.

RICHARD3!

W. H.

l1

PRICE

MARKET.

50a75, If
per bu,
7 li
dried, per lb.,
Beans, pea,
2.50a2.75j l..i
Beans, Y. E., 2.75a3.00 1...
28a30 M'
Butter,
Beef, sides,
5^a7LO:i
Beef, fore quarters, 511 ’•
60 !I«
Barley, bu,
14Sti
Cheese,
14 Tn
Chicken,
10 Tm
CalfSkins,
V* al
18'
Duck,

Apples,

Geese,

38. \\ <fl.
12, W.
18 V\ <><>»!

RETAIL PRICE.

12 Lin
Beef, Corned,
V
Salt, 14 lb., 18a20 Oat
870m
Corn,
Oil.
82
Cracked Corn,
82 I’«»; 1
Corn Meal,
18 I'm
Cheese,
Plaste*
1.70
CottonSeed,
8a9 Rye
Codfish, dry,
Short'
12
Cranberries,
00 Sugar.
Clover Seed,
5.75a6.75 Salt
Flour,
0.00Sweet
H, G. Seed,.
14 Wheat
Lard,
1

Butter

"

1
fl
fl

Corrected Weekh
PRODUCE

of
(Gould), wife of Havilah Pease, formerly
Rockland, aged 70 years.
Rollins. In Plymouth, November 14, C-apt. Eggs,
B. F. Rollins, aged 67 years.
Fowl.j
Al-

Starrett. In Burnham, November 17,
bert Starrett, aged 53 years.
Shepherd. In Vineland, N. J., November 18,
Louise E., widow of Orrin G. Shepherd, formerly of Rockland, aged about 90 years.
Wardwell. In Penobscot, November 13,
7
Miss Virginia Wardwell, aged 76 years,
months and 11 days.

I
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